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Abstract. We establish the satisfiability threshold for random k-sat for all k ě k0, with k0 an
absolute constant. That is, there exists a limiting density αsatpkq such that a random k-sat formula
of clause density α is with high probability satisfiable for α ă αsat, and unsatisfiable for α ą αsat.
We show that the threshold αsatpkq is given explicitly by the one-step replica symmetry breaking
prediction from statistical physics. The proof develops a new analytic method for moment calcu-
lations on random graphs, mapping a high-dimensional optimization problem to a more tractable
problem of analyzing tree recursions. We believe that our method may apply to a range of random
csps in the 1-rsb universality class.
1. Introduction
A constraint satisfaction problem (csp) consists of variables x1, . . . , xn subject to constraints
a1, . . . , am. This general framework encompasses several fundamental problems in computer science,
the most classic example being boolean satisfiability (sat). Other examples include various natural
problems in graph combinatorics; such as (proper) coloring, independent set, and cut or bisection
problems. In each of these csps, the variables xi take values in some fixed alphabet X, and it is of
interest to understand properties of the subset SOL Ď Xn of valid assignments: its total size, say, or
the maximum value of some objective function.
In many cases, even deciding if SOL is nonempty — which requires, a priori, exhaustive search
over Xn — is np-complete [Kar72], and thus believed to require super-polynomial time in worst-case
instances. This worst-case intractability of csps was one of the early motivations to develop some
“average-case” theory for csps. A standard approach [Lev86] is to study the typical runtime of
algorithms in a random csp: formally, a sequence pPnqně1 where each Pn is a probability measure
on csps of n variables; the interest is in asymptotic behaviors as nÑ8.
Since their introduction into the computer science literature, random csps have become a subject
of interest among physicists and mathematicians as well. On the basis of heuristic analytic methods,
physicists predict that they exhibit a rich array of phenomena. However, the rigorous analysis of
random csps poses substantial mathematical difficulties, and many of the physics predictions remain
challenging open problems. This paper considers one of these predictions which has been especially
well-studied, the satisfiability threshold conjecture.
1.1. Main result. The random k-sat model is as follows: variables x1, . . . , xn take values true ” +
or false ” -. They are subject to constraints a1, . . . , aM where M is a Poispnαq random variable.
Conditioned onM , the constraints are independent. Each constraint is a random disjunctive clause:
it is the boolean or of k independent literals, with each literal sampled uniformly at random from
t+x1, -x1, . . . , +xn, -xnu. The clause is satisfied if at least one of its k literals evaluates to +. The
entire instance is satisfied if every clause is satisfied. This defines a probability measure Pn,α over
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k-sat problem instances;1 and the sequence pPn,αqně1 is what is commonly termed the random
k-sat model at density α.
A k-sat problem instance is naturally encoded by a bipartite graph G “ pV, F,Eq where V is
the set of variables, F is the set of clauses, and E is the set of edges. The presence of an edge
e “ pavq P E indicates that variable v participates in clause a. The edge always comes with a sign
Le which is + or - depending on whether +xv or -xv appears in clause a. Thus Pn,α can be regarded
as the law of a random bipartite graph with signed edges. This is a bipartite analogue of the
standard Erdős–Rényi random graph; and for this reason the model is sometimes also referred to
as “random Erdős–Rényi k-sat.”
It has been notoriously challenging to characterize a most basic property of this model: what
fraction of randomly sampled instances are satisfiable? Based on numerical simulations and non-
rigorous arguments, it is proposed that for each fixed k ě 2, there is a critical value αsat — depending
on k but not on n — such that for all  ą 0,
lim
nÑ8P
n,αsat´psatisfiableq “ 1 “ lim
nÑ8P
n,αsat`punsatisfiableq.
In words, the model has a sharp transition from satisfiable to unsatisfiable, with high probability.2
This is the satisfiability threshold conjecture. For k “ 2, it is known to be true with threshold
αsat “ 1 [CR92, Goe92]. It has been a long-standing open problem to establish a satisfiability
threshold for any k ě 3. Our main result resolves this conjecture for large k:
Theorem 1. For k ě k0, random k-sat has a sharp satisfiability threshold αsat, with explicit char-
acterization αsat “ α‹ given by Propn. 3 below.
The study of the random k-sat model has seen important contributions by researchers from sev-
eral different communities — probability theory, combinatorics, computer science, and statistical
physics. In particular, the explicit characterization αsat “ α‹ emerged from the physics literature
[MPZ02, MMZ06], via the so-called “one-step replica symmetry breaking” (1-rsb) framework. Sub-
sequent works [KMR`07, MRS08] detailed the implications of 1-rsb for the geometry of the solution
space SOL, and the resultant obstacles to locating the threshold. At the same time, a quite separate
challenge posed by this model concerns the fluctuating local geometry of the underlying random
(bipartite Erdős–Rényi) k-sat graph. This issue has been most notably considered within the
probability and computer science communities [AM02, AP03, CP12, CP16].
The current paper is heavily guided by insights from the aforementioned works. We describe these
connections in the remainder of this introductory section, which is organized as follows. In §1.2 we
survey the prior rigorous literature on random k-sat. We then turn to the statistical physics work on
this problem (§1.3), and describe the general notion of replica symmetry breaking (rsb) (§1.4). In
the specific context of random k-sat, we explain (§1.5) how this manifests as one-step rsb, leading
to an explicit threshold prediction (§1.6). Lastly we explain how the underlying graph geometry
poses further challenges, and outline our proof strategy to deal with these issues (§1.7).
1.2. Prior rigorous results. Exact satisfiability thresholds have been rigorously shown in only a
few models, including k-xor-sat [MRZ03, PS16] and random 1-in-k-sat [ACIM01]. Also, as we
remarked above, it has been proven for random 2-sat [CR92, Goe92], along with even finer results
characterizing the scaling window [BBC`01]. Compared with all these, however, random k-sat for
k ě 3 is believed to undergo a very different type of transition, as we explain below (§1.4).
For random k-sat, even the existence of αsat was not known for any k ě 3. To date, the strongest
result that applies for every k ě 2 is Friedgut’s theorem [Fri99]. It states that for each fixed k ě 2,
1Although Pn,α depends on k as well as α, one typically considers the problem for fixed k, so we suppress this
dependence from the notation.
2An event occurs with high probability if its probability tends to one in the limit nÑ8.
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there is a sharp threshold sequence αsatpnq such that for all  ą 0,
lim
nÑ8P
n,αsatpnq´psatisfiableq “ 1 “ lim
nÑ8P
n,αsatpnq`punsatisfiableq. (1)
The theorem does not imply that αsatpnq converges to a unique limit, as the conjecture requires. It
also gives no quantitative information on αsatpnq.
Complementing Friedgut’s theorem, there have been many results giving quantitative bounds on
αsatpnq, usually in the limit of large k. An easy calculation of the first moment of assignments gives
a fairly accurate upper bound [FP83]. Truncating the first moment to “locally maximal” solutions
gives an even more precise bound
lim sup
nÑ8
αsatpnq ď 2k ln 2´ 12p1` ln 2q ` k [KKKS98].
In the above and throughout what follows, k denotes any error term that tends to zero as k Ñ8.
This upper bound is already correct in the second-order term. In contrast, all early lower bounds
for the k-sat threshold, which were generally algorithmic in nature, missed the true threshold by
a large multiplicative factor — the current best algorithmic result [CO09] gives a lower bound of
order 2kpln kq{k while the threshold is of order 2k.
More recent advances in lower bounding αsat have all taken a non-algorithmic route — via the
second moment method, in combination with Friedgut’s theorem. This route, initiated by [AM02],
faces two major challenges in the random k-sat model. In brief, the first concerns the geometry of
the solution space SOL Ď t+, -un, while the second concerns the geometry of the underlying bipartite
graph — we explain these further below. Important advances on the second issue led to a series of
improvements in the lower bound:
lim inf
nÑ8 αsatpnq ě
$&% 2
k´1 ln 2´Op1q [AM02];
2k ln 2´Opkq [AP03];
2k ln 2´ 32 ln 2` k [CP12].
(2)
These works did not address the first issue (the solution space geometry), which was first dis-
cussed in the physics literature. Coja-Oghlan and Panagiotou were the first to address both issues
simultaneously: they prove
lim inf
nÑ8 αsatpnq ě 2
k ln 2´ 12p1` ln 2q ´ k [CP16], (3)
matching the upper bound of [KKKS98] up to k. This gives the best estimate of the k-sat threshold
prior to the current work, which closes the k gap for large k.
To explain the difficulties in pinning down an exact threshold, we turn next to a survey of the
statistical physics heuristics for this model, leading to the explicit characterization of αsat. Having
done this, we can then give a more detailed account of the earlier advances in rigorous lower bounds,
as well as the obstacles that remain. With this context, we give an overview of our proof approach
at the conclusion of this section.
1.3. Statistical physics. Statistical physicists became interested in random csps as examples of
spin glasses, which are models of disordered systems (see e.g. [MP85]). Perhaps the most extensively
studied such model is the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick (SK) spin glass [SK75]: let pgijqi,jě1 be an array
of i.i.d. gaussian random variables with mean zero and variance 2{n. The SK spin glass is defined
as the probability measure on x P t+, -un given by
µpxq “ 1
Z
ź
1ďiăjďn
exptβgijxixju,
where Z is the partition function (normalizing constant). The measure µ of course depends on the
gij , so it is a random measure supported on t+, -un. Parisi conjectured in a series of seminal papers
[Par79, Par80a, Par80b, Par83] that the SK measure has intricate asymptotics, characterized by an
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infinitely nested hierarchy. Key aspects of this prediction have been rigorously proved in celebrated
works [Gue03, Tal06, Pan13a].
The analogue of the SK measure in random k-sat is the uniform measure ν over the solution
space SOL, which can be regarded as a random measure on t+, -un:
νpxq “ 1
Z
ź
1ďjďM
1
"
x satisfies
clause aj
*
“ 1tx P SOLu
Z
(4)
where in this context Z “ |SOL|. In contrast with SK, however, it turns out that k-sat exhibits the
most interesting behavior when the number of constraints scales proportionally to the number of
variables — in other words, when the graph of interactions G is sparse. This is a central distinction
from the SK model, where the graph of interactions is the complete graph on n vertices.
An extensive statistical physics literature demonstrates how heuristics for the SK model can be
adapted to the analysis of sparse random csps such as random k-sat. In one sense, the sparsity of
interactions makes these models more challenging to analyze. In the SK model, because each vertex
has a large number of neighbors, there is a self-averaging effect which is crucial to the analysis.
The effect does not occur on sparse graphs, and this turns out to pose major difficulties in the
mathematical study of random k-sat and other sparse models. For example, the sparse version of
the SK model has been studied [Pan13c, Pan14, Pan15], but remains not nearly as well understood
as the complete graph version (see [Pan13b]).
In spite of this, random k-sat is expected to exhibit behaviors which are very similar to those
of SK, and in certain aspects significantly simpler. In particular, while the SK model is described
by an infinitely nested hierarchy (8-rsb or full-rsb), many random csps — k-sat included — are
conjecture to be described by a depth-one hierarchy (1-rsb). This is central to our understanding
of this problem, and we describe this next.
1.4. Replica symmetry and cavity methods. Let ν be a random measure on t+, -un (such as
in (4)). For any function f : pt+, -unq` Ñ R, we let xfyν denote the expected value of f if its `
arguments are independent samples of ν:
xfyν ”
ÿ
x1,...,x`
fpx1, . . . , x`q
ź
jď`
νpxjq.
In the physics terminology, the xj are replicas of system ν. Let R be the overlap (normalized inner
product) between two replicas, R “ n´1px1 ¨ x2q. The measure ν is termed replica symmetric (rs)
if this overlap is well-concentrated:
vn “ E
”
xR2yν ´ pxRyνq2
ı
“ onp1q. (5)
Otherwise ν is said to be replica symmetry breaking (rsb). Note that one can rewrite vn as the
average, over all pairs i, j P rns, of the expected correlation between x1ix2i and x1jx2j ,
corri,j ” E
”
xx1ix1jyνxx2ix2jyν ´ xx1i yνxx1jyνxx2i yνxx2jyν
ı
.
The rs condition (5) says that the average correlation corri,j is small. Non-concentration of the
overlap (rsb) indicates the presence of long-range correlations.
If rns ” t1, . . . , nu is the vertex set of a sparse graph, then most of the contribution to (5) comes
from vertices i, j which are far apart in the graph. Thus, in the sparse setting, rs is regarded by
physicists as being equivalent to correlation decay : if x is a sample from ν, then xi, xj are roughly
independent if i, j are far apart in the graph. In other words, in an rs model, the behavior around a
vertex i P rns depends only on its local neighborhood. The commonly studied sparse random graph
models are locally tree-like — for example, the random k-sat graph converges locally in law to a
certain (multi-type) Galton–Watson tree. It is expected that sparse models in the rs regime can be
accurately analyzed by a certain set of tree approximations, which generally go under the name of
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belief propagation or rs cavity methods. In this viewpoint, roughly speaking, the stochastic process
on the finite graph is approximated by a stochastic process on the limiting tree.
We shall not go into many more details on the rs cavity method, referring instead to the literature
([MM09, Ch. 14] and refs. therein) for details. We only note here that a key step in the method is
to compare graphs G ,G 1 where G 1 is G with a random clause a P F removed. Let Ba denote the
variables incident to a in graph G : these variables are most likely well-separated in G 1. Thus, in the
rs (correlation decay) regime, one can treat these variables as (approximately) independent, with
laws depending only on their local neighborhoods in G 1. This a key simplification, leading to explicit
tree recursions which can be analyzed. In rs models this is a powerful analytic tool. It leads further
to an explicit prediction for the free energy of the model, expressed in terms of a fixed point of the
tree recursions — the rs free energy or Bethe free energy (see [YFW05]). In rsb models, however,
it is expected that this method yields false predictions, as the lack of correlation decay invalidates
the independence assumption. We discuss this next in the context of sat.
1.5. 1-rsb and condensation. In a broad class of models, it is believed that rsb arises due to
the formation of clusters, which are loosely defined as dense regions of the measure. Specifically,
for t ě 1 integer, t-step replica symmetry breaking (t-rsb) is the special case of rsb in which the
overlap R concentrates on exactly t` 1 values. The way this can occur is that in the cube t+, -un,
there is a hierarchy of scales δ0  δ1  . . . δt such that there are many clusters of mass δi nested
within each cluster of mass δi´1. The maximal scale δ0 refers to the entire space t+, -un. This
scenario is often summarized by a depth-t tree, where the vertices at depth j correspond to the
clusters at scale δj . It was proposed by Parisi (refs. cited above) that the tÑ8 limit describes
symmetry breaking in the SK model.
By contrast, later works ([MPZ02, KMR`07] and refs. therein) indicated that random k-sat and
several other sparse csps of interest exhibit 1-rsb, corresponding to a single-depth hierarchy δ0  δ1.
In fact, random k-sat is believed to have a rich phase diagram (Figure 1) which includes both rs and
1-rsb regimes. As we next describe, physicists predict a condensation threshold αcond P p0, αsatq,
which marks the onset of 1-rsb.
heuristic implementation of the definition in terms of pure state
decomposition (see Eq. 4). Generalizing the results of ref. 16, it is
possible to show that the two calculations provide identical results.
However, the first one is technically simpler and under much better
control. Asmentioned abovewe obtain, for all k! 4 a value of"d(k)
larger than the one quoted in refs. 6 and 11.
Further we determined the distribution of cluster sizes wn, thus
unveiling a third ‘‘condensation’’ phase transition at "c(k) ! "d(k)
(strict inequality holds for k! 4 in SAT and q! 4 in coloring, see
below). For "! "c(k) the weights wn concentrate on a logarithmic
scale [namely,"log wn is#(N) with#(N1/2) fluctuations]. Roughly
speaking, themeasure is evenly split among an exponential number
of clusters.
For " $ "c(k) [and ! "s(k)] the measure is carried by a
subexponential number of clusters. More precisely, the ordered
sequence {wn} converges to a well known Poisson-Dirichlet process
{w*n}, first recognized in the spin glass context by Ruelle (26). This
is defined by w*n% xn/&xn, where xn$ 0 are the points of a Poisson
process with rate x"1"m(") andm(")! (0, 1). This picture is known
in spin glass theory as one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
and has been proven in ref. 27 for some special models. The Parisi
1RSB parameter m(") is monotonically decreasing from 1 to 0
when " increases from "c(k) to "s(k) (see Fig. 3).
Remarkably, the condensation phase transition is also linked to
an appropriate notion of correlation decay. If i(1), . . . , i(n) ! [N]
are uniformly random variable indices, then, for "! "c(k) and any
fixed n:
! !
'xi!(
"#)xi)1* . . . xi)n**$ #)xi)1** . . . #)xi)n**"3 0 [5]
asN3 +. Conversely, the quantity on the left side of Eq. 5 remains
positive for " $ "c(k). It is easy to understand that this condition
is even weaker than the extremality one (compare Eq. 3) in that we
probe correlations of finite subsets of the variables. In the next two
sections we discuss the calculation of "d and "c.
Dynamic Phase Transition and Gibbs Measure Extremality.A rigorous
calculation of "d(k) along any of the two definitions provided above
(compare Eqs. 3 and 4) remains an open problem. Each of the two
approaches has, however, an heuristic implementation that we shall
now describe. It can be proved that the two calculations yield equal
results as further discussed in the last section.
The approach based on the extremality condition in Eq. 3 relies
on an easy-to-state assumption and typically provides a more
precise estimate. We begin by observing that, because of the
Markov structure of #!, it is sufficient for Eq. 3 to hold that the
same condition is verified by the correlation between xi and the set
of variables at distance exactly ! from i, that we shall keep denoting
as x!. The idea is then to consider a large yet finite neighborhood
of i. Given !" ! !, the factor graph neighborhood of radius !" around
i converges in distribution to the radius-!" neighborhood of the root
in a well defined random tree factor graph T.
For coloring of random regular graphs, the correct limiting
treemodel T is coloring on the infinite l-regular tree. For random
k-SAT, T is defined by the following construction. Start from the
root variable node and connect it to l new function nodes
(clauses), l being a Poisson random variable of mean k". Connect
each of these function nodes with k" 1 new variables and repeat.
The resulting tree is infinite with nonvanishing probability if "$
1/k(k" 1). Associate a formula to this graph in the usual way,
with each variable occurrence being negated independently with
probability 1/2.
The basic assumption within the first approach is that the
extremality condition in Eq. 3 can be checked on the correlation
between the root and generation-! variables in the tree model. On
the tree, #! is defined to be a translation invariant Gibbs measure
(17) associated to the infinite factor graphj T (which provides a
specification). The correlation between the root and generation-!
variables can be computed through a recursive procedure (defining
a sequence of distributions P" !, see Eq. 15 below). The recursion can
be efficiently implemented numerically yielding the values pre-
sented in Table 1 for k (resp. q) % 4, 5, 6. For large k (resp. q) one
can formally expand the equations on P! and obtain:
"d)k* %
2k
k # log k,log log k & 'd& O$ log log klog k % & [6]
ld)q* % q- log q & log log q & 'd& o)1*. [7]
with 'd % 1 (under a technical assumption of the structure of P!).
The second approach to the determination of "d(k) is based on
the ‘‘cavity method’’ (6, 25). It begins by assuming a decomposition
in pure states of the form 4 with two crucial properties: (i) if we
denote byWn the size of the nth cluster (and hence wn%Wn/&Wn),
then the number of clusters of size Wn % eNs grows approximately
as eN&(s); (ii) for each single-cluster measure #n!, a correlation
decay condition of the form 3 holds.
The approach aims at determining the rate function &(s), com-
plexity: the result is expressed in terms of the solution of a
distributional fixed point equation. For the sake of simplicity we
jMore precisely #! is obtained as a limit of free boundary measures.
αd,+ αd αc αs
Fig. 2. Pictorial representationof thedifferentphase transitions in the setof solutionsof a rCSP.At"d,, someclusters appear, but for"d,,!"!"d they comprise
only an exponentially small fraction of solutions. For "d ! "! "c the solutions are split among about eN&" clusters of size eNs". If "c ! "! "s the set of solutions
is dominated by a few large clusters (with strongly fluctuating weights), and above "s the problem does not admit solutions any more.
Σ (s)
s
αs(k)αc(k)
m (α)
1
0.5
0
Fig. 3. The Parisi 1RSB parameterm(") as a function of the constraint density
". In the Inset, the complexity &(s) as a function of the cluster entropy for "%
"s(k) " 0.1 [the slope at &(s) % 0 is "m(")]. Both curves have been computed
from the large k expansion.
10320 " www.pnas.org'cgi'doi'10.1073'pnas.0703685104 Krza¸kała et al.
constraint level α
uniqueness extremality clustering condensation unsat
αuniq αclust αcond αsat
Figure 1. Figure adapted from [KMR`07]. Conjectural phase diagram of random k-sat: each
panel depicts the typical geometry of the solution space SOL Ď t+, -un in a different regime of the
constraint level α. The satisfiability threshold αsat is the point beyond which SOL is empty with
high probability. The condensation threshold marks the onset of symmetry breaking: the model is
rs for α ă αcond, and is 1-rsb for αcond ă α ă αsat.
This conjectural phase diagram was derived [ZK07, MRS08, KMR`07] in the following ma ner.
It starts from the hypothesis that the model is at most 1-rsb. This means that there is at most
one hierarchy of clustering, or equivalently that clusters are replica symmetric. This means that
o e can su cessfully apply rs inference methods, but at the level of clusters rath r than individual
solutions. Let Ω count the total number of clusters in SOL. For 0 ď s ď ln 2, let Ωs count only
those of size approximately exptnsu. By the rs cavity method applied at the level of clusters, it is
possible to calculate an explicit function Σpsq such that Ωs concentrates around exptnΣpsqu. Note
th implicit dependence on α; we write also Σpsq ” Σps;αq.
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This calculation of Σpsq, combined with other insights from the literature, lead physicists to
suggest the phase diagram shown in Figure 1 [KMR`07]. As soon as α crosses a clustering threshold
αclust, the curve Σpsq becomes positive for some interval of s-values. There is some rigorous evidence
for the clustering and related phenomena [AC08, GS14]. Note that if Σpsq ě 0, the clusters of size
exptnsu contribute roughly exptnrs` Σpsqsu to the total number of solutions. If Σpsq ă 0, clusters
of size exptnsu typically do not occur. One characterization of the condensation threshold is
αcond “ inftα : s1 ‰ s‹u
where s1 and s‹ are both functions of α, defined by
s1 “ arg maxsts` Σpsq : 0 ď s ď ln 2u,
s‹ “ arg maxsts` Σpsq : 0 ď s ď ln 2 and Σpsq ě 0u.
For α ă αcond, the solution space SOL is dominated by clusters of size exptns1u, of which there are
exponentially many (exptnΣps1qu). Since each cluster carries a negligible fraction of the total mass,
the asymptotic (nÑ8) measure is understood as having no clusters — this regime is therefore
considered replica symmetric. By contrast, for α ą αcond, the solution space SOL is dominated by
clusters of size exptns‹u, of which there are only a bounded number because Σps‹q “ 0. Thus there
are clusters carrying a non-vanishing fraction of the total mass, so the asymptotic measure has non-
trivial clusters and is considered to be genuinely replica symmetry breaking. This scenario persists
up to
α‹ “ suptα : max
s
Σpsq ě 0u, (6)
which is the 1-rsb prediction for the satisfiability threshold.
s s
s‹ s1
(a)
(b)
(c) (c)
(d)
Figure 2. The number of clusters of size roughly exptnsu concentrates around its mean value
exptnΣpsqu. The left panel shows Σpsq ” Σps;αq as a function of s for four different values of α,
together with the tangent lines of slope ´1. In increasing order of α, the curves indicate (a)
αclust ă α ă αcond, (b) α “ αcond, (c) αcond ă α ă αsat, and (d) α “ αsat. The right panel shows
curve (c) only and indicates the locations of s‹ and s1.
We emphasize that the above derivation is highly non-rigorous, relying on unjustified assumptions
regarding the measure ν. Nevertheless we have included the above discussion in order to highlight
some of the physics intuition. As we discuss in the next section, several of these ideas have had
an important role in recent progress on the rigorous study of random csps. We note also that key
aspects of the condensation phenomenon have been rigorously verified in random graph coloring
[BCH`14] and random regular nae-sat [BC15a, SSZ16].
1.6. Explicit threshold, and sharp upper bound. In the physics perspective, since Σ is an
explicit function, α‹ is already explicitly characterized by (6). We now spell this out by making an
explicit definition of a function Φpαq which corresponds to the physics prediction for maxs Σps;αq.
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Throughout what follows, we always assume that k exceeds a large enough absolute constant k0.
Further, in view of known bounds (§1.2) on αsat, we restrict attention to
2k ln 2´ 2 ” αlbd ď α ď αubd ” 2k ln 2.
These assumptions will be made throughout the paper even when not explicitly stated.
Let d+, d- be independent samples from the Poispαk{2q distribution, and write d ” pd+, d-q. Let
P denote the space of probability measures on r0, 1s, and define a recursion R ” Rα : P ÑP as
follows. Given µ PP, generate (independently of d) an array η ” rpηjqjě1, pη+ij , η-ijqi,jě1s of i.i.d.
samples from µ. Then Rµ PP is the law of
Rpd, ηq ” p1´Π
-qΠ+
Π+ `Π- ´Π+Π- , where Π
± ” Π±pd, ηq ”
d±ź
i“1
´
1´
k´1ź
j“1
η±ij
¯
. (7)
Proposition 2. Fix k, α and write R ” Rα. Let µ` ” µα` PP (` ě 0) be the sequence of probability
measures defined by µ0 “ δ1{2, and µ` “ Rµ`´1 for all ` ě 1. For k ě k0 and αlbd ď α ď αubd, this
sequence converges weakly as `Ñ8 to a limit µ “ µα PP, satisfying Rµ “ µ.
The following is the formal characterization of the 1-rsb prediction α‹ for the k-sat threshold:
Proposition 3. Given k, α, let µ “ µα be the fixed point of Propn. 2. Let d ” pd+, d-q as above,
and let η ” rpηjqjě1, pη+ij , η-ijqi,jě1s be an array of i.i.d. samples from µ (independent of d). Define
Φpαq “ E
„
ln
Π+ `Π- ´Π+Π-
p1´śkj“1 ηjqαpk´1q

, (8)
where E indicates the expectation over pd, ηq. For k ě k0, the function Φ is well-defined and strictly
decreasing on the interval αlbd ď α ď αubd, with a unique zero α‹ ” α‹pkq.
Recall that a cluster means, generally, a dense region of the measure, where for us the measure of
interest is the uniform measure (4) over the k-sat solution space SOL Ď t+, -un. In the regime that
we study, with k ě k0 and αlbd ď α ď αubd, it turns out that the clusters are well-separated, so that
we can simply define a cluster to be a connected component of SOL. (Two assignments x, x1 P SOL
are connected if they differ by a single bit.) With this definition, the above propositions describe
the replica symmetric calculation for the uniform measure on clusters. Recall from §1.4 that a key
step of this calculation is to compute the distribution of a variable incident to a removed clause. In
the above, η P r0, 1s represents the probability for such a variable to be frozen to the - value. The
randomness in η, as described by µ, reflects the random structure of the local neighborhood of this
variable.
The normalization for the uniform measure on clusters is the total number Ω of clusters, and
Φpαq is the associated Bethe free energy. As discussed in §1.4, the measure µ should satisfy a tree
recursion (the map R of Propn. 2), and Φ is expressed in terms of a fixed point for this recursion.
The 1-rsb conjecture for random k-sat says that clusters are rs and so Φpαq correctly predicts the
free energy, which would mean that Ω concentrates about
exptnΦpαqu “ exptnmax
s
Σps;αqu
(with high probability). This explains why α‹ is defined as the root of Φpαq.
We emphasize again that the above characterization of α‹ already appears in the physics literature
[MMZ06]. To the best of our knowledge, however, it has not been formally proved to be well-defined.
The proofs of Propns. 2 and 3 are based on a detailed recursive analysis, which we could not extend
to all k ě 3. Nevertheless, these propositions do show that α‹ is at least well-defined for k large
enough. Having verified this, it is relatively straightforward to deduce the sharp satisfiability upper
bound:
Proposition 4. For k ě k0, random k-sat at α ą α‹pkq is with high probability unsatisfiable.
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Propn. 4 is proved via previously known bounds [FL03, PT04] for the positive-temperature version
of the k-sat model — that is to say, the measure
νpxq “ expt´βHpxqu
Zpβq
where Hpxq is the number of clauses violated by x. For any β P r0,8q, it is proved that
n´1ErlnZpβqs ď inf
ζ
Φβpζq (9)
where ζ runs over the space of probability measures over R [FL03, PT04]. The proof of (9) is based
on an interpolation scheme, inspired by related results [GT02, Gue03] for the SK spin glass.
It remains for us to choose a measure ζ which gives a good upper bound on (9). The 1-rsb
heuristic suggests to choose ζ in a particular way, such that it is effectively a reparametrization of
the measure µ (from Propn. 2). With this choice, we show that as soon as α exceeds α‹,
lim
βÑ8Φβpζq “ ´8.
This implies there are no satisfying assignments with high probability, yielding Propn. 4.
1.7. Sharp lower bound. The main content of this paper is to prove the matching lower bound
to Propn. 4. As noted in §1.2, all recent satisfiability lower bounds, including our current result,
are proved by the second moment method together with Friedgut’s theorem [Fri99]. We now briefly
describe the main obstacles to this method, and how they are overcome in our analysis. A more
extensive discussion is given in §2.1.
As before, let Z be the total number of k-sat solutions, and let E denote expectation with respect
to P “ Pn,α. The most basic version of the second moment method would be to prove
lim sup
nÑ8
pEZq2
ErZ2s ă 8.
The Cauchy–Schwarz inequality then gives
lim inf
nÑ8 PpZ ą 0q ą 0
at this value of α; and Friedgut’s theorem immediately implies satisfiability with high probability
at any α1 ă α.
In fact, this basic version of the second moment method fails on random k-sat at any positive
clause density — the ratio ErZ2s{pEZq2 diverges with n for any positive α, including throughout
the rs regime. The reason is roughly as follows. Recall (§1.4) that in the rs regime, variables far
apart in the graph G are nearly independent, and the behavior of each variable depends only on its
local neighborhood. In some “locally homogeneous” models, either all variables have the same local
neighborhood, or there is a variety of local neighborhoods but they all give rise to the same variable
behavior.3 This homogeneity does not hold for random k-sat — e.g., some variables are incident to
more affirmative literals, and so are more likely to be true. In the rs regime, there is correlation
decay conditional on the graph structure — but the moment calculation averages over the graph
structure, and as a result non-negligible correlations arise. These “local neighborhood correlations”
cause the second moment method to fail, and are a central difficulty of random k-sat.
In spite of this, the second moment method has been successfully applied to lower bound the
number of k-sat solutions in the rs regime. In all such results ([AM02, AP03, CP13], see (2)), a
key step is to make some truncation, or reweighting, such that the resulting model becomes locally
homogeneous. The result of [CP13] is notable in that it also conditions on the degree profile of
3See the discussion of “symmetric” models in [CP13, Appx. A]. We use the phrase “locally homogeneous” rather
than “symmetric” to avoid confusion with the (separate) issue of replica symmetry.
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the k-sat instance, an idea which had previously been applied in a simpler model [CP12]. This
decreases the effect of local neighborhood correlations and gives an improved lower bound.
The best lower bound prior to this work is due to Coja-Oghlan and Panagiotou ([CP16], see (3)).
This advance was especially significant in moving the lower bound past the conjectural condensation
threshold of random k-sat. Inspired by the 1-rsb heuristic, the proof of [CP16] applies second
moment method to the number of solution clusters, rather than the number of individual solutions.
This strategy had previously been applied to improve the lower bound for random nae-sat [CP12],
and to obtain sharp satisfiability thresholds in some locally homogeneous models [DSS13b, DSS13a].
The result of [CP16] further incorporates techniques developed in [CP12, CP13] for conditioning on
the degree profile.
The result of [CP16] demonstrates that applying the second moment method to the number of
solution clusters, and conditioning on the degree profile, can give very good lower bounds. It became
clear, however, that in order to achieve a sharp lower bound, it would be necessary to condition not
only on the degree profile, but on the profile of local neighborhood structures to arbitrarily large
(constant) depth R. The main work of this paper is to carry out this approach: we establish a
satisfiability lower bound αlbdpRq for each R; and show that αlbdpRq Ñ α‹ in the limit RÑ8.
Let us briefly indicate the main difficulties in implementing this strategy. The second moment
computation reduces to an optimization problem over a vector ω of empirical marginals, broken
down according to the R-neighborhood type — the dimension of this problem diverges with R.
The proof of [CP16] solves a version of this problem for marginals ω broken down according to the
variable degree. Their analysis relies on an important preprocessing step — for k large, removing nk
variables with atypical degree leaves behind an nearly regular graph. This allows for very explicit
analysis of the second moment, but costs k in the satisfiability lower bound.
To achieve a sharp lower bound, we can only afford to remove nk,R variables with k,R Ñ 0 in
the limit RÑ8. Thus we cannot hope to avoid including increasingly pathological vertices as R
grows. Instead, we devise a slightly elaborate preprocessing scheme which ensures that bad vertices
are surrounded by large buffers of nice vertices. One portion of the paper is occupied with proving
that this scheme indeed removes a vanishing fraction k,R of variables.
It remains to solve the second moment optimization problem, where as input we have only rather
rough a priori estimates on ω that are guaranteed by the preprocessing step. The central new idea
in this paper is to update ω in blocks corresponding to trees inside the graph. By keeping the rest
of ω fixed, we can reduce a non-convex optimization problem on large finite graphs to a convex
optimization problem on finite trees of bounded (though diverging with R) depth, with some fixed
boundary conditions. For the tree optimization we make a system of weights that act as Lagrange
multipliers for the boundary conditions. The weights are set by an inductive construction, where
the preprocessing step was specifically designed to ensure that the weights contract in the desired
way. Once these weights are set, it becomes relatively easy to read off the desired second moment
bound. This analysis is the main technical contribution of this paper, and may be appliable in the
analysis of other models which are not locally homogeneous.
Acknowledgements. We thank Amir Dembo, Elchanan Mossel, Andrea Montanari, and Lenka
Zdeborová for many helpful conversations. We are grateful for the hospitality of the Theory Group
at Microsoft Research Redmond where much of the key work was done.
2. Tree recursions
Recall that we represent a sat problem instance as a bipartite factor graph G “ pV, F,Eq, with
vertices V Y F partitioned into variables V and clauses F , and with undirected edges E joining vari-
ables to clauses. We generically denote variables u, v, w, clauses a, b, c, and edges e “ pavq “ pvaq.
Each edge e “ pavq comes with a sign Le “ Lav, indicating whether the inclusion of variable v in
clause a is affirmative (Lav “ +) or negative (Lav “ -). We write B for the neighbors of a vertex with
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multiplicity, and δ for the incident edges. For a variable v P V we regard Bv, δv as unordered multi-
sets, while for a clause a P F we regard Ba, δa as ordered tuples: that is, each edge pavq P E comes
with a label jpv; aq P rks, indicating the position of v in Ba. This defines a map G : t+, -uV Ñ t+, -u
(with + ” `1 ” true, - ” ´1 ” false) defined by
G pxq ” ´1` 2
ź
aPF
"
1´
ź
vPBa
1´ Lavxv
2
*
for x ” pxvqvPV P t+, -uV .
The problem is to determine whether the set G´1p+q Ď t+, -uV of satisfying assignments is nonempty,
in which case G is termed satisfiable. This is a k-sat problem if each clause a P F has degree |δa| “ k.
Remark 2.1. A sat problem instance is equivalently encoded by a hypergraph, with vertices and
hyperedges corresponding to variables and clauses respectively. A k-sat instance thus corresponds
to a k-uniform hypergraph. In order for graph distances to be consistent between the bipartite
factor graph and hypergraph representations of the same sat problem, we assign length 1{2 to all
variable-clause edges e “ pavq in the bipartite factor graph G . In particular, for a variable v in G
we will write 1Bv for the set of variables at distance one from v — that is to say, the variables that
share a clause with v but are distinct from v. The variables in 1Bv are the hypergraph neighbors of
v, so we will refer to them as the “neighboring variables of v.”
For the random k-sat model, start with n variables, V “ rns ” t1, . . . , nu, and M clauses,
F “ rM s ” t1, . . . ,Mu, where M „ Poispnαq. Independently for each clause a P F , sample Ba uni-
formly at random from rnsk, and sample pLavqvPBa uniformly at random from t+, -uk. This defines
a family of probability measures P ” Pn,α over k-sat instances, indexed by n and parametrized by
the expected clause density α. Writing Pn,m for the measure P conditioned on M “ m, we have
P “ Pn,α “
ÿ
mě0
pinαpmqPn,m where piλpmq ” e´λλm{m! (10)
(note Pn,m does not depend on α).
2.1. Moments of satisfying assignments. We now review the standard moment calculation for
random k-sat solutions, which illustrates the main obstructions to proving sharp bounds on the
satisfiability threshold. For more detailed discussion see [AM02, AP03].
We describe the calculation for the measure Pn,m as defined in (10), evaluated at m “ nα — the
purpose in fixing the total number of clauses is to remove some variance from the second moment
calculation. For comparison we also give the calculation for random k-nae-sat: given G “ pV, F,Eq,
let
Z ” ZpG q ” |G´1p+q| ” number of sat assignments,
Znae ” ZnaepG q ” |rG´1p+qs X r-G´1p+qs| ” number of nae-sat assignments;
clearly Znae ď Z. With E denoting expectation with respect to Pn,nα, we have
EZ “ exptnφ1pαqu where φ1pαq ” ln 2` α lnp1´ 1{2kq,
EZnae “ exptnψ1pαqu where ψ1pαq ” ln 2` α lnp1´ 2{2kq.
Write α1 for the solution of φ1pαq “ 0: for α ą α1 the expected number of sat assignments is
exponentially small in n, so we see that αsat ď α1 ă 2k ln 2 “ αubd. The solution of ψ1pαq “ 0
likewise upper bounds the satisfiability threshold for nae-sat.
The best satisfiability lower bounds are based on the second moment bound: for any non-negative
random variable Z, the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality gives
pEZq2
ErZ2s “
pErZ1tZ ą 0usq2
ErZ2s ď PpZ ą 0q.
Consequently, if one can establish for E “ En,α that lim supn ErZ2s{pEZq2 ă 8, then Friedgut’s
theorem (1) immediately implies limn Pn,α´psatq “ 1 for any constant  ą 0, meaning αsat ě α.
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In fact, applying this method directly to Z does not yield any non-trivial lower bound: to see this,
decompose
Z2 “
ÿ
z
Z2rzs with Z2rzs ”
"
pairs px1, x2q P G´1p+q ˆ G´1p+q
with overlap |tv P V : x1v “ x2vu| “ nz
*
,
where the sum is over z “ j{n for integer 0 ď j ď n. For example, Z2r1s “ Z while Z2r0s “ Znae.
For each z we calculate
ErZ2rzss “ 2n` nnz˘p1´ 2{2k ` pz{2qkqnα “ nOp1q exptnφpzqu, where
φpzq ” ln 2`Hpzq
entropy term
`α lnp1´ 2{2k ` zk{2kq
probability term
, (11)
with Hpzq “ ´z ln z ´ p1´ zq lnp1´ zq the standard entropy function. Then φp1{2q “ 2φ1, corre-
sponding to the fact that ErZ2r1{2ss agrees with pEZq2 up to subexponential (order n1{2) correction.
Notice however that φpzq is a tradeoff between entropy and probability, where the entropy is maxi-
mized at z “ 1{2, but the probability is strictly increasing with z. Thus at any positive α we have
φ1p1{2q ą 0, implying limn ErZ2s{pEZq2 “ 8.
In fact this calculation has two distinct (though somewhat entangled) issues, which we mentioned
in Section 1 — (i) lack of “local homogeneity” and (ii) replica symmetry breaking. These issues
manifest themselves in the above calculation as follows
(i) For all α P p0, α1q, there is a local maximizer z1 just above 1{2 with φpz1q ą 2φ1; and
(ii) For all α P pα2, α1q, there is another local maximizer z2 just below 1 with φpz2q ą 2φ1.
(In the above, α2 denotes a value slightly smaller than α1. To see that these two features do indeed
arise, observe that the probability term in (11) is, for large k, essentially constant except for a rapid
increase near z “ 1.) For comparison (Fig. 3), we have ErpZnaeq2rzss “ nOp1q exptnψpzqu where
ψpzq ” ln 2`Hpzq
entropy term
`α lnp1´ 4{2k ` pzk ` p1´ zqkq2{2kq
probability term
.
The function ψ, unlike φ, is stationary about z “ 1{2 — the random nae-sat solutions are “locally
homogeneous.” Applying the second moment method on Znae gives a non-trivial lower bound
([AM02], see (2)). The issue of replica symmetry breaking remains however, and there is again a
non-trivial regime of α where EZnae  1 and ErpZnaeq2s pEZnaeq2, meaning that the moment
method yields no conclusions on satisfiability.
(a) ψpzq ´ 2ψ1 (nae-sat) (b) φpzq ´ 2φ1 (sat)
Figure 3. Comparison of second moment with first moment squared for random nae-sat and
sat with k “ 6 (with same qualitative phenomena occuring for all k).
In each figure, the horizontal axis is at zero while the vertical axis is at z “ 1{2.
Each curve corresponds to a different value of α, with the uppermost curve in the
right panel corresponding to the numerically computed value of α‹pkq [MMZ06].
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Issue (ii) reflects the dominance in the moment computation of exponentially unlikely clusters
— there is an excessive contribution from pairs of solutions in the same cluster (z close to one). In
contrast, issue (i) reflects the dominance of exponentially unlikely graphs. In sat this results from
the asymmetry between + and -, which is absent from nae-sat. Let D be the degree distribution of
G , so that nDpd+, d-q counts the number of variables participating in d± clauses with sign ±. Under
P “ Pn,nα, the measure D satisfies Epd+ ` d-q “ kα, and with high probability it lies within onp1q
total variation distance of D typ “ ppiαk{2qb2. However, in the decomposition
EZ “
ÿ
D
PpDqErZ |Ds,
we see that the dominant contribution must come from atypical (exponentially unlikely) D : PpDq
is maximized at D typ, but ErZ |Ds fails to be stationary at D typ, since it is favorable to increase
Erd+ ´ d- |Ds. This causes Z  EZ for all positive α, so the second moment of Z gives no lower
bound. In contrast, the fact that the second moment of Znae does give a non-trivial lower bound
indicates that ErZnae |Ds is stationary at D typ. That is to say, the degree profile fluctuations in
the Pn,nα measure contributes an exponential factor to the second moment of sat solutions, but
not nae-sat.
In fact, as we indicated in §1.7, this issue cannot be resolved by only considering the degree profile.
Recall that Ω is the number of k-sat solution clusters, and let Ωnae be the number of k-nae-sat
solution clusters. For any variable v in G , let BRpvq be the R-neighborhood of v, regarded as a
graph rooted at v. Let DR ” DRpG q be the probability measure on rooted graphs defined by
DRpT q “ |tv P V : BRpvq – T u|{|V |,
where – denotes rooted graph isomorphism. Thus DR generalizes the degree distribution D , which
coincides (recalling Rmk. 2.1 that edges have length 1{2) with DR|R“1{2. With high probability
under P “ Pn,nα, the measure DR lies within onp1q total variation distance of a measure D typR , which
is the law of the first R levels of a certain Poisson Galton–Watson tree (§4.1). Then, for all R ě 0,
ErX |DR`1s, as a function on profiles tDR`1 that project to D typR u,
fails to be stationary at D typR`1 for X “ Z,Ω,Ωnae (though not for X “ Znae).
Preceding lower bounds for random k-sat are based on fixing R and devising XR ď X for which
the stationarity does hold. To give a very loose summary, the choices of R and X are
[AP03] [CP13] [CP16]
R 0 1{2 1{2
X Z Z Ω.
In each case the second moment method is performed not on X itself, but on some XR ď X which
has the desired stationary property. In this paper we give the computation for X “ Ω as in [CP16],
but for all positive R. We follow the same general approach for constructing XR ď X, to be
explained below in Defn. 3.20.
2.2. Combinatorial encoding of clusters. We now introduce the combinatorial encoding of
k-sat clusters that we will work with throughout this paper. For further background on this model
see [MMW07] and references therein. Write
Bvp+q ” ta P Bv : Lav “ +u, δvp+q ” te P δv : Le “ +u,
Bvp-q ” ta P Bv : Lav “ -u, δvp-q ” te P δv : Le “ -u. (12)
Likewise a clause a comes equipped with incident half-edges δa, and has neighboring clauses Ba.
For variable v with neighboring clause a, let
Bvp+aq ” tb P Bvza : Lbv “ +Lavu,
Bvp-aq ” tb P Bvza : Lbv “ -Lavu. (13)
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A k-sat solution is represented by a configuration x P t+, -uV such that every clause a P F is satis-
fied, meaning pLavxvqvPBa is not identically -. We now introduce a new spin f, and use it to define
our model of k-sat solution clusters.
Definition 2.2 (frozen model). On a k-sat instance G “ pV, F,Eq, a frozen configuration is a
vector x P t+, -, fuV such that
(i) each clause a P F is satisfied, meaning pLavxvqvPBa is not identically -; and
(ii) for each variable v P V , xv ‰ f if and only if v is forced, meaning that for some a P Bv, the
product of Lau and xu is - for all u P Bazv.
In the above definition and throughout what follows, we adopt the convention that the product of
+ with f, or the product of - with f, is f.
Remark 2.3. Place a graph structure on the set G´1p+q of satisfying assignments by putting an
edge between any pair of assignments at Hamming distance one, and define a cluster of solutions
to be a (maximal) connected component of the graph G´1p+q. As has been previously explained in
the literature (see [Par05, MMW07]), frozen configurations encode clusters in the sense that there
is a natural mapping
coarsen : G´1p+q Ñ tfrozen configurations on G u, such that
each cluster C Ď G´1p+q maps to a single frozen configuration coarsenpC q.
To define the map, given x P t+, -, fuV , let us say that a variable v P V is blocked with respect to x
if for some a P Bv, Lauxu “ - for all u P Bazv — in this case, the clause a is violated (and hence x is
invalid) unless Lavxv “ +. If x has no violated clauses, define copxq “ y where yv “ xv if v is blocked
with respect to x, and yv “ f otherwise. If x, x1 are neighbors in G´1p+q, then copxq “ copx1q. The
map coarsen is defined by iterating co until termination, coarsen ” co8.
Remark 2.4. Let us briefly comment that another mapping one may consider is
cube : G´1p+q Ñ tfrozen configurations on G u, x ÞÑ y where
yv “ xv if v only takes value xv in the cluster of x, and yv “ f otherwise.
This clearly also has the property that each cluster is mapped to a single point in t+, -, fuV , en-
coding the minimal Hamming subcube containing that cluster. In most situations these maps are
equivalent, but one can easily construct cases where they differ. It is straightforward to construct
a graph G 1 ” pV 1, F 1, E1q with a satisfying assignment x1 such that V 1 contains distinct variables
zpiq, 1 ď i ď 3pk ´ 1q, all taking value - throughout the cluster of x1. Now take three new vari-
ables u, v, w, and three new clauses a, b, c, and set V ” V 1 Y tu, v, wu and F ” F 1 Y ta, b, cu. Define
G ” pV, F,Eq where E is given by the union of E1 with the edges forming the cycle
u — a — v
p-q
— b — w
p-q
— c — u,
together with 3pk ´ 1q edges between ta, b, cu and the variables zpiq such that each of a, b, c has
degree k in the final graph G . Take Le “ + on all e P EzE1 except for Lbv “ Lcw “ -. If C 1 denotes
the cluster of x1 with respect to G 1, then a cluster with respect to G is given by
C ” tx P t+, -uV : xV 1 P C 1, xu “ +, pxv, xwq ‰ p+, -qu,
so rcubepC qsu “ +. However, if we take x P C with xuvw ” pxu, xv, xwq equal to p+, +, +q, then
rcopxqsuvw “ p+, f, +q, rco2pxqsuvw “ p+, f, fq, and rco3pxqsuvw “ pf, f, fq,
so rcoarsepC qsu “ f ‰ rcubepC qsu. This example illustrates that frozen configurations are “locally
constrained” in the sense that u does not “know” it belongs to a cycle.
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2.3. Warning propagation and color model. We now proceed according to the warning propa-
gation (wp) method, recasting the frozen model as a Gibbs measure on certain spin configurations
m ” pmeqePE . See [MPZ02, BMZ05, MMZ06, MMW07, MM09] for more background. In the wp
model, the spin me on the edge e “ pavq represents a pair of “warnings” sent across e in either
direction: me ” p 9mva, mˆavq where
9mva represents the warning from v to a;
mˆav represents the warning from a to v.
Each warning concerns the evaluation of Lavxv; the warning from one endpoint of e represents the
state of Lavxv “in absence of” the opposite endpoint. The possible warnings are +, -, f, where ±
indicates a warning that Lavxv must be ±, while f indicates no warning. Since a can only force v
to agree with Lav, all clause-to-variable warnings mˆav will necessarily be either + or f. The formal
definition is as follows:
Definition 2.5 (warning propagation model). On a k-sat instance G ” pV, F,Eq, a warning con-
figuration is a vector m of spins mav ” p 9mva, mˆavq P t+, -, fu ˆ t+, fu, indexed by pavq P E, such that
mˆav “ WPavr 9ms and 9mva “ WPvarmˆs
for every edge pavq, where WPavr 9ms is a function of 9mpBazvqÑa ” p 9muaquPBazv, defined by
WPavr 9ms ”
"
+ if Lau 9mua “ - for all u P Bazv;
f otherwise;
and similarly WPvarmˆs is a function of mˆpBvzaqÑv, defined by
WPvarmˆs ”
$’’&’’%
+ if mˆbv “ f for all b P Bvp-aq, and mˆbv “ + for some b P Bvp+aq;
- if mˆbv “ f for all b P Bvp+aq, and mˆbv “ + for some b P Bvp-aq;
f if mˆbv “ f for all b P Bvza;
∅ otherwise — in which case m is invalid.
(For m to be valid, WP must never output ∅.)
Under these warning propagation rules, mav can take any value in t+, -, fu ˆ t+, fu except -+,
which represents a pair of conflicting warnings that will invalidate the configuration (since WPvb will
output ∅ for some b P Bvza). Let
ϕvpmδvq ” 1t 9mva “ WPvarmˆs for all a P Bvu;
ϕˆapmδaq ” 1tmˆav “ WPavr 9ms for all v P Bau.
Let G “ pV, F,Eq be a bipartite factor graph with literals on edges, representing a k-sat instance.
The counting measure on valid warning configurations for this instance is given byź
vPV
ϕvpmδvq
ź
aPF
ϕˆapmδaq.
It is straightforward to see that valid warning configurations are in bijective correspondence with
valid frozen configurations of G.
We work almost exclusively with the following especially concise simplification of the warning
propagation model, introduced by [CP16]. It is defined via the mapping proj which sends warnings
m to colors σ P tr ” red, y ” yellow, g ” green, b ” blueu, according to the following table:
m “ p 9m, mˆq ++ f+ -f ff +f
σ “ projpmq r r y g b.
Valid colorings are in bijective correspondence with valid warning configurations, and the counting
measure on valid colorings is given byź
vPV
ϕvpσδvq
ź
aPF
ϕˆapσδaq. (14)
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where, with a slight abuse of notation, ϕvpσδvq is the indicator that σδv is the projection of a warning
configuration mδv satisfying ϕvpmδvq “ 1, and ϕˆapσδaq is similarly defined. Following [CP16] it will
often be convenient to define the composite colors
c ” cyan ” tg, bu, p ” purple ” tr, bu. (15)
With these definitions, the clause function ϕˆa is given explicitly by
ϕˆapσδaq “
$&%1 if σδa has exactly one spin r, all other spins y (forcing clause);1 if σδa has no spins r and at least two spins c (non-forcing clause);
0 otherwise;
note the lack of dependence on the signs Lav. Recalling the notation δvp±q from (12), the variable
function ϕv is given explicitly by
ϕvpσδvq “ 1tevvpσδvq ‰ ∅u where
evvpσδvq “
$’’&’’%
+ if σδvp-q is all y, and σδvp+q is all p with at least one r
- if σδvp+q is all y, and σδvp-q is all p with at least one r
f if σδv is all g
∅ otherwise.
To summarize, on a given k-sat instance G “ pV, F,Eq, we have bijections"
frozen configurations
x P t+, -, fuV
*
ÐÑ
"
warning configurations
m P t++, +f, -f, f+, ffuE
*
ÐÑ
"
valid colorings
σ P tr, y, g, buE
*
. (16)
A coloring σ maps to a frozen configuration x by setting xv “ evvpσδvq for each v P V . In all three
models, each configuration encodes a cluster of k-sat solutions.
Remark 2.6. We will sometimes refer to the color model described above as the single-copy color
model, to distinguish it from the pair color model which is relevant to the second moment: the
latter is supported on pairs pσ1, σ2q with each σi a valid coloring of the same graph G . If we extend
ϕv, ϕˆa to pair inputs by setting
ϕvpσ1δv, σ2δvq ” ϕvpσ1δvqϕvpσ2δvq and ϕˆapσ1δa, σ2δaq ” ϕˆapσ1δaqϕˆapσ2δaq,
then the counting measure for the pair model is also expressed by (14), provided that for each vertex
x P V Y F we interpret σδx as ” pσ1δx, σ2δxq.
2.4. Frozen model recursions. For any non-negative constant R, for most vertices x in G the
neighborhood BRpxq will be a bipartite factor tree (by which we mean a bipartite factor graph which
is also a tree). We shall often consider the frozen model on finite trees of this form with i.i.d. rigid
balanced boundary input, as we now explain.
Let T ” pVT , FT , ET q be a finite bipartite factor tree whose leaf vertices BT are all variables. Let
9mB denote a vector of boundary input warnings 9mva, where v runs over BT and a denotes the unique
clause neighboring v. Any 9mB has at most one completion to a valid warning configuration m on T .
To see this, apply the map WP of Defn. 2.5 recursively, started from the boundary inputs 9mB: this
produces a (unique) valid completion m as long as WP never outputs ∅.
Definition 2.7. Let us say that a warning is rigid if it is not f. On the tree T as above, indepen-
dently sample each entry of 9mB uniformly from t+, -u; this is what we mean by i.i.d. rigid balanced
boundary input. Consider the law ν of the completion m of 9mB, conditioned on the event that it
is well-defined (which we assume to occur with positive probability) — thus, ν is simply uniform
measure on all valid completions m of rigid inputs 9mB. By passing through the bijection (16), ν
induces a probability measure on valid frozen configurations of T , which we term the frozen model
on T with i.i.d. rigid balanced boundary input.
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This tree frozen model is characterized by a set of recursions, as follows. For any variable-clause
edge pyzq in T (where either y or z is the variable), let Tyz be the component of T zz containing y:
this includes the edge pyzq but not z itself, so z is not considered part of BTyz. Given inputs 9mva for
all v P BTyz, apply WP (Defn. 2.5) recursively started from BTyz. As long as WP never outputs ∅,
this produces all the warnings on Tyz in the direction of z, which we term a completion on Tyz. Let
FpTyzq ” marginal law of the warning y Ñ z, under the uniform measure
on all valid completions of rigid inputs 9mva, v P BTyz;
thus F is a deterministic function of the finite tree Tyz.
Returning to the original tree T , for each pavq P ET where a P FT and v P VT , let
uˆav ” FpTavq, ηva ” FpTvaq, and ηva ” ηvap-q, (17)
so ηva represents the probability for v to negate Lav under the frozen model on Tva with i.i.d. rigid
balanced boundary input. If v P BT , ηvap+q “ ηvap-q “ ηva “ 1{2. The value of ηav for any other
pavq P ET can be computed recursively: define
Π±va “
ź
bPBvp±aq
´
1´
ź
uPBvzb
ηub
¯
, Wvap±q “ p1´Π±vaqΠ
±
va, Wvapfq “ Π+vaΠ-va,
Rvap±q “ Wvap±q
Wvap+q `Wvap-q `Wvapfq “
Π
±
va ´Π+vaΠ-va
Π+va `Π-va ´Π+vaΠ-va .
For v R BT , ηva is expressed in terms of the ηwb (b P Bvza, w P Bbzv) by the recursive relation
ηva “ Rvap-q “ Π
+
vap1´Π-vaq
Π+va `Π-va ´Π+vaΠ-va .
The probability measures η, uˆ can be determined from the scalars η:
ηvapxq “ Rvapxq for x P t+, -, fu, and uˆavp+q “
ź
uPBazv
ηua “ 1´ uˆavpfq.
Since we started from boundary input 0 ď ηva ă 1 for pavq P ET with v P BT , we have for all other
pavq P ET that 0 ă Π±va ď 1, and so 0 ď ηva ă 1 for all pavq P ET . The empty product is understood
to be one, so if v R BT with Bvp-aq “ ∅ then Π-va “ 1, implying ηva “ 0.
2.5. Weighted models. We will show in §2.7 that the frozen model recursions of §2.4 can be re-
trieved as a special case of the belief propagation (bp) equations for the color model. In preparation,
in §2.6 we will briefly review bp in the slightly generalized setting of weighted color models, which
will be used throughout our proof, and which we now introduce. We limit our discussion here to
the single-copy color model; the definitions and notations generalize to the pair model (Rmk. 2.6)
in the obvious manner.
A weighted color model on G “ pV, F,Eq is defined by multiplying (14) with edge weights
γe : tr, y, g, bu Ñ p0,8q (e P E). For our purposes it will often be convenient to consider the weight
γe on edge e “ pavq as “belonging” to the incident clause a: that is to say, we replace ϕˆa in (14) by
the weighted clause factor
ϕˆapσδa; Γaq ” ϕˆapσδaq
ź
ePδa
γepσeq where Γa denotes the tuple pγeqePδa.
At other times it is more convenient to consider the edge weight as belonging to the incident variable.
Here we parametrize the weights in a slightly different manner: there will be a weight λv for the
variable spin evvpσδvq P t+, -, fu, together with weights λe for the incident colors. Thus we replace
ϕv by the weighted variable factor
ϕvpσδv; Λvq “ ϕvpσδvqλvrevvpσδvqs
ź
ePδv
λepσeq where Λv denotes pλv, pλeqePδvq. (18)
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Inserting the weighted factors into (14) defines a weighted measure on valid colorings of G , which
we refer to as the weighted color model.
Clearly, scaling any Γa or Λv by a positive constant has no effect other than to scale the entire
measure, so we will always anchor the clause weights by fixing the convention γepyq “ 1. Likewise
we anchor the variable weights by fixing λvp+q “ 1 and λepσq “ 1 for all σ P ty, g, bu. In the pair
model, at each clause we will fix γepyyq “ 1, and at each variable we will fix λvp++q “ 1 as well as
λepσq for all σ P ty, g, bu2.
Clause weights can be re-interpreted as variable weights, and vice versa, simply by shifting the
factors: for example, a single-copy model consisting of Γ-weighted clauses surrounded by unweighted
variables can be transformed into a model with Λ-weighted variables and unweighted clauses by
setting
λvp-q “
ź
ePδvp+q
γepyq
γepbq
ź
ePδvp-q
γepbq
γepyq , λvpfq “
ź
ePδvp+q
γepgq
γepbq
ź
ePδvp-q
γepgq
γepyq ,
and λvaprq “ γavprq
γavpbq for all a P Bv
(19)
(recalling that all the other weights are anchored to one). In the special case that v is a leaf variable
neighboring only to clause a, we have
pλvp-q, λvpfq, λavq “
$’’&’’%
´γepyq
γepbq ,
γepgq
γepbq ,
γeprq
γepbq
¯
if Lav “ +;´γepbq
γepyq ,
γepgq
γepyq ,
γeprq
γepbq
¯
if Lav “ -.
(20)
2.6. Belief propagation. We now briefly review the belief propagation (bp) method in the context
of the weighted color model. We shall apply bp only when the underlying bipartite factor graph is
a finite tree — it is well known that bp is exact for this setting, though it is only a heuristic on
more general graphs. The reader is referred to [MM09] for a detailed introduction to bp for a far
broader class of models.
On a finite tree, consider a color model as defined by (14) (possibly with weighted factors).
Provided this measure has positive mass, we can normalize it to be a probability distribution ν
supported on valid colorings σ of the tree. The measure ν is an example of what is more generally
termed a Gibbs measure. Belief propagation is a way of computing local marginals of a Gibbs
measure ν on a finite tree T : for any subgraph U Ď T , write νU for the marginal of ν on U . The
local marginals νU are efficiently computed in terms of the solution to a system of equations, known
as the bp recursions or bp fixed-point equations, as we now describe.
Let M denote the space of probability measures over tr, y, g, bu. The bp recursions are defined
in terms of messages 9q, qˆ PM indexed by directed edges,
9qva “ variable-to-clause message from v to a,
the marginal law of σva in absence of a;
qˆav “ clause-to-variable message from a to v,
the marginal law of σva in absence of v.
(The messages 9q, qˆ effectively represent distributions over warnings 9m, mˆ; see [MM09, Ch. 19].) It is
well understood how to relate these messages by bp equations, which express the message outgoing
from a variable (clause) across an edge as a function of the messages incoming to the variable
(clause) across the other incident edges. These mappings are parametrized by the relevant weights:
9qvapτq “ BPvarqˆ; Λvspτq ” p 9zvaq´1
ÿ
σδv :σav“τ
ϕvpσδv; Λvq
ź
bPBvza
qˆbvpσbvq
qˆavpτq “ BPavr 9q; Γaspτq ” pzˆavq´1
ÿ
σδa:σav“τ
ϕˆapσδa; Γaq
ź
uPBazv
9quapσuaq (21)
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where 9zva, zˆzv are the normalizing constants making the output of BP a probability measure. We
drop Λ,Γ from the notation to indicate the unweighted recursions. Although we will not write it
explicitly, the normalizing constants 9zva, zˆav also depend on the choice of weights.
At a variable v, the frozen model spin evvpσδvq P t+, -, fu can be determined from pσe, Leq for any
e P δv: that is to say, there is a mapping
ev : tr, y, g, bu ˆ t+, -u Ñ t+, -, fu
such that evvpσδvq “ evpσe, Leq for any e P δv.
For a leaf variable v whose sole neighbor is the clause a, (21) simplifies to
9qvapτq “ BPvarqˆ; Λvspτq “ λvrevpτ, Lavqsλvapτqř
σ λvrevpσ, Lavqsλvapσq
. (22)
An analogous simplification occurs at leaf clauses. It follows, by recursing inwards from the leaves,
that for any Gibbs measure ν on a finite tree, there is a unique solution p 9q, qˆq of the bp equations.
Local marginals of ν can be expressed in terms of this solution, for example, the marginal on the
edges incident to a single vertex can be expressed as
(variable v) νδvpσδvq “ νδvrΛv; qˆBvÑvspσδvq ” p 9zvq´1ϕvpσδv; Λvq
ź
aPBv
qˆavpσavq;
(clause a) νδapσδaq “ νδarΓa; 9qBaÑaspσδaq ” pzˆaq´1ϕˆapσδa; Γaq
ź
vPBa
9qvapσavq.
(23)
Taking the edge marginal from either of these gives
νavpσavq “ νavr 9qva, qˆavspσavq ” pz¯avq´1 9qvapσavqqˆavpσvaq, (24)
where the normalizing constant z¯av satisfies
z¯av “ 9zv{ 9zva “ zˆa{zˆav (25)
2.7. Reduction to frozen model recursions. We now explain how the tree recursions for the
frozen model (§2.4) can be retrieved as a special case of the color model bp recursions. This is the
only place where we will make use of the warning propagation model, as an intermediary between
the frozen model and color model (cf. (16)). We shall keep the discussion here brief, and refer the
reader to our previous works [DSS13b, DSS13a] where we covered analogous correspondences in
substantial detail.
In §2.4 we considered a finite tree T with variables at the leaves, and defined the frozen model
on T with i.i.d. rigid balanced input on the boundary. On each edge pavq we defined a probability
measure ηva on t+, -, fu, as well as a probability measure uˆav on t+, fu. We now demonstrate that
this corresponds to the color model on T with all vertices unweighted, except for the leaf variables
where we put weights λvpfq “ 0.4
As before, we use q “ p 9q, qˆq to denote the messages in this weighted color model, and write
h “ p 9h, hˆq for the analogous messages in the warning propagation model. Both 9hva and hˆav are
probability measures over message pairs p 9mva, mˆavq. Given η, we can define h by setting5
9hvap 9mva, mˆavq “ ηvap 9mvaq
2´ ηvap-q and hˆavp 9mva, mˆavq “
uˆavpmˆavq
3´ uˆavp+q (26)
4This will be our only use of zero weights in this paper.
5For the purposes of this paper, it suffices merely to note that (26) defines a valid bp solution for the warning
propagation model, and projects to a bp solution for the color model. We omit the derivation of (26) since it is not
central here, and similar correspondences were already explained in detail in [DSS13b, DSS13a].
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where 2´ ηvap-q and 3´ uˆavp+q are the normalizing constants. Projecting down to the color model,
we can define q according to the following table:
σ r y g b
p2´ ηvap-qq 9qvapσq ηvap+q ` ηvapfq ηvap-q ηvapfq ηvap+q
p3´ 2uˆavp+qq qˆavpσq uˆavp+q uˆavpfq uˆavpfq uˆavpfq
(27)
(again, 2´ ηvap-q and 3´ 2uˆavp+q are normalizing constants).
It is straightforward to verify that if η and uˆ are as defined in §2.4, then 9q and qˆ as defined by (27)
solve the bp equations (21) for the color model on T with weights λvpfq “ 0 at leaf variables v. In
particular, it follows from (22) that the message 9qva from a leaf variable v to its neighboring clause
a will be uniform over tr, y, bu. This corresponds via (27) precisely to the boundary conditions
ηvap+q “ 1{2 “ ηvap-q, as specified in §2.4.
3. Preprocessing and proof outline
In this section we describe the preprocessing algorithm and give a more detailed outline of the
proof of the main result Thm. 1.
3.1. Simple types and coherence. A key step in [CP16] is to condition on the degree distribution
(empirical distribution of depth-one neighborhood types) of G . In this work we condition on the
empirical distribution of depth-R neighborhood types, which we regard as a generalized degree
distribution in the manner of [BC15b]. We establish a satisfiability lower bound αlbdpRq for each
fixed R, and show that αlbdpRq Ñ α‹ in the limit RÑ8. To be precise, the order of limits taken
throughout this paper is the following:
for each k exceeding a large absolute constant k0,
take nÑ8 with R fixed, followed by RÑ8. (28)
Recall that we work with the measure P on graphs G “ pV, F,Eq where V “ rns ” t1, . . . , nu. The
bipartite factor graph G converges locally in distribution (in the sense of [BS01, AL07]) to the fol-
lowing Poisson Galton–Watson tree: start with an isolated root variable vrt, then generate offspring
according to the rule that each variable independently generates Poispαkq child clauses, and each
clause generates k ´ 1 child variables. Each edge is labelled with a literal L which takes values + or -
with equal probability, independently over all the edges. We write PGWα for the resulting probability
measure on trees.
To generalize the notion of degree distribution, we begin with a preliminary definition of neigh-
borhood type, as follows. Fix r a (large) positive integer, and set
R ” 102R1 ” 104r. (29)
Let PR denote the law of the graph G “ pV, F,Eq „ P together with a uniformly random labelling of
variables, l : V Ñ rlmaxs where lmax ” rexpt4kRus. From now on, the graph G is always understood
to come equipped with an rlmaxs-labelling. In such a graph we now make the basic definition of
neighborhood type, to be expanded afterwards.
Definition 3.1 (simple type). In a graph G (equipped with rlmaxs-labelling), the simple type te of a
clause-variable edge e ” pavq ” pvaq P E is the isomorphism class of pBRpvq, eq, the R-neighborhood
around v rooted at edge e.6 We write jpteq ” jpv; aq to indicate the position of the variable in the
clause. The simple type of a vertex x P V Y F is the multi-set of all incident edge types tte : e P δxu.
This has a different representation according to whether x is a clause or a variable:
6The edge-rooted graphs pTi, eiq, i “ 1, 2, are isomorphic if there is a bijective graph homomorphism ι : T1 Ñ T2
which maps e1 to e2, preserves all edge labels Lav P t+, -u and jpv; aq P rks, and preserves all variable labels
lpvq P rlmaxs.
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1. If x P F is a clause, its simple type Lx is a multi-set with no repeated elements, since each edge
e P δx has a distinct index jpteq P rks. Thus Lx is equivalently represented as the ordered k-tuple
pLxp1q, . . . , Lxpkqq where Lxpjq is the type of the j-th edge in δx.
2. If x P V is a variable, its simple type Tx may have repeated elements. It is equivalently represented
as the isomorphism class of BRpvq regarded as a graph rooted at v.
We say that an edge e is acyclic if its type te is acyclic. We say that e is proper if it is acyclic, and
moreover no two variables u ‰ w in te receive the same label lpuq “ lpwq. A variable or clause will
be termed acyclic (proper) if all its incident edges are acyclic (proper). If v P V is a proper variable,
then its simple type Tv has no repeated elements.
Remark 3.2. In the graph G sampled according to PR, the fraction of improper variables will be
—R 1, while the fraction of cyclic variables will be onp1q, with high probability. During processing
we will remove all improper variables from the graph, ensuring that the final graph will have girth
at least 2R, since all variables remaining will be proper (hence acyclic). This further ensures that
for any surviving variable v, its simple type in the initial graph was a multi-set with no repeated
elements.
Definition 3.3 (canonical messages and marginals). For acyclic pavq P E, let
Tva,r ” component of Brpvqza containing v, ‹ηva ” FpTva,rq;
Tav,r ” component of Brpvqzv containing a, ‹uˆav “ FpTav,rq. (30)
The measures ‹ηva, ‹uˆav correspond via (27) to color model messages ‹ 9qva, ‹qˆav, which we now term
the canonical messages for edge pavq. Recalling (24), we use these messages to define the canonical
edge marginal
‹piavpσq “ ‹ 9qvapσq ‹qˆavpσqř
τ ‹ 9qvapτq ‹qˆavpτq
for σ, τ P tr, y, g, bu. (31)
The canonical messages and marginal on edge pavq are a function of the simple type of pavq.
The correspondence (27) implies the relations
‹qˆavpbq “ ‹qˆavpgq “ ‹qˆavpyq and ‹ 9qvaprq “ ‹ 9qvapbq ` ‹ 9qvapgq.
The canonical messages automatically satisfy the variable bp recursions, that is, ‹ 9qva “ BPvar‹qˆs
for each edge pvaq in the graph. However the clause bp recursions need not be satisfied, that is,
it need not hold that ‹qˆav “ BPavr‹ 9qs — the message ‹qˆav is defined according to Brpvq, while the
message ‹ 9qua for u P Bazv is defined according to a different neighborhood Brpuq, so these need not
be consistent. Nevertheless, we will be able to reweight clauses such that the bp equations hold
exactly, provided the clauses are not excessively inconsistent, as formalized by the following:
Definition 3.4 (coherence). An acyclic clause a P F is coherent if for each edge e P δa, the associ-
ated canonical marginal ‹pie, as defined by (31), satisfiesÿ
e1Pδaze
‹pie1prq ď ‹piepyq and ‹piepcq ď
ÿ
e1Pδaze
‹pie1pcq (32)
where ‹piepcq ” ‹piepgq ` ‹piepbq.
Lemma 3.5. Consider a finite tree T where the 2r-neighborhood structure of every variable v P T
is a known finite tree Brpvq. If all clauses in T are coherent, then there exists a set of edge weights
γe : tr, y, g, bu Ñ p0,8q, e P T , such that the γ-weighted Gibbs measure on valid colorings of T has
all edge marginals agreeing with the canonical ones ‹pi.
Proof. Let ∆pT q denote the space of probability measures on valid colorings σ of the edges of T .
The existence of the weights γ follows from the general theory of Lagrange multipliers, provided we
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can show that the (affine) subspace of measures in ν P ∆pT q with edge marginals νe “ ‹pie is non-
empty. To this end, for each variable v P T , we define a probability measure νδv on valid colorings
σδv of the half-edges incident to v by setting
νδvpσδvq “ p 9zvq´1ϕvpσδvq
ź
aPBv
‹qavpσavq
with 9zv the normalizing constant. The measure νδv then has edge marginals ‹pie (e P δv) by con-
struction. Next, for each clause a P T , it follows straightforwardly from the coherence condition
that one can define a probability measure νδa on valid colorings σδa of a with edge marginals ‹pie
(e P δa). Since we are on a finite tree it is clear that the various local measures νδv and νδa can be
stitched together to form an overall measure ν P ∆pT q, from which the claim follows. 
Corollary 3.6. In the setting of Lem. 3.5, there is a system ‹ΛT of positive variable weights
Λv “ pλv, pλeqePδvq where λv ” pλvp+q “ 1, λvp-q, λvpfqq, and λe ” λeprq ą 0,
such that the ‹ΛT -weighted Gibbs measure on valid colorings of T has all edge marginals agreeing
with the canonical ones ‹pi.
Proof. Follows by redistributing the edge weights in the manner of (19). 
3.2. Classification of simple types. In this subsection we make several classifications of (simple,
acyclic) types in order to identify the vertices that must be removed during preprocessing. Recall
that R is the (simple) type depth, and r “ R{104. One aim will be to eliminate incoherence
(Defn. 3.4) from the graph. For an acyclic edge e “ pavq, recall that ‹ηva, ‹uˆav, ‹ 9qva, ‹qˆav, ‹pie are
computed from the r-neighborhood of the incident variable v. We now write ˝ηva, ˝uˆav, ˝ 9qva, ˝qˆav, ˝pie
for the corresponding quantities computed from the union of the neighborhoods Br´1puq, u P Ba:
in particular,
˝ηva “ FpTva,r´1q and ˝uˆav “ FpTav,rq “ ‹uˆav (33)
(compare with (30)). Since all these quantities can be determined from the edge type t “ te, we
will freely interchange e and t in the subscripts, so for example ‹pie ” ‹pit.
Definition 3.7 (stable). An acylic edge e “ pavq is marginal-stable if
4kmax
" |‹piepyq ´ ˝piepyq|,
t|‹pif prq ´ ˝pif prq| : f P δazeu
*
ď ˝piepyq ´
ÿ
fPδaze
˝pif prq, (34)
and 4kmaxt|‹pif pcq ´ ˝pif pcq| : f P δau ď
ÿ
fPδaze
˝pif pcq ´ ˝piepcq. (35)
If every edge in a clause is stable, then the clause is coherent. We say e is message-stable if
1´ ηva ě 2´r and
ˇˇˇˇ
‹qˆavpσq
BPavr‹ 9qspσq ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ď k´r for all σ P tr, y, g, bu. (36)
(We take the convention 0{0 “ 1, so it is permissible in the above to have both ‹qˆavpσq and
BPavr‹ 9qspσq equal to zero. The condition is violated however if one of the two quantities is zero
while the other is not.) Finally, an acyclic vertex x is termed stable if e is both marginal- and
message-stable for all e P δx.
Definition 3.8 (nice). An acyclic variable v is nice if it has degrees
||Bvp±q| ´ 2k´1k ln 2| ď 22k{3,
and canonical messages ‹ 9q, ‹qˆ satisfying
|‹qˆavpyq ´ 13 r1´ 13p12qk´1s| ď 2´k{10, 2k|‹qˆavprq ´ 13p12qk´1| ď 2´k{10
|‹ 9qvapyq ´ 13 r1´ 13p12qk´1s| ď 2´k{10, 2k|‹ 9qvapgq ´ 13p12qk| ď 2´k{10.
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for all a P Bv. (Recall that we automatically have ‹qˆavpyq “ ‹qˆavpgq “ ‹qˆavpbq, ‹ 9qvapbq “ ‹ 9qvapyq, and
‹ 9qvaprq “ ‹ 9qvapbq ` ‹ 9qvapgq.) Since the canonical messages are functions of Brpvq, niceness is also a
property of Brpvq.
We say an acyclic variable v is j-stable if it remains stable after the removal of up to j arbitrary
subtrees descending from variables u P Brpvqzv. The j-nice property is analogously defined, and we
denote
Dj˚ ” tv P V : v is acyclic but not j-niceu. (37)
For j “ 0 we generally omit the superscript and write D˚ ” D0˚. We will now identify defec-
tive regions via the following bootstrap percolation process. In a general bipartite factor graph
G “ pV, F,Eq, given some subset of variables D0 Ď V , for t ě 1 set Dt Ě Dt´1 to be the union of
Dt´1 together with all variables having at least two neighboring variables in Dt´1 X V . The set
BSPpD0;G q ” D8 “ union of pDtqtě0 (38)
will be termed the bootstrap percolation of D0 in G .
Definition 3.9 (defective). Let κ be a large absolute constant (to be determined later), and recall
(29) that R1 “ 102r. With Dj˚ as in (37), an acylic variable v is j-defective if
v P BSPpDj0 XBR1{2pvq;BR1{2pvqq,where
Dj0 ” union of Bκpvq over all v P Dj˚.
The set Dj8 of j-defective variables is increasing with j.
Crucially, whether a variable is j-defective can be determined from its R1-neighborhood — that
is to say, being j-defective is a local property. By construction, each defect has at its boundary
a buffer of nice variables of depth at least κ. A clause is considered part of a defect if and only
if all its incident variables belong to the defect — otherwise, it will follow from our preprocessing
procedure below that for each remaining clause in the processed graph at most one incident variable
can belong to a defect, and in this case the clause is not considered part of any defect.
For acylic variables u, v P V at distance dpu, vq ď R, let Bjpu, vq count the variables on the on
the (unique) shortest path from u to v (inclusive) that are j-defective. The following property is
essential to our contraction argument.
Definition 3.10 (contained). Let δ˚ be a small absolute constant, to be specified. Define the
j-containment radius of an acyclic variable v to be
radjpvq ” min  t ě 1 : Rpv, tq ď 1{4( where
Rpv, tq ”
ÿ
u:tďdpu,vqă2R1
exptkpδ˚q´1Bjpu, vqu
exptpk ln 2qp1` δ˚qdpu, vqu
(39)
We say v is j-self-contained if
radjpuq ď dpu, vq for all u with 1 ď dpu, vq ď R1.
The containment radius of any variable can be determined from its 3R1-neighborhood, and whether
a variable is self-contained can be determined from its 4R1-neighborhood.
The central aim of preprocessing is to ensure that it is possible to carve up the graph into
“enclosures”: the formal definition is given below, but roughly speaking these will be regions of
diameter at most R1 such that every variable in a given enclosure has containment radius less
than or equal to its minimal distance from the enclosure boundary (in particular, all the boundary
variables must be self-contained). At the same time we will require another desirable property,
which will be applied in the proof of Propn. 9 below:
Definition 3.11 (orderly). We say that an acyclic variable v is j-orderly if along any path emanating
from v of length ď R1, at most a pδ˚q2{4-fraction of variables along the path are j-defective.
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The following definitions will be of use in carving up the graph:
Definition 3.12 (perfect; fair). We say that an acyclic variable v is j-perfect if it is j-orderly and
j-self-contained. We say v is j-fair if (i) it is j-stable; (ii) its 5R1-neighborhood contains no more than
exptk2p5R1qu variables; and (iii) it does not belong in any length-R1 path that fails to contain at least
one j-perfect variable. Whether a variable is j-fair can be determined from its 5R1-neighborhood.
Lastly we wish to ensure that every type appears a linear number of times in the preprocessed
graph. The following definition is towards this purpose.
Definition 3.13 (good; excellent). A rooted tree T of depth 10R1 is j-excellent if, with – denoting
isomorphism of rooted graphs,
PGW
ˆ
B20R1puq contains any
variable which is not j-fair
ˇˇˇˇ
B10R1puq – T
˙
ď expt´k3R1u. (40)
An acylic variable v is termed j-excellent if its 10R1-neighborhood B10R1pvq satisfies (40). Lastly,
we say that v is j-good if (i) it is j-fair, and (ii) every length-20R1 path emanating from v contains
at least one j-excellent variable. Note that j-excellent implies j-good which in turn implies j-fair.
3.3. Preprocessing algorithm. The following may be regarded as a variant of the bootstrap
percolation process defined in (38). Recall (29) that R “ 102R1.
Definition 3.14 (BSP1). In a graph G “ pV, F,Eq, let
A pG q ”
$&% variables v P V such that B3R{10pvq containsat least two clauses of degree k ´ 1, orat least one clause of degree ď k ´ 2.
,.- .
Given an initial subset of variables A Ď V , let
0GA ” G
I!
BRpvq : v P A
)
, then
t`1GA ” tGA
I!
tBRpvq : v P A ptGAq
)
for t ě 0,
where tBRpvq is the R-neighborhood of v with respect to the graph tGA. When A ptGAq “ ∅ the
process has reached the final graph tGA ” 8GA. Let BSP1pA;G q denote the set of all variables
removed by this procedure.
Preprocessing algorithm on G :
Let A Ď V the set of all variables that are
improper (Defn. 3.1) or not 1-good (Defn. 3.13).
Delete BSP1pA;G q and output the processed graph prG ” 8GA.
We say a variable is post-stable if it is stable with respect to prG , and likewise for the other properties
we have defined. We write prB`pvq for the `-neighborhood of v in prG .
Since A includes all improper variables, hence all acyclic variables, the processed graph prG will
have girth at least 2R. If a variable is not post-perfect, then it is not 1-perfect (in the original
graph). A connected component in prG of non-post-perfect variables must then have diameter at
most R1, so in particular it must be a tree. We can therefore carve up the graph into enclosures:
Definition 3.15 (enclosure). A compound enclosure is a subgraph of prG induced by a subset of
variables U˝ Y UB Ď prV , where U˝ is a (nonempty, maximal) connected component of non-post-
perfect variables, and UB ” tu P prV : dpu, U˝q “ 1u is its external boundary consisting of post-
perfect variables. It must have diameter at most R1.
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For the moment let us write d for graph distance in the original graph G , and prd for graph
distance in the processed graph prG . In an enclosure U , the definition of self-contained implies that
for all variables v in the interior of U ,
prdpvq ď radp1qpvq ď dpv, BUq ď prdpv, BUq. (41)
For each variable v we let Uv denote the enclosure that contains it. If v lies in the interior of the
set of post-perfect variables, then Uv is a singleton enclosure tvu — we will see that a vast majority
of variables are of this kind.
Definition 3.16 (simple total type). For each edge e “ pavq in the processed graph prG , the simple
total type of the edge records its simple type (Defn. 3.1) both before and after preprocessing: that
is to say, it is the pair of edge-rooted trees
ppBRpvq, eq, pprBRpvq, eqq.
where prBRpvq is the R-neighborhood of v in the processed graph prG .
Definition 3.17 (compound type). For any edge e appearing inside a compound enclosure U of
the processed graph prG , the compound type of the edge records the graph structure of U with the
position of e marked, as well as the simple total type of every edge e1 in U . In particular, different
edges appearing in the same compound enclosure U must have different compound types (since they
take different positions in U), even if their simple total types match.
Definition 3.18 (total type). The total type t ” te of an edge e in prG is defined to be its compound
type if it belongs to a compound enclosure, and its simple total type otherwise. The total type of
a variable or clause in prG is the multi-set of incident edge types — since improper variables were
removed during processing, the multi-sets are now simply sets. We hereafter use T to denote variable
total types, and L to denote clause total types. For an edge e “ pavq of type t we write jptq ” jpv; aq
for the position of the variable within the clause. We write t P L to indicate compatibility of types
in the sense that Lpjptqq “ t.
Definition 3.19 (processed degree profile). A processed degree profile D is any empirical profile of
variable and clause total types that can arise from the preprocessing algorithm: D ” p 9D , Dˆq where
9D ” empirical profile of variable total types;
Dˆ ” empirical profile of clause total types.
That is to say, 9D encodes the total number |prV | of variables in the processed graph, as well as
the empirical count nT of each variable type T . Similarly, Dˆ encodes |prF | as well as the empirical
count mL of each clause type L. Lastly, the empirical profile D of edge types encodes |prE| together
with the empirical count nt of each edge type t, and can be determined as a marginal either of 9D
or of Dˆ . With some abuse of notation we also use D for the corresponding empirical distributions:
9DpT q “ nT|prV | , DˆpLq “
mL
|prF | , Dptq “
nt
|prE| .
The marginal consistency condition is then expressed as
|prV |
ÿ
T
9DpT q1tt P T u “ |prE|Dptq “ |prF |
ÿ
L
DˆpLq1tt P Lu. (42)
(Recall from Rmk. 3.2 that the simple type of any variable which survives preprocessing is a multi-
set with no repeated elements — thus, in (42), 1tt P T u is the same as the number of occurrences
of t in T .)
Proposition 5. Let G be the random k-sat graph, and prG the processed graph. Conditioned on
the processed degree distribution D , the processed graph prG is uniformly distributed on the set of all
graphs consistent with D .
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Proposition 6. Let G be the random k-sat graph, and prG the processed graph.
(a) There is an absolute constant c ą 0 (depending on the absolute constants κ, δ˚) such that, with
high probability, the number of variables in G zprG is ď n expt´2ckRu.
(b) There is a constant c1 (depending on k,R, κ, δ˚) such that, with high probability, every total type
present in the processed graph prG appears at least nc1 times.
In view of Propn. 5, the graph prG conditional on D can be sampled using the (generalized)
configuration model for the uniform distribution on graphs with (generalized) degree profile D .
Configuration models of this type are analyzed in detail in [BC15b], and the sampling procedure
is as follows: start with a collection of isolated vertices, |prV | variables together with |prF | clauses,
labelled with total types according to D . Each vertex is equipped with the appropriate number
of half-edges (corresponding to its degree in prG , which can be determined from its total type),
which are labelled with edge total types. Finally, take a uniformly random matching (respecting
edge total types) between the variable-incident and clause-incident half-edges to form. By Propn. 5,
this procedure results in a random graph which has the same distribution as the processed random
k-sat graph prG , conditioned to have degree profile D .
3.4. Proof outline. We can now supply a rather more detailed outline of our proof. Recall
Defns. 3.18 and 3.19. Given a valid tr, y, g, bu-coloring σ of the processed graph prG , let pi be
the empirical measure on edges conditioned on edge type, and let ω be be the empirical measure on
edges conditioned on incident clause type:
ntpitpσq ” |tpavq P E : tav “ t and σav “ σu|,
mLωL,jpσq ” |tpavq P E : La “ L, jpv; aq “ j, and σav “ σu|. (43)
Both pi, ω are vectors where each entry is a probability measure over tr, y, g, bu. They are both
functions of the given coloring σ; and furthermore pi is a linear function of ω:
ntpit “
ÿ
jPrks
ÿ
L
mL1tLpjq “ tuωL,j .
The next two definitions are adapted from [CP16]:
Definition 3.20 (judicious). A valid edge coloring σ on a processed graph prG is self-judicious if
ωL,j depends only on Lpjq, that is to say,
ωL,j “ piLpjq for all L, j.
The coloring σ is termed judicious if furthermore pi agrees (up to rounding) with the canonical edge
marginal ‹pi defined in (31) based on the variable r-neighborhood in the processed graph. Note that
judicious is a stronger condition than self-judicious.
Definition 3.21 (separable). For a judicious coloring σ, let x denote the frozen configuration
corresponding to σ under (16). Let
I0 ” rp1´ k42´k{2q{2, p1` k42´k{2q{2s. (44)
We say that σ is separable if there are at most exptplnnq5u judicious configurations σ1 such that x1
agrees with x of z fraction of variables, for some z R I0.
Lastly, let us say that a coloring σ of prG is extendible if it can be extended to a valid solution
of the original k-sat formula G . We define the following random variables with respect to the
processed graph prG :
Z ” number of judicious colorings σ of prG ,
X ” number of extendible judicious colorings σ of prG ;
Y ” number of judicious separable colorings σ of prG ;
(45)
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clearlyX ď Z and Y ď Z. We will show that valid colorings of the processed graph can be extended
(with positive probability) to valid k-sat solutions on the original graph:
Proposition 7. It holds with high probability over the random degree profile D that
EDX “ r1´ onp1qsEDZ.
Thus, to prove our main result it suffices to establish the existence with high probability of
valid colorings of the processed graph. Further, by Friedgut’s theorem [Fri99] it suffices to show
existence with uniformly positive probability in the limit nÑ8. This will be done by applying the
second moment method on Y conditioning on the degree distribution D . Let ED denote expectation
conditioned on D .
Theorem 8. There is a constant C (depending on k,R) such that
ED rY 2s ď CpEDY q2 ` eopnqEDY (46)
with high probability over the random degree distribution D .
The last term in (46) (with eopnq denoting a factor subexponential in n) captures the second
moment contribution from pairs of colorings σ, σ1 which are moderately correlated, in the sense
that their corresponding frozen configurations x, x1 have Hamming distance bounded slightly away
from n{2. The remaining second moment contribution, from Hamming distance near n{2, will be
handled as follows. We will show that most judicious configurations are separable in the following
sense:
Proposition 9. It holds with high probability over the random degree distribution D that
EDY “ r1´ onp1qsEDZ.
Outside the near-identical regime captured by the second term on the right-hand side of (46),
we drop the separability condition and work with judicious configurations. The key advantage of
working with Z rather than Y is that one can give a simple combinatorial calculation (49) for EDZ
as a sum over products of multinomial coefficients. We show with this explicit computation that
Proposition 10. There exists R with limRÑ8 R “ 0 such that EDZ ě exptnrΦpαq ´ Rsu with
high probability over D .
Further, the second moment ED rZ2s can be calculated in an entirely analogous manner, and
will likewise be expressed as a sum over products of multinomial coefficients, as in (49). In fact,
by applying Stirling’s formula to the multinomial coefficients, we will be able to compute not only
the leading exponential order but also the polynomial corrections. This level of precision will be
necessary to obtain a constant multiplicative error C in the first term on the right-hand side of
(46). Let Z2rzs denote the contribution to Z2 from colorings σ, σ1 whose corresponding frozen
configurations x, x1 agree on exactly z fraction of variables in prG . For any subset I Ď r0, 1s, let
Z2rIs denote the sum of Z2rzs over z P I. We analyze judicious configurations in the I0 regime to
prove
Proposition 11. There is a constant C (depending on k,R) such that
ED rZ2rI0ss ď CpEDZq2
with high probability over the random degree distribution D .
Some further explanation of Propn. 11 is given below, but first we explain how to deduce the
second moment bound Thm. 8, as well as our main result Thm. 1:
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Proof of Thm. 8. Define Y 2rzs and Y 2rIs analogously to Z2rzs and Z2rIs above. It follows directly
from the definition of separability that
Y 2rpI0qcs ď eopnqY almost surely.
Propns. 9 and 11 give that with high probability over D ,
ED rY 2rI0ss ď ED rZ2rI0ss ď CpEDZq2 ď 2CpEDY q2.
Combining these two bounds proves the claimed estimate (46). 
If Y is a non-negative random variable with finite second moment, then for any 0 ă δ ă 1,
ErY 1tY ě δ EY us “ EY ´ ErY 1tY ă δ EY us ě p1´ δqEY.
Applying the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality on the left-hand side and rearranging gives
PpY ě δ EY q ě p1´ δq2 pEY q
2
ErY 2s (47)
Proof of Thm. 1. Propns. 2, 3, and 4 together show that for k ě k0, the 1-rsb threshold α‹ is well-
defined and is a satisfiability upper bound. For the lower bound, let D be the processed degree
profile of Defn. 3.19, and note that it satisfies the following conditions with high probability, for
some constant δ::
1. PDpZ ´X ď δ2 EZq “ 1´ onp1q (by Propn. 7).
2. EDY ě pEDZq{2 (by Propn. 9);
3. EDY is exponentially large in n (by Propn. 10);
4. PDpY ě δ EY q ě δ (by Thm. 8 and (47), using that EDY is exponentially large).
Combining these gives that with asymptotically positive probability under PD ,
X ě Z ´ δ2EZ ě Y ´ δ2EZ ě δ EY ´ δ2EZ ě δp1´ 2δqEY ą 0.
It follows from the definition of X that Z ą 0 with positive probability. Combining with Friedgut’s
theorem [Fri99] gives αsat ě α‹ ´ R, and the result follows by taking RÑ8. 
Outline of remaining sections.
– In §4 we analyze the distributional recursion (7) to prove Propns. 2 and 4. The proof of Propn. 3
is deferred to §10.
– In §5 we first prove the uniformity result Propn. 5, which allows us to make calculations under the
configuration model as discussed above. We also prove Propn. 6, which relies on random graph
estimates together with some estimates obtained in proving Propn. 2.
– In §6 we prove Propns. 7 and 9.
– In §7–9 we prove Propn. 11. Obtaining a constant multiplicative factor in the bound relies on
Propn. 6b.
In the next subsection we describe some of the basic principles in the proof of Propn. 11, which
occupies a substantial portion of this paper.
3.5. Moments and entropy maximization. Recall Defns. 3.18 and 3.19. Given a valid coloring
σ of the processed graph prG “ pprV, prF, prEq let
ntpitpσq ” |tpavq P E : tav “ t and σav “ σu|
mLωL,jpσq ” |tpavq P E : La “ L, jpv; aq “ j, and σav “ σu|
nT 9νT pσδvq ” |tw P V : Tw “ T and σδw “ σδvu|
mLνˆLpσδaq ” |tb P F : Lb “ L and σδb “ σδau|
(48)
The definitions of pi, ω are repeated from (43); 9ν is the empirical measure of variable-incident
colorings, and νˆ is the empirical measure of clause-incident colorings. Note pi is linear in 9ν; it is also
linear in ω which in turn is linear in νˆ.
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Remark 3.22. We sometimes abuse terminology slightly by conflating edges with edge types, and
vertices with vertex types. For example, when we say that we fix a type-L clause a and consider the
distribution of colorings σδa, we are referring to the empirical measure of these colorings among all
type-L clauses in the graph. We will use the notations νˆL and νˆa interchangeably for this measure.
Combinatorial moment calculation. Write ν ” p 9ν, νˆq, and let Zrνs count the number of valid color-
ings σ of G with empirical measure ν: in order for Zrνs to be positive, 9ν and νˆ must have compatible
edge marginals pi. For such ν, we use the generalized configuration model for PD to calculate
EDZrνs “
"ź
T
ˆ
nT
nT 9νT
˙ź
L
ˆ
mL
mLνˆL
˙*
number of colorings of vertex-incident
half-edges, prior to matching
"ź
t
ˆ
nt
ntpit
˙*´1
probability of matching
to respect colorings
. (49)
By Stirling’s formula, EDZrνs “ nOp1q exptnΦDpνqu where
nΦDpνq “ |prV |E 9D rHp 9νT qs ` |prF |EDˆ rHpνˆLqs ´ |prE|ED rHppitqs. (50)
(where H denotes the usual entropy function, Hppq “ ´řx px ln px). The first application of this
calculation is in the proof (§4.5) of Propn. 10.
Turning Propn. 11, let us now assume the result of Propn. 6b: for fixed R the number of total
types stays bounded in the limit nÑ8, so ν takes values in a simplex of bounded dimension.
Observe moreover that if ν lies in the interior of the simplex, then
EDZrνs —R exptnΦDpνqu
np{2
, p “
ÿ
T
dT `
ÿ
L
dL ´
ÿ
t
dt
where dT , dL, and dt denote respectively the dimensions of 9νT , νˆL, and pit — for example, if all four
colors r, y, g, b can appear at a type-t edge, then pit takes values in the three-dimensional simplex
and dt “ 3. In the definition of Z, note that the vector ω is completely specified due to the judicious
condition (Defn. 3.20):
ω “ ‹ω “ p‹piLpjqqL,j . (51)
If ω “ ‹ω is fixed then ΦD is a strictly convex function of ν, so there is a unique maximizer
ν “ optνrωs among all ν which are consistent with ω. The dimension of such ν is
dimension of 9νÿ
T
dT ´
ÿ
t
dt`
dimension of νˆÿ
L
dL ´
ÿ
L,j
dLpjq “ p´
℘ÿ
L,j
dLpjq .
Recalling that if d is bounded then ÿ
xPZd{n
expt´n}x}2u — nd{2, (52)
we conclude that the first moment is given by
EDZ —R exptnΨDpωqu
n℘{2
where ΨDpωq ” ΦDpoptνrωsq. (53)
Second moment. For the second moment we consider pairs σ ” pσ1, σ2q where each σi is a judicious
coloring for the same underlying graph prG . Let pi, ω be defined analogously to (43), except that
now edge spins take values in tr, y, g, bu2 rather than tr, y, g, bu. For any measure p on tr, y, g, bu2,
let us write pi (i “ 1, 2) for its single-copy marginals,
p1pσq ”
ÿ
τ
ppστq and p2pσq ”
ÿ
τ
ppτσq, for σ, τ P tr, y, g, bu.
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Let Z2pωq denote the contribution to Z2 from pair configurations σ ” pσ1, σ2q with edge empirical
measure ω. As Z counts only judicious configurations, in order for Z2pωq to be non-zero, the
single-copy marginals of ω must agree with the measure ‹pi of (31):
pωL,jq1 “ ‹piLpjq “ pωL,jq2. (54)
We hereafter say that such ω are judicious. Recall the bijection (16) between colorings and frozen
configurations, and define I0 to be the set of judicious vectors ω corresponding to frozen configura-
tions x ” px1, x2q having (normalized) overlap in the interval I0, as specified in (44). In Propn. 11
we are then interested in
optω ” optωpDq ” arg maxtEDZ2pωq : ω P I0u. (55)
The only judicious measure ω which is also a product measure is
bω ” ‹ω b ‹ω, with ‹ω is as in (51). (56)
Our goal therefore will be to show that (with high probability over D) it holds that optω “ bω,
which immediately yields that
ED rZ2rI0ss ”
ÿ
ωPI0
ED rZ2pωqs ď nOp1qpEDZq2. (57)
To replace the polynomial factor with a constant, note that by analogy with (53), if d2,t denotes
the dimension of pit in the pair model, then
ED rZ2pωqs —R exptnΦDpoptνrωsqu
n℘2{2
, ℘2 “
ÿ
L,j
d2,Lpjq
(with ΦD denotes the obvious analogue of (50) for the pair model). The space of vectors ω
which are judicious (property (54)) has dimension ℘2 ´ 2℘. Similarly as in (53), let us denote
ΨDpωq ” ΦDpoptνrωsq. If we can show that Ψ has strictly negative-definite Hessian at optω “ bω,
then another application of (52) gives
ED rZ2rI0ss —R exptnΨDpωqu
n℘
. (58)
Comparing with (53), this concludes the proof of Propn. 11. In the remainder of this section we
describe our approach for showing optω “ bω. (The approach also leads to a simple proof of the
required negative-definite property; this is deferred to §8.3.)
Single-site and block updates. To prove optω “ bω, we will take the coordinate of optω furthest (by
an appropriate metric) from the corresponding coordinate of optω, and show that one can perform
a local update to obtain some ω1 which (i) is closer to bω than optω is, and (ii) gives a larger
contribution to the partition function than optω does. This contradicts the supposed optimality of
optω and proves our claim.
The main work of §7 is in defining and analyzing our local update procedure. The basic idea is
to update the marginal for a certain edge type by re-optimizing it while keeping all other marginals
fixed (a single-site update). For nice types this procedure indeed contracts towards bω, but it
need not contract for non-nice types. To handle this possibility we replace the single-site update
with a block update, where we re-optimize over the edge marginals for all types appearing within
a compound enclosure, while keeping fixed the marginals in the rest of the graph. We tailored the
definition of enclosure to guarantee that block updates contract towards bω.
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Moment factorization. Recall our above observation that if ω is kept fixed then ΦD is a strictly
convex function of ν. The unique maximizer ν “ optνrωs is given simply by taking, in each coordinate
of ν, the measure that maximizes entropy subject to edge marginals ω — for example,
νˆLpσδaq “ arg maxtHppq : ppσe “ ¨q “ pitep¨q for all e P δau
where p stands for a probability measure on colorings σδa. Applying the method of Lagrange
multipliers, νˆL must take form
9νL “ ϕˆapσδaq
ź
ePδa
qepσeq (59)
where we recall from (14) that ϕˆa is the indicator of a valid coloring σδa, and the qe are probability
measures on tr, y, g, bu chosen such that νˆL has edge marginals ω. In fact, (59) is the simplest
illustration of the much more general principle (which we apply repeatedly in this paper) that
entropy is convex on trees, as we now discuss.
The first key observation for the block update is that the moment calculation factorizes in a simple
manner due to our notion (Defn. 3.17) of compound types. Fix a tree T that is fully contained within
some compound enclosure. There are N disjoint copies of the enclosure in the graph, hence N disjoint
copies of T . Let
ω “
¨˝
ωδT
ωint
ωext
‚˛“
¨˝
ωL,j : Lpjq appears in leaves δT of T
ωL,j : Lpjq appears in interior T ˝ “ T zδT
ωL,j : Lpjq does not appear in T
‚˛
where δT denotes the leaf edges of T . Given ωδT , the configuration model within the copies of T is
independent of the configuration model in the remainder of the graph: that is to say, we have the
factorization
ED rZ2pωint, ωδT , ωextqs “ Z2,NT pωint, ωδT qED rZ2extpωδT , ωextqs (60)
whereZ2,NT pωint, ωδT q denotes the pair partition function on N disjoint copies of T subject to empirical
measure pωint, ωδT q, while Z2extpωδT , ωextq is the pair partition function on the graph with all the
copies of T removed (leaving behind dangling edges).
Belief propagation and reweighting. The factorization (60) shows that the original block optimiza-
tion problem — maximizing the partition function on the graph subject to fixed empirical measures
outside a tree T — reduces to the problem of maximizing the partition function on N disjoint copies
of the tree T subject to fixed empirical measures at the leaves, in combination with the judicious
restriction (54) for the empirical measures at internal edges.
If the empirical edge marginals were unconstrained, it is well known that the tree partition function
is given by maximizing a convex functional, the Bethe entropy :
lim
NÑ8 N
´1 lnZNT “ maxν ΦT pνq.
Moreover the maximizer optν can be expressed in terms of the (unique) bp fixed point for the tree
model. See [MM09, Ch. 14] for a detailed introductory account. To solve the problem of maximizing
the tree partition function subject to edge marginal constraints, we introduce a system of Lagrange
multipliers to arrive at an unconstrained problem. The Lagrange multipliers are implemented by
weighting the model in the manner of §2.5. We give an explicit construction of these weights which
allow us to directly estimate the bp solution of the weighted model. The optimizer optν is then
expressed in terms of this bp solution, in a generalization of (59). This analysis will show that the
block update contracts towards bω.
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Optimization with non-compound types. Let us emphasize again that the factorization (60) relies
crucially on our definition of compound types. To analyze variables outside compound regions, we
must now account for the fact that a single edge type can belong in many different clause types. In
this situation we can recover a factorization analogous to (60) by expanding the notion of edge spin
from σ to pσ,Lq (for an edge e, Le denotes the incident clause total type). This leads to an entropy
maximization problem on trees which can be analyzed similarly as above, where the weights will
now be functions of the expanded spins pσ,Lq. Although the large alphabet of spins makes this
problem more complicated, we can restrict this analysis to nice variables, where we will find that a
depth-one update suffices to contract towards bω. This concludes our overview of Propn. 11, and
we now turn to the formal proofs.
4. One-step RSB threshold
4.1. Distributional recursion. We repeat here the distributional recursion introduced in §1. Let
d+, d- be independent samples from the Poispαk{2q distribution, and write d ” pd+, d-q. We denote
their probability mass function by
piαpdq ” e
´αkpαk{2qd+`d-
pd+q!pd-q! .
Let P denote the space of probability measures on r0, 1s, and define R ” Rα : P ÑP as follows.
Given µ PP, generate (independently of d) an array η ” rpηjqjě1, pη+ij , η-ijqi,jě1s of i.i.d. samples
from µ. Then Rµ PP is the law of
Rpd, ηq ” p1´Π
-qΠ+
Π+ `Π- ´Π+Π- , where Π
± ” Π±pd, ηq ”
d±ź
i“1
´
1´
k´1ź
j“1
η±ij
¯
. (61)
An equivalent definition of R is that for any measurable B Ď r0, 1s,
pRµqpη P Bq “
ÿ
d
piαpdq
ż
1tRpd, ηq P Bu dµbpηq,
where we abbreviate µb for the law of the array η of i.i.d. samples from µ. Let µ` ” µα` PP be the
sequence of probability measures defined by
µ0 “ δ1{2, µ` “ Rµ`´1 for all ` ě 1.
Propn. 2 states that this sequence converges weakly to a fixed point Rµα “ µα. The 1-rsb free
energy is expressed in terms of the fixed point µ “ µα of Propn. 2 as
Φpαq ”
ÿ
d
piαpdq
ż
ln
Π+pd, ηq `Π-pd, ηq ´Π+pd, ηqΠ-pd, ηq
p1´śkj“1 ηjqpk´1qα dµbpηq,
which is expressed more compactly as (8). Propn. 3 then states that this function is strictly de-
creasing over the interval αlbd ď α ď αubd, with a unique zero α‹.
Recall from §3.1 the definition of the PGWα probability measure on trees. Under PGWα, the root
variable vrt plays a special role: it represents a uniformly random vertex while other vertices in
the tree represent random neighbors. Thus the root degree |Bvrt| is distributed as Poispαkq, while
for variables u ‰ vrt, the degree |Bu| is distributed as a size-biased Poispαkq, with probability mass
function p¯iαkpjq “ jpiαkpjq{pαkq. In the above description of PGWα we used that p¯iαkpjq “ piαkpj ´ 1q,
meaning the size-biased Poispαkq is equidistributed as 1` Poispαkq; this explains why variables
u ‰ vrt generate a Poispαkq number of children. The measure PGWα is unimodular (cf. [LPP95]).
It follows that for T „ PGWα, for a P Bvrt and u P Bazvrt, Tua is equidistributed as the original
tree T together with one added edge ert incident to vrt — just as we think of the edge pauq P Tua
as pointing to the deleted clause a, we think of ert as pointing to a deleted clause art (ert is also
equipped with a random sign Lert). Since there is no difference in the laws of T and Tvrtart except
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for the extra edge, we will abuse notation and write PGWα for both distributions. We can sample η`
from µ` “ µα` by taking
Tvrtart „ PGWα, η` “ FpTvrtart,`q.
By this means we can jointly couple all the pη`q`ě0 with the law of the tree under a single measure,
hereafter denoted P ” Pα.
4.2. Correspondence with color model. We use µ “ µα to define a law µ “ µα on the space
of probability measures on t+, -, fu. To generate a sample η from µ, sample pd, ηq from piα b µb,
and let
ηp+q “ p1´Π
+qΠ-
Π+ `Π- ´Π+Π- , ηp-q “
p1´Π-qΠ+
Π+ `Π- ´Π+Π- , ηpfq “
Π+Π-
Π+ `Π- ´Π+Π-
with Π± ” Π±pd, ηq. In particular, ηp+q and ηp-q both have marginal law µ.
Let µb be defined analogously to µb, and sample an array η from µb. We use this array to
define random messages for the color model as follows: let
9qpηq “ p 9qprq, 9qpyq, 9qpgq, 9qpbqq “ p1´ ηp-q,ηp-q,ηpfq,ηp+qq
2´ ηp-q ,
qˆrpηjqjě1s “ pqˆprq, qˆpyq “ qˆpgq “ qˆpbqq “ puˆ, 1´ uˆq
3´ 2uˆ where uˆ “
k´1ź
j“1
ηjp-q.
The Bethe free energy prediction for the color model is given by
Φcolpαq “ Erln 9z ` α ln zˆ ´ αk ln z¯s
where 9z, zˆ, and z¯ represent the partition functions respectively for a individual variable, clause,
and edge in the color model. Letting 9qj ” 9qpηjq for j ě 1, the edge and clause terms are given by
z¯ “
ÿ
σ
9qkpσqqˆpσq “ 9qkprqqˆprq ` r1´ 9qkprqsqˆpyq “
1´śkj“1 ηjp-q
p3´ 2uˆqr2´ ηkp-qs ,
zˆ “
ÿ
σ
ϕˆpσq
kź
j“1
9qjpσjq “
kź
j“1
r1´ 9qjprqs ´
kź
j“1
9qjpyq `
kÿ
j“1
r 9qjprq ´ 9qjpcqs
ź
l‰j
9qlpyq
“
kź
j“1
r1´ 9qjprqs ´
kź
j“1
9qjpyq “
1´śkj“1 ηjp-qśk
j“1r2´ ηjp-qs
.
To calculate the variable term, abbreviate σ “ rpσ+i q1ďiďd+ , pσ-i q1ďiďd-s, and let ϕpσ; dq be the in-
dicator that for a variable v with |Bvp±q| “ d±, a valid coloring of δv is given by placing colors
pσ±i q1ďiďd± on δvp±q. Then
9z “
ÿ
σ
ϕpσ; dq
d+ź
i“1
qˆ+i pσ+i q
d-ź
i“1
qˆ-i pσ-i q “
d+ź
i“1
qˆ+i pgq
d-ź
i“1
qˆ-i pgq
`
" d+ź
i“1
qˆ+i ppq ´
d+ź
i“1
qˆ+i pbq
* d-ź
i“1
qˆ-i pyq `
" d+ź
i“1
qˆ+i ppq ´
d+ź
i“1
qˆ+i pbq
* d-ź
i“1
qˆ-i pyq
“ Π
+ `Π- ´Π+Π-śd+
i“1p3´ 2uˆ+i q
śd-
i“1p3´ 2uˆ-i q
where uˆ±i ”
k´1ź
j“1
η±ijp-q. (62)
Altogether we obtain Φcolpαq “ Φpαq.
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4.3. Threshold upper bound. It is known that the bounds of [FL03, PT04] on the free energy
of positive-temperature k-sat imply that α‹ upper bounds the k-sat threshold. For the sake of
completeness we review the short derivation here.
The positive-temperature k-sat model is formally defined as follows. First let pLajqa,jě0 be an
array of i.i.d. symmetric random signs, Laj P t±u with PpLaj “ +q “ PpLaj “ -q “ 1{2. We then use
these to define a vector θ ” pθaqaě0 of i.i.d. random functions
θapx1, . . . , xkq “ 1tLajxj “ - for all 1 ď j ď ku.
Let M be a Poisson random variable with mean nα, and define the k-sat Hamiltonian
Hnpxq “
Mÿ
a“1
θapxBaq, where x P t±un, and pBaqaě0 are i.i.d. uniform from rnsk.
The k-sat free energy at inverse temperature β is then given by
Fnpβq “ n´1En ln
ÿ
xPt±un
expt´βHnpxqu
with En denoting expectation over the random Hamiltonian Hn. The following bound is taken from
[PT04, Thm. 3], edited only slightly to fit our notation. (In the remainder of this subsection, we
will no longer refer to the random scalar η from §4.1, but will instead use η to denote a certain
random measure which is closely related.)
Theorem 4.1 ([PT04, Thm. 3]7). Let M1 denote the space of probability measures on R, and M2
the space of probability measures onM1. For ζ PM2, let η ” pηa,jqa,jě0 be an array of i.i.d. samples
from ζ. Conditioned on η, let ρ ” pρa,jqa,jě0 where each ρa,j is a conditionally independent sample
from ηa,j. Define the random variables
uapxq “
ÿ
xPt±uk
1txk “ xu expt´βθapxqu
k´1ź
j“1
exptρa,jxju
2 ch ρa,j
,
ua “
ÿ
xPt±uk
expt´βθapxqu
kź
j“1
exptρa,jxju
2 ch ρa,j
,
with ch the hyperbolic cosine. For any 0 ă m ă 1 and for any ζ PM2,
Fnpβq ď Φ1pζ,mq ” m´1E lnE1
„´ ÿ
xPt±u
dź
a“1
uapxq
¯m´ pk ´ 1qαm´1E lnE1rpu0qms
where E1 denotes the expectation over ρ conditioned on d, θ, η, and E denotes the overall expectation
over d „ Poispαkq and θ, η, ρ.
The threshold upper bound is a straightforward consequence:
Proof of Propn. 4. We will deduce the bound from Thm. 4.1 by taking a particular choice of ζ,m
which is suggested by the survey propagation heuristic. Fix β ą 0, and let
η ” law of ρy P R where y P t+, -, fu is distributed according to η,
pρ+, ρ-, ρfq ” pβ,´β, 0q, and η is distributed according to µ.
7Although the theorem in [PT04] is stated for even k, the same proof applies equally to odd k, as noted for example
in [Tal11, Ch. 6].
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Thus η PM1 is an η-measurable random measure supported on tρ+, ρ-, ρfu Ď R. Let ζ denote the
law of η, so ζ PM2 and the randomness in ζ is the randomness of η. Let
uapx|yaq “
ÿ
xPt±uk
1txk “ xu expt´βθapxqu
k´1ź
j“1
rpxj |ya,jq,
where ya P t+, -, fuk´1 and rpx|yq “ exptρyxu
2 ch ρy
Assuming k large, it holds for all β ě k that
uap-La,k|p-La,jq1ďjďk´1q ď e´β
´ eβ
2 chβ
¯k´1 ` 1´ ´ eβ
2 chβ
¯k´1 ď e´β{2.
Thus, with P1 denoting the law of ρ conditioned on d, θ, η, we have
P1pF±q ď Π± where F± ”
" dź
a“1
uap±q ą e´β{2
*
and Π± ”
ź
a:La,k“±
´
1´
k´1ź
j“1
ηa,jp-La,jq
¯
.
Moreover, since Fx can be decided by looking only at the clauses Bvpxq, we have
P1pF+ Y F-q ď 1´ p1´Π+qp1´Π-q, consequently
E1
„´ ÿ
xPt±u
dź
a“1
uapxq
¯m ď 2mP1pF+ Y F-q ` p2e´β{2qm
ď 2mrΠ+ `Π- ´Π+Π- ` e´mβ{2s.
Similar considerations give
P1pua ě 1{2q ě 1´
kź
j“1
ηa,jp-La,jq, therefore E1rpu0qms ě 2´m
´
1´
kź
j“1
ηa,jp-La,jq
¯
.
Altogether we find that
mΦ1pζ,mq ď m4k ` E ln Π
+ `Π- ´Π+Π- ` e´mβ{2
r1´śk´1j“1 ηjspk´1qα .
Takingm “ β´1{2, the right-hand side converges to the function Φpαq from (4.1) in the limit β Ñ8.
Assume α ą α‹, so that Φpαq ă 0. Then, for sufficiently large β, we will have
Fnpβq ď Φ1pζ, β´1{2q ď 4k ` β1{2Φpαq{2 ď β1{2Φpαq{4 ă 0. (63)
To conclude, recall that the log-partition function lnZnpβq is well concentrated about its expected
value nFnpβq (take the Doob martingale of lnZnpβq with respect to the k-sat clause-revealing
filtration, and apply the Azuma–Hoeffding inequality). Thus (63) implies that with high probability
lnZnpβq is negative, i.e., the sat instance is unsatisfiable. 
4.4. Analysis of distributional recursion. We now prove Propn. 2. We will adopt the follow-
ing notation throughout the remainder of this section: recall P denotes the space of probability
measures on r0, 1s. For µ PP we write η „ µb to indicate that
η ” rpηjqjě1, pη+ij , η-ijqi,jě1s
is an array of i.i.d. samples from µ. We regard the η±ij as being generated by the following procedure:
let pSiqiě1 be a sequence of i.i.d. symmetric random signs, and use the sequence to define the random
pSiqi-measurable maps
τ+piq “ i-th smallest element of the set ti1 ě 1 : Si1 “ +u,
τ-piq “ i-th smallest element of the set ti1 ě 1 : Si1 “ -u. .
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Thus the τ± are increasing maps on the space N of positive integers such that the image sets τ+pNq
and τ-pNq are disjoint, with union equal to all of N. We then regard η±ij ” ητ±piqj where ηij is an
array of i.i.d. entries from µ. Let
u ”
k´1ź
j“1
ηj , s ” 1´ u, X ” ´ ln s; and u±i ”
k´1ź
j“1
η±ij , s
±
i ” 1´ u±i , X±i ” ´ ln s±i ;
the random variables X,X+i , X
-
i are i.i.d. and non-negative. Finally let
d „ Poispkαq, d+ “
dÿ
i“1
1tSi “ +u, d- “
dÿ
i“1
1tSi “ -u,
Π± ”
d±ź
i“1
s±i , Σ
± ”
d±ÿ
i“1
X±i “ ´ ln Π±; Π ” Π
+
Π-
, Σ ” ln Π “ Σ- ´ Σ+.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose it holds for ` “ 0 and all s ě 2´k{4 that
µ`plnrη{p1´ ηqs ě sq ď expt´s2k{4u, (64)
µ`pη ď 1{2´ sq ď expt´s2k{4u. (65)
Then the same bounds hold for all ` ě 0, and additionally it holds for all ` ě 0 that
µ`p|2k´1ηpfq ´ 1| ě 2´k{9q ď expt´2k{9u. (66)
Proof. Suppose inductively that the bounds hold for µ “ µ`, and sample from P ” µb the array
η ” rpηjqjě1, pη+ij , η-ijqi,jě1s. If η1 is a sample from µ``1, then, with d“ denoting equality in distribu-
tion, we have
ln
η``1
1´ η``1
d“ lnp1´ expt´Σ-uq ` Σ- ´ Σ+. (67)
The X+i and X
-
i are independent nonnegative random variables, identically distributed as X. We
first bound the deviations of X, beginning with the upper tail. For x ě 1,
PpX ě xq ď Ppηj ě 1´ e´x for all j P rk ´ 1sq
“ µplnrη{p1´ ηqs ě x` lnp1´ e´xqqk´1 ď expt´Ωpkx2k{4qu, (68)
therefore ErX;X ě 1s ď expt´Ωpk2k{4qu. Furthermore, for all  ą 0,
PpX ě p2{2qk´1q ď Pp|tj P rk ´ 1s : ηj ě 2{3{2u| ě pk ´ 1q{3q
ď 2kµtlnrη{p1´ ηqs ě ´ lnp2{2{3 ´ 1qupk´1q{3
ď 2kµtlnrη{p1´ ηqs ě p2 ln 2q{3upk´1q{3.
For  ě 2´k{9, applying the inductive hypothesis gives
PpX ě p2{2qk´1q ď expt´Ωpk22k{4qu ď expt´Ωpk2k{10qu. (69)
For the lower bound, using the inequality 1´ e´x ď x gives for all  ą 0 that
PpX ď p2´{2qk´1q ď Pp1´ e´X ď p2´{2qk´1q
ď Ppηj ď 2´{2 for some j P rk ´ 1sq ď kµpη ď 2´{2q.
For 2´k{5 ď  ď 1{10, applying the inductive hypothesis gives
PpX ď p2´{2qk´1q ď expt´Ωp2k{4qu.
It follows that EX “ r1`Op2´k{9qs{2k´1. Moreover, if we define the truncated random variable
X¯ ” X1tX ď p2´9{10qk´1u, then applying (68) and (69) with  “ 1{10 gives
0 ď ErX ´ X¯s “ ErX1tX ě p2´9{10qk´1us ď PpX ě p2´9{10qk´1q ` ErX1tX ě 1us
ď expt´Ωpk2k{4qu `
ż 8
1
expt´Ωpkx2k{4qu dx ď expt´Ωpk2k{4qu. (70)
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We now turn to verifying the inductive hypothesis. Recall that if Y is a Poisson random variable
with large mean λ, then it holds for λ1{2 À y  λ that
Pp|Y ´ λ| ě yq ď expt´y2{p2λqr1`Opy{λqsu ď expt´Ωpy2{λqu,
consequently Pp|d+ ´ αk{2| ě k225k{8q ď expt´Ωpk32k{4qu.
On the event that |d+ ´ αk{2| ď k225k{8 and maxiďαkX+i ď p2´9{10qk´1, applying (70) givesˇˇˇˇ d+ÿ
i“1
pX+i ´ EXq ´
αk{2ÿ
i“1
pX¯+i ´ EX¯q
ˇˇˇˇ
ď αk
exptΩpk2k{4qu `
k325k{8
29k{10
ď 1
k52k{4
.
It follows that for t Á 2´k{4, Pp|Σ+ ´ pEXqαk{2| ě tq is upper bounded by
P
ˆ |d+ ´ αk{2| ě k225k{8, or
maxiďαkX+i ě p2´9{10qk´1
˙
` P
ˆ αk{2ÿ
i“1
pX¯+i ´ EX¯q ě t{2
˙
.
The latter term can be controlled by the Azuma–Hoeffding inequality, giving
Pp|Σ+ ´ pEXqαk{2| ě tq ď expt´Ωpk2k{4qu ` expt´Ωpt224k{5{kqu
ď expt´Ωpk2k{4qu ` expt´Ωptk2k{4qu.
Clearly the same bound holds for Σ-. Substituting into (67) gives, for 2´k{4 ď s ď 1,
µ``1p| lnrη{p1´ ηqs| ě sq ď Pp|Σ+ ´ pEXqαk{2| ě s{100q ď expt´Ωpsk2k{4qu.
This verifies the upper tail bound (64) for s ď 1. Meanwhile the lower tail bound (65) is vacuous for
s ą 1{2. Rearranging lnrη{p1´ ηqs ď ´s gives 1{2´ η ě 1{2´ p1` esq´1, which is — s uniformly
over 2´k{4 ď s ď 1{2, so this also completes the verification of (65).
It remains to verify (64) for s ě 1. For Y „ Poispλq as above, it holds for all x ě 0 that
PpY ´ λ ě xq ď inftě0 expt´tpλ` xq ` lnEretY su “ expt´λfpx{λqu,
where fpuq “ p1` uq lnp1` uq ´ u. (71)
Similarly, it holds for all ´λ ď x ď 0 that PpY ´ λ ď xq ď expt´λfpx{λqu. The function f has
derivative f 1puq “ lnp1` uq, so it is concave on its domain p´1,8q. For small u P R we have
fpuq — u2 and f 1puq — u. It follows crudely that fpuq ě |u|{k3 for all |u| ě 1{k5{2, so
Pp|d+ ´ αk{2| ě s2k{k5{4q ď 2 expt´s2k{k17{4u.
Combining with the Azuma–Hoeffding bound we obtain that
Pp|Σ¯+ ´ pEXqαk{2| ě s{kq ď expt´s22k{3u for all s ě 1, where Σ¯± ”
d±ÿ
i“1
X¯±i .
It remains to bound the difference between Σ± and its truncation Σ¯±. By (68) and (69), for some
absolute constant c ą 0, the non-negative random variable Σ+ ´ Σ¯+ is stochastically dominated by
Σ+r1s ` Σ+r8s, where Σ+r1s ”
d+ÿ
i“1
I+i and Σ
+r8s ”
d+ÿ
i“1
I+i Z
+
i
where I+i are i.i.d. Bernoulli indicators with mean e
´θ, and the Z+i are i.i.d. exponential random
variables with mean 1{θ, with θ ” ck2k{4. By the Poisson thinning property, Σ+r1s is distributed as
a Poisson with mean λ1 “ αk{eθ. Applying (71) then gives
PpΣ+r1s ´ λ1 ě s{k1{2q ď expt´λ1fps{pk1{2λ1qqu ď expt´sk1{32k{4u for all s ě 1.
Conditioned on Σ+r1s, the other term Σ+r8s is distributed as θ´1 times a gamma random variable
with shape parameter Σ+r1s, which has moment generating function
Erexpttθ´1GampPoispλ1qqus “ Erp1´ t{θq´Poispλ1qs “ exptλ1t{pθ ´ tqu for 0 ď t ă θ.
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Optimizing over 0 ď t ă θ then gives
PpΣ+r8s ě xq ď expt´θxr1´ pλ1{pθxqq1{2s2u for θx ą λ1,
and so PpΣ+r8s ě s{k1{2q ď expt´sk1{32k{4u for all s ě 1. Combining the above gives
Pp|Σ+ ´ pEXqkα{2| ě tq ď expt´tk1{42k{4u for all t Á 2´k{4. (72)
Clearly the same bounds hold for Σ- in place of Σ+, and combining these bounds concludes the
verification of (64) for s ě 1. Finally, if η``1 is a sample from µ``1, then
η``1pfq d“ Π
+Π-
Π+ `Π- ´Π+Π- ,
so (66) follows from the concentration bounds we have obtained above for Σ± “ ´ ln Π±. 
The following lemma contains some preliminary calculations for later use.
Lemma 4.3. For 0 ď x ď 1 and y P R, define
F px, yq ” p1´ xqe
y
1` p1´ xqey .
Let 0 ď xi ď 1 and yi P R with xieyi ď 1. Writing Fx ” BF {Bx and Fy ” BF {By, we have
|F px1, y1q ´ F px2, y2q| ď |x1 ´ x2| ` |y1 ´ y2|, (73)
F px1, y1q ´ F px2, y2q “ px2 ´ x1qFxpx1, y1q ´ py2 ´ y1qFypx1, y1q
`Orpx1 ´ x2q2 ` py1 ´ y2q2s (74)ˇˇˇˇ
F px1, y1q ´ F px2, y2q
F px1, y1q ` F px2, y2q
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 2|x1 ´ x2|
x1 ` x2 ` |y1 ´ y2|. (75)
For any positive numbers aj and bj,ˇˇˇˇśk
j“1 aj ´
śk
j“1 bjśk
j“1 aj `
śk
j“1 bj
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ÿ
∅ĹJĎrks
2|J |
ź
jPJ
ˇˇˇˇ
aj ´ bj
aj ` bj
ˇˇˇˇ
. (76)
Proof. It is straightforward to calculate that |Fxpx, yq| ď 1 and |Fypx, yq| ď 1 for 0 ď x ď 1 and
y P R with xey ď 1, from which (73) follows. One can further check
|Fxxpx, yq| ď 1, |Fxypx, yq| ď 1, and |Fyypx, yq| ď 1,
implying (74). For 0 ď a ď b ď 1 and any fixed y we claim thatˇˇˇˇ
F pa, yq ´ F pb, yq
F pa, yq ` F pb, yq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 2pb´ aq
a` b .
To see this, we calculate
pa` bq maxaďxďb |BxF px, yq|
F pa, yq ` F pb, yq
ˇˇˇˇ
y“0
“ 1` b
1` a
a` b
a` b` 2ab ď
1` b
1` a ď 2,
so the claim for y “ 0 follows by integrating over x. The claim for general y follows by scaling.
Similarly we claim that for any 0 ď x ď 1 and any a ď b,ˇˇˇˇ
F px, aq ´ F px, bq
F px, aq ` F px, bq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď pb´ aq
— this follows by calculating
maxaďyďb |ByF px, yq|
F px, aq ` F px, bq
ˇˇˇˇ
x“0
“ p1` e
bq{p1` eaq
2` ea ` eb ď 1.
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Combining these bounds gives the proof of (75). To see (76), write
A ” tj P rks : aj ě bju, B ” rkszA,
and δ ” a´ b. Then
kź
j“1
aj ´
kź
j“1
bj “
ź
jPA
pbj ` δjq
ź
jPB
aj ´
ź
jPA
bj
ź
jPB
pbj ´ δjq
“
ÿ
∅ĹJĎA
ź
jPJ
δj
ź
jPAzJ
bj
ź
jPB
aj ´
ÿ
∅ĹJĎB
ź
jPA
bj
ź
jPJ
p´δjq
ź
jPBzJ
bj
It then follows, using a ě b on A and a ă b on B, thatˇˇˇˇśk
j“1 aj ´
śk
j“1 bjśk
j“1 aj `
śk
j“1 bj
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ÿ
∅ĹJĎrks,
JĎA or JĎB
2|J |
ź
jPJ
ˇˇˇˇ
aj ´ bj
aj ` bj
ˇˇˇˇ
,
which clearly implies (76). 
Let Eα denote expectation with respect to the measure Pα defined in §4.1.
Lemma 4.4. Let p “ 2k{10. In the setting of Lem. 4.2, it holds for all ` ě 1 that
Eα
„ˇˇˇˇ
η``1 ´ η`
η``1 ` η`
ˇˇˇˇp
ď 2´γpkp``1q with γ “ 1{11.
Proof. Let us abbreviate P ” Pα, E ” Eα. For ` “ 0, applying Lem. 4.2 gives
Er|η1 ´ η0|ps ď p2´k{10qp{2` µ1p|η1 ´ 1{2| ě 2´k{10{4q ` µ0p|η1 ´ 1{2| ě 2´k{10{4q
ď p2´k{10qp{2` 2 expt´pk2k{20{4u ď p2´k{10qp.
Suppose inductively that the bound holds for |η` ´ η`´1|, and define the array of i.i.d. entries
a ” rpajqjě1, pa+ij , a-ijqi,jě1s,
where each entry a ” pη, η˜q is an independent sample of pη`, η`´1q from the coupling P “ Pα. Then,
with d“ denoting equality in distribution under P, we have
η``1 ´ η` d“ p1´Π
-qΠ
1` p1´Π-qΠ ´
p1´ Π˜-qΠ˜
1` p1´ Π˜-qΠ˜ “ F pΠ
-,Σq ´ F pΠ˜-, Σ˜q
with F px, yq as defined in Lem. 4.3. Applying (75) gives
E
„ˇˇˇˇ
η``1 ´ η`
η``1 ` η`
ˇˇˇˇp
ď 4pErA1 `A2s with A1 ”
ˇˇˇˇ
Π- ´ Π˜-
2´Π- ´ Π˜-
ˇˇˇˇp
, A2 ” |Σ´ Σ˜|p.
We will bound separately the two terms ErAis. For the first term,
Π- ´ Π˜- “
d-ÿ
i“1
Π-risps-i ´ s˜-i q with Π-ris ”
i´1ź
i1“1
s-i1
d-ź
i1“i`1
s˜-i1 ,
therefore A1 ď pd-qp´1
d-ÿ
i“1
ˇˇˇˇ
Π-risps-i ´ s˜-i q
2´Π- ´ Π˜-
ˇˇˇˇp
.
Let Fi ” tΠ-ris ą 1{2u: on the complementary event, we must have
min
" i´1ź
i1“1
s-i1 ,
d-ź
i1“i`1
s˜-i1
*
ď 2´1{2, so 2´Π´ Π˜ ě 1´ 2´1{2 ě 1{4.
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Therefore EA1 ď ErA11 `A12s where
A11 “ 4ppd-qp´1
d-ÿ
i“1
pΠ-risqp|s-i ´ s˜-i |p and A12 “ pd-qp´1
d-ÿ
i“1
1tFiu
ˇˇˇˇ
Π-risps-i ´ s˜-i q
2´Π- ´ Π˜-
ˇˇˇˇp
.
By conditional independence, EA11 ď 4pb1b2 where, with ps, s˜q identically distributed as ps-1, s˜-1q,
we define
b1 ” Er|s´ s˜|ps, and b2 ” Erpd-qpϑd-s with ϑ ” maxtErsps,Ers˜psu.
By decomposing
s´ s˜ “
k´1ÿ
j“1
urjspηj ´ η˜jq with urjs ”
j´1ź
j1“1
η˜j1
k´1ź
j1“j`1
ηj1 ,
we obtain b1 ď kppmaxtErηps,Erη˜psuqk´1Er|η ´ η˜|ps. Applying Lem. 4.2 gives
Erηps ď 2´pp1` 2´k{7qp ` µ`pη ě p1` 2´k{7q{2q ď 2´pr1` k´22´k{30s,
and the same bound holds for Erη˜ps. Combining with the inductive hypothesis gives
b1 ď p2kq
pr1` 2´k{30s
2pk2γpk`
ď k
2p
2pk2γpk`
.
Similarly we can bound
Ersps “ E
”´
1´
k´1ź
j“1
ηj
¯pı ď expt´p{2k´1r1´ 2´k{5su
and likewise for s˜, so ϑ ď expt´p{2k´1r1´ 2´k{5su. Then
Erpd-qpϑd-1td- ď kαubd{2us ď pk2k´1 ln 2qp expt´pk ln 2r1´ 2´k{5su ď k3p{2,
Erpd-qpϑd-1td- ą kαubd{2us “ pαkϑ{2q
p
exptαkp1´ ϑq{2u
ÿ
dąk2k´1 ln 2
e´αkϑ{2pαkϑ{2qd´p
pd´ pq!śp´1i“0 p1´ i{dq
ď Op1qpαkϑ{2q
p
exptαkp1´ ϑq{2u ď
Op1qpαkϑ{2qp
2pk
ď k3p{2,
so b2 ď k2p. Altogether we find
4pA11 ď 16pb1b2 ď rk
52γk{2ksp
2γpkp``1q
ď 1{k
2γpkp``1q
.
We now turn to bounding A12, starting with the easy bound EA12 ď c1c2 where
c1 ” E
„
pd-qp´1
d-ÿ
i“1
1tFiu

and c2 ” E
„ˇˇˇˇ
s´ s˜
2´ s´ s˜
ˇˇˇˇp
“ E
„ˇˇˇˇśk´1
j“1 η˜j ´
śk´1
j“1 ηjśk´1
j“1 η˜j `
śk´1
j“1 ηj
ˇˇˇˇp
.
By (76) together with the inductive hypothesis,
c2 ď p1` 2{2γpk`qk´1 ´ 1 ď k22´γpk`.
It follows from the concentration bounds of Lem. 4.2, that c1 ď expt´2k{5u, giving
4pA12 ď 1{k
2γpkp``1q
.
Lastly we conclude by bounding A2: with pSiqiě1 symmetric random signs as above,
Er|Σ´ Σ˜|ps “ E
”ˇˇˇ dÿ
i“1
SipXi ´ X˜iq
ˇˇˇpı À Erdp{2sEr|X ´ X˜|ps.
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With urjs as defined above, we bound
|X ´ X˜| ď
k´1ÿ
j“1
ˇˇˇ
ln
1´ urjsηj
1´ urjsη˜j
ˇˇˇ
ď
k´1ÿ
j“1
urjs
1´ urjs |ηj ´ η˜j |, therefore (77)
Er|X ´ X˜|ps ď kpEr|η ´ η˜|ps max
1ďjďk´1Erurjs
2ps1{2Erp1´ urjsq´2ps1{2
(using Cauchy–Schwarz). For x ě 2, applying Lem. 4.2 gives
Prp1´ urjsq´1 ě xs ď µ`plnrη{p1´ ηqs ě lnpx´ 1qqk´2 ď px´ 1q´2k{4 , so
Erp1´ urjsq´2ps ď 4p `
ż 8
2
pxp´1 dx
px´ 1q2k{4 ď 4
p ` 2p
ż 8
1
p dx
x2
k{4´pp´1q ď 5p.
Meanwhile, by similar calculations as before,
Erη2ps ď p1` 2
´k{30q2p
22p
` µ`pη ě p1` 2´k{30q{2q ď 2 expt2p{2
k{30u
22p
ď 1
29p{5
.
Combining with the inductive hypothesis, we find
4pA2 ď k4p 2
pk{2
29pk{10
2γpk
2γpkp``1q
ď 1{k
2γpkp``1q
,
from which the lemma follows. 
Proof of Propn. 2. Immediate from Lem. 4.4. 
Recall that µb` denotes the law of the array η with all entries i.i.d. according to µ`. Given the
random array η, let Hrpηq denote the set of all arrays η˜ such that η, η˜ disagree in ď r coordinates.
We assume that r is upper bounded by an absolute constant rmax.
Lemma 4.5. For r ď rmax and with Rpd, ηq as defined in (61),
µb`
´
max
"ˇˇˇˇ
ln
Rpd, ηq
1´Rpd, ηq ´ ln
Rpd, η˜q
1´Rpd, η˜q
ˇˇˇˇ
: η˜ PHrpηq
*
ě r2
k{10
2k
¯
ď expt´2k{4u
and µb`
´
max
!
|Rpd, η1q ´ 12 | : η1 PHjpηq
)
ě 2´k{8
¯
ď expt´2k{8u.
Proof. We follow the same notation as above. Since PpPoispkαq ě 4k{kq ď expt´Ωp4kqu, we will
restrict attention to the case d+ ` d- ď 4k{k and take a union bound over the at most 4kr ways to
choose r indices appearing in the definition of Rpd, ηq.
Therefore fix a subset of r indices where η1 differs from η. To compare Rpd, ηq with Rpd, η˜q, we
compare Σ± with Σ˜±. A similar calculation as in (69) gives
µb`
´
max
yPr0,1sr
rź
j“1
yj
k´1ź
j“r`1
ηj ě 2
k{11
2k
¯
ď µ`
´
η ě 2
1{33
2
¯k{33 ď expt´Ωpk2k{4qu.
Combining with (72) proves the first bound in the statement of the lemma. The second bound
follows by combining with the result of Lem. 4.2. 
4.5. First moment of judicious colorings. We now prove Propn. 10. Recall from §3.5 that in
the definition of Z, ω is fully specified by Defn. 3.20. Denote ν “ optνrωs, and recall the Lagrangian
calculation (59) for νˆ, and analogously for 9ν. In fact 9ν is given explicitly by
‹ 9νT pσδvq – ϕvpσδvq
ź
aPBv
‹qˆavpσavq. (78)
However, note that νˆ is not necessarily given by
‹νˆLpσδaq – ϕˆapσδaq
ź
vPBa
‹ 9qvapσavq, (79)
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simply because it may have incorrect edge marginals: with – denoting equality up to normalization,
the marginal of ‹νˆL on pavq is – ‹ 9qvaBPavr‹ 9qs. This may not match ‹piav – ‹ 9qva‹qˆav since, as noted
in §3.1, BPavr‹ 9qs need not equal ‹qˆav. Instead we have the following
Lemma 4.6. Let ω be as specified by Defn. 3.20. If L is a stable clause type (Defn. 3.7), then there
exists ‚νˆL consistent with ω such that Hp‚νˆLq ě Hp‹νˆLq ´ k´r{2.
Proof. The idea is to start from the explicit measure ‹νˆL, which has incorrect edge marginals
‹νˆLpσav “ σq – ‹ 9qvapσqpBPavr‹qˆsqpσq, and make small adjustments to achieve the required edge
marginals ‹pi. For all v P Ba, by the assumption that pavq is message-stable,
‹νˆLpσav “ σq
‹piavpσq “
BPavr‹qˆspσqřτ ‹ 9qvapτq‹qˆavpτq
‹qˆavpσqřτ ‹ 9qvapτqpBPavr‹qˆsqpτq “ 1`Opk´rq for all σ P tr, y, g, bu,
showing that the edge marginals of ‹νˆL are only slightly off from ‹pi. Next observe that ‹νˆL can
easily be reweighted to produce a measure redνˆL which has the correct marginal proportions of red
spins: let
redνˆLpσδaq – ‹νˆLpσδaq
ź
vPBa
pγavq1tσav“ru where γav ” ‹piavprqr1´ ‹νˆLpσav “ rqs‹νˆLpσav “ rqr1´ ‹piavprqs .
Then γav “ 1`Opk´rq, and by construction redνˆLpσav “ rq “ ‹piavprq, for each v P Ba.
With respect to a given valid coloring σδa, let us say that an edge e P δa is w ” white if
|tf P δaze : σf “ cu| ě 2 — this means that e can be freely flipped between c and y without inval-
idating the coloring around a. Then
min
vPBa ‹νˆLppavq is whiteq ě minvPBa maxu‰w in Bazv ‹νˆLpσau “ c “ σawq
ě min
uPBa
ˆ
‹ 9quapcq
‹ 9quapy, cq
˙2
“ min
uPBap1´ ‹ηuaq
2 ě 4´r, (80)
where the first equality uses ‹ 9qxaprq “ ‹ 9qxapcq, the second equality uses (27), and the last inequality
is by the assumed message-stability of every edge pauq. Similarly we have
max
vPBa
‹νˆLpσav “ σq
‹νˆLpσav “ σ; pavq is whiteq ď maxuPBa
1
p1´ ‹ηuaq2 ď 4
r for each σ P tc, yu.
Combining with the estimate |‹νˆLpσav “ σq ´ ‹pipσq| “ Opk´rq‹νˆLpσav “ σq gives
min
vPBa
|‹νˆLpσav “ σq ´ ‹pipσq|
‹νˆLpσav “ σ; pavq is whiteq “ Opp4{kq
rq for each σ P tc, yu. (81)
Since γav “ 1`Opk´rq, estimates (80) and (81) also apply (losing at most a constant factor) with
redνˆL in place of ‹νˆL.
We can now construct a sequence of measures j νˆL, indexed by the integers 0 ď j ď k and started
from 0νˆL ” redνˆL, such that j νˆL has the correct edge marginal on each of the first j edges in δa.
We shall maintain the property that the total variation distance between j´1νˆL and j νˆL is at most
Opk´rq, so in particular it follows from (80) that
min
j
min
vPBa j νˆLppavq is whiteq ě 5
´r.
To define j νˆL from j´1νˆL, let e be the j-th edge in δa, and set j νˆLpσδazeq “ j´1νˆLpσδazeq, so the
event that e is white has the same probability under j νˆL and j´1νˆL. When e is white, we can
flip σe freely between y and c without affecting the colors on the other edges; and estimate (81)
ensures that we can correct the marginal on e to ‹pie by shifting mass between the two events
tσav “ y, e is whiteu and tσav “ c, e is whiteu. This can be done with total variation error at
most Opk´rq, which verifies that the construction goes through. The final measure kνˆL ” ‚νˆL
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has the required edge marginals, and it follows straightforwardly from the above construction that
HpkνˆLq ě Hp‹νˆLq ´ k´r{2 as claimed. 
Proof of Propn. 10. Let ‹ν ” p‹ 9ν, ‹νˆq as defined by (78) and (79), and let ‚ν ” p‹ 9ν, ‚νˆq with ‚ 9ν as
given by Lem. 4.6. Then Zr‚νs lower bounds the number Z of judicious colorings, so
EDZ ě EDZr‚νs “ nOp1q exptnΦDp‚νqu.
The expression (50) for ΦD is well-defined even when ν has inconsistent edge marginals. It thus
follows from Lem. 4.6 that the above is
ě exptnrΦDp‹νq ´ k´r{3su.
A continuity argument (using Propn. 6a, Lem. 4.4, and the correspondence of §4.2) now gives
ΦDp‹νq “ Φpαq ´ oRp1q, concluding the proof. 
5. Analysis of preprocessing
5.1. Uniformity of processed graph. We first prove Propn. 5 which states that if we sample
a k-sat instance G from PR (Defn. 3.1) and run the processing algorithm (Defn. 3.14), then the
output graph prG is uniformly random conditional on the processed degree distribution D of total
types (Defns. 3.17 and 3.19).
Proof of Propn. 5. Take any two edges ei “ paiuiq (i “ 1, 2) having the same total type (Defn. 3.17)
in the processed graph prG . It follows from the definitions that the incident variables u1, u2 must
have the same total type, but the incident clauses a1, a2 need not. Consider the switching operation
in which we cut the edges ei, then reconnect the resulting half-edges as e12 “ pa1u2q, e21 “ pa2u1q;
this maps G ÞÑ swG and prG ÞÑ swpprG q. We claim that the switching and processing operations
commute,
swpprG q “ prpswG q. (82)
This implies the proposition: with P “ PR,
PpprG “ Hq “
ÿ
G
PpG “ Gq1tprG “ Hu p1q“
ÿ
G
PpG “ swGq1tprG “ Hu
“
ÿ
G
PpG “ Gq1tprpswGq “ Hu p2q“
ÿ
G
PpG “ Gq1tprG “ swHu “ PpprG “ swHq
where
p1q“ uses that switching is measure-preserving for the original random graph G , and p2q“ follows
from the commutation relation (82) together with the fact that switching is involutive.
It thus remains to prove (82). Recall the notation of Defn. 3.14: since switching respects types,
the initial set A of 1-good variables is the same in G and swG . We will abbreviate tG ” tGA and
tpswG q ” tpswG qA. If A psG q “ A pspswG qq for all 0 ď s ď t, then tpswG q “ swptG q simply because, by
the assumption that e1, e2 are present in the final graph prG , none of the R-neighborhoods removed
up to this point can have included a switched edge.
Therefore, let t be the first time that A ptG q and A ptpswG qq differ. Since membership in A is a
function of the 3R{10-neighborhood, if there is some variable v P A ptG qzA ptpswG qq then tB3R{10pvq
must include e1 or e2. The processing algorithm will then remove tBRpvq, again contradicting the
assumption that e1 and e2 are both present in prG .
The only possibility which remains is that there is some variable v P A ptpswG qqzA ptG q. This
means that the p3R{10q-neighborhood of v in tpswG q, which we denote tpswBq3R{10pvq, either includes
two clauses of degree k ´ 1, or one clause of degree ď k ´ 2; while all clauses in tB3R{10pvq have
degree k except for at most one of degree k ´ 1. Therefore each p3R{10q-neighborhood must include
exactly one switched edge, which we denote
pxyq in tpswBq3R{10pvq, pxzq in tB3R{10pvq,
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where x denotes the endpoint of the switched edge that lies closer to v (which is the same in
both graphs). Cutting the switched edge in tpswBq3R{10pvq separates it into two subtrees swX and
swY , with v, x P swX and y P swY . Let X,Y denote the subgraphs of tG corresponding to swX, swY
(meaning that they involve the same variables, edges, and clauses). Likewise, cutting the switched
edge in tB3R{10pvq separates it into two subtrees X and Z, where v, x P X and z P Z. Together
x, y, z account for three elements in tu1, u2, a1, a2u; let w denote the last element. The switching
replaces edges pxzq, pwyq with pxyq, pwzq.
1. If all clauses in swY have degree k, then v P A ptpswG qq must be caused by clauses in swX. Since
X “ swX, this contradicts the assumption that v R A ptG q.
2. If all clauses in swX have degree k, then v P A ptpswG qq must be caused by clauses in swY . These
clauses will also cause Z XA ptG q ‰ ∅, contradicting the assumption that e1, e2 are present in
prG .
3. Finally suppose swX, swY each contains exactly one pk ´ 1q-clause, which implies that X,Y each
contains exactly one pk ´ 1q-clause; denote these clauses aX , aY . Observe that the processing
procedure cannot remove a pk ´ 1q-clause a from the R-neighborhood of any variable v without
leaving behind a new pk ´ 1q-clause b which lies even closer to v. It follows that the final types
of x, y must include pk ´ 1q-clauses bX , bY such that
prdpx, bXq ď tdpx, aXq and prdpy, bY q ď tdpy, aY q.
Moreover, by the assumption that the edges pxzq, pwyq are present in the final graph prG , it must
be that bX lies in the intersection of X with the final type of x, while bY lies in the intersection
of Y with the final type of y. If y, z are variables then they have the same total type; otherwise,
their neighboring variables w, x have the same total type. In either case their final types agree
up to depth R´ 1, so there is a pk ´ 1q-clause bZ in the intersection of Z with the final type of
z.
prdpbX , bZq ď prdpbX , xq ` prdpz, bZq ď tdpx, aXq ` tdpy, aY q ď 6R{10,
contradicting the requirement that A pprG q “ ∅.
This concludes the proof of (82), and the result follows. 
5.2. Niceness and stability. The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Propn. 6.
Recall (28) that k ě k0 is fixed throughout, and we take nÑ8 with R fixed, followed by RÑ8.
For fixed R and any v P V , the law under P of BRpvq is within onp1q total variation distance of the
law under PGW “ PGWα of BRpvrtq, with vrt the root variable in the Poisson Galton–Watson tree
T . This remains true after conditioning on v to be acyclic (Defn. 3.1). When considering local
properties we will work with PGW; all estimates obtained carry over to local neighborhoods in P with
onp1q error. We first control the probability under PGW for vrt to be nice (Defn. 3.8); recall this is a
property of the r-neighborhood Brpvq. Likewise, whether vrt is j-nice is also a function of Brpvrtq.
We assume throughout j À 1, that is, j is upper bounded by an absolute constant not depending on
R.
Lemma 5.1. For j À 1, PGWpvrt is not j-niceq ď expt´2k{10u.
Proof. Abbreviate v ” vrt, and consider the restriction on the degrees |Bvp±q|:
Pp|Poispλq ´ λ| ě xq ď expt´x2{p2λqr1`Opx{λqsu for x{λ small,
therefore PGWp||Bvp±q| ´ 2k´1k ln 2| ě 22k{3q ď expt´2k{3{k2u.
Next consider the restriction on the canonical messages ‹ 9qva, ‹qˆav for a P Bv. In view of the relations
described in §2.7, it is enough to have
|ηuap±q ´ 12 | ď 2´k{9 and |2k´1ηuapfq ´ 1| ď 2´k{9
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for all a P Bv and all u P Ba (meaning either u “ vrt, or u lies in the first level of variables below the
root), where each η is defined with respect to the frozen model on Brpvq with balanced i.i.d. rigid
input on the boundary. The claim then follows by applying Lem. 4.2 and taking a union bound. 
Recall Defn. 3.7 that a variable v is stable if all its incident edges are both marginal- and message-
stable. We see below that verifying the stability conditions amounts to controlling how much various
functions of pFpTau,`q : u P Baq (see (17)) can change as ` changes from r ´ 1 to r, or from r to r ` 1.
The FpTau,`q themselves are controlled by Lem. 4.2 and Lem. 4.4; we will also make use of (76)
together with the bound ˇˇˇˇ
a´ b
minta, bu
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 2|
a´b
a`b |
1´ |a´ba`b |
for any a, b ą 0. (83)
Lemma 5.2. For all R exceeding a large absolute constant,
PGWpvrt is not 1-stableq ď expt´2k{20Ru.
Proof. Write v “ vrt, and fix a clause a P Bv. Recall (30) and (33) that for u P Ba we have
‹ηua “ FpTua,rq while ˝ηua “ FpTua,r´1q; we will abbreviate
‹ηu ” ‹ηuap-q “ rFpTua,rqsp-q and ηu ” ˝ηuap-q “ rFpTua,r´1qsp-q.
Define the events
Ea ”
č
uPBa
"ˇˇˇˇ
‹ηua ´ ηua
‹ηua ` ηua
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 1
k4r2100k
, maxt‹ηua, ηuau ď 1´ 2´r
*
, E “
č
aPBv
Ea.
By Lem. 4.2 and Lem. 4.4, the probability of pEaqc is ď expt´2 ¨ 2k{15ru, and so
PGWpEcq ď PGW
´
|Bv| ě expt2k{15ru
¯
` expt2
k{15ru
expt2 ¨ 2k{15ru ď expt´2
k{20Ru.
We now prove that v “ vrt is stable on the event E. First consider the message-stability condition
(36): on an edge e “ pavq we can express
‹qˆavpσq
BPavr‹ 9qpBazvqÑaspσq “
$’’’&’’’%
rFpTav,rqsp+q
rFpTav,r`1qsp+q “
ś
uPBazv ηuś
uPBazv ‹ηu
if σ “ r;
rFpTav,rqspfq
rFpTav,r`1qspfq “
1´śuPBazv ηu
1´śuPBazv ‹ηu if σ P ty, g, bu.
Recalling (76), on the event E we haveˇˇˇˇ rFpTav,rqsp+q ´ rFpTav,r`1qsp+q
rFpTav,rqsp+q ` rFpTav,r`1qsp+q
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇś
uPBazv ‹ηu ´
ś
uPBazv ηuś
uPBazv ‹ηu `
ś
uPBazv ηu
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 1
k2r2100k
,ˇˇˇˇ rFpTav,rqsp+q ´ rFpTav,r`1qsp+q
rFpTav,rqsp+q ` rFpTav,r`1qsp+q
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ ś
uPBazv ‹ηu ´
ś
uPBazv ηu
2´śuPBazv ‹ηu ´śuPBazv ηu
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 1
k2r2100k
.
Combining with (83) givesˇˇˇˇ rFpTav,rqspxq ´ rFpTav,r`1qspxq
mintrFpTav,rqspxq, rFpTav,r`1qspxqu
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 1
kr2100k
for both x “ +, f,
which implies the message-stability condition (36).
We next verify the marginal-stability conditions (34) and (35), comparing the measures ‹piav
(defined based on Brpvq) and ˝piav (defined based on the union of Br´1puq over u P Ba). Recall (31)
that ‹piav is expressed in terms of ‹ 9qva and ‹qˆav, which in turn are expressed in terms of FpTva,rq and
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FpTav,rq via (27) and (30). Recall also that ˝piav is analogously defined in terms of ˝ 9qva and ˝qˆav,
which are functions of FpTva,r´1q and FpTav,rq via (27) and (33). On event E we then calculateˇˇˇˇ
‹piavpyq ´ ˝piavpyq
‹piavpyq ` ˝piavpyq
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
‹ηv ´ ηv
‹ηv ` ηv
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 1
k4r2100k
.
Similarly, it holds for all u P Ba thatˇˇˇˇ
‹piauprq ´ ˝piauprq
‹piauprq ` ˝piauprq
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
‹piaupcq ´ ˝piaupcq
‹piaupcq ` ˝piaupcq
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
ηu ´ ‹ηu
2´ ηu ´ ‹ηu
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 2
r
k4r2100k
ď 1
k2r2100k
.
Combining with (83) gives on event E that for all u P Ba,ˇˇˇˇ
‹piaupσq ´ ˝piaupσq
mint‹piaupσq, ˝piaupσqu
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 1
k2r2100k
for σ “ r, y, c. (84)
We next consider the right-hand side expressions in (34) and (35). Here it is helpful to take the
following view of the measures ˝pie: let
zˆaνapσδaq “ ϕˆapσδaq
ź
uPBa
˝ 9quapσavq,
where ˝ 9qua is defined in terms of ˝ηua via (27), and zˆa is the normalizing constant that makes νa a
probability measure over valid colorings σδa on the edges incident to the clause a. For each u P Ba,
the marginal distribution of σau under νa is precisely ˝piau. Thus the right-hand side of (34) is
simply νapσva “ y, r R σδaq. We then calculate that on event E,
˝piavpyq ´řuPBazv ˝piauprq
˝piavpyq “
1´śuPBazv ηu ´řuPBazvp1´ ηuqśwPBaztv,uu ηw
1´śuPBazv ηu ě k{4r (85)
(for the last inequality, simply note that in the ratio on the left-hand side the denominator is ď 1,
while the numerator is ě k{4r by definition of E). For u P Bazv,
˝piauprq
˝piavpyq “
νapσau “ rq
νapσav “ yq “
νapσau “ r, σav “ yq
νapσav “ yq ď 1. (86)
Combining (84), (85), and (86) proves (34) on event E. The proof of (35) is similar: in a valid
coloring σδa, if σav “ c then we must have σau “ c for some u P Bazv. Thereforeÿ
uPBazv
˝piaupcq ´ ˝piavpcq ě
ÿ
uPBazv
„
νapσau “ cq ´ νa
ˆ
σau “ c,
σav “ c
˙
“
ÿ
uPBazv
νa
ˆ
σau “ c,
σav “ y
˙
(the first inequality is a union bound, and the second follows by noting that if σau “ c and σav ‰ c,
then σav “ y). We use this to calculateř
uPBazv ˝piaupcq ´ ˝piavpcq
˝piavpyq ě
ř
uPBazvp1´ ηuqr1´
ś
wPBaztu,vu ηws
1´śuPBazv ηu ě k{4r, (87)
where the last inequality holds on event E. Next note that
˝piavpcq
˝piavpyq “
1´ ηv
ηv
ď 2r, and for u P Bvza, ˝piaupcq
˝piavpyq ď
νapσav P ty, cuq
νapσav “ yq ď 1`
˝piavpcq
˝piavpyq (88)
Combining (84), (87) and (88) proves (35). Essentially the same proof shows that v is also 1-
stable. 
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5.3. Bootstrap percolation of defects. If T “ pVT , FT , ET q is a bipartite factor graph which is
also a tree with variables at the leaves, we say that T is a bipartite factor tree. Recalling Rmk. 2.1,
for variables v P VT we let BT v denote clauses neighboring v, and 1BT v the variables neighboring v
(in the hypergraph sense). Recall T denotes the PGW tree, and let
Λi` ” Λi`pT q ”
"
bipartite factor trees T with vrt P T Ď T and |VT | “ `,
such that all variables v P VT have |1BT v| ď i
*
;
thus Λi` is a T -measurable random set. Recall also that whether a variable v belongs to D
j
0 is a
property of its pr ` κq-neighborhood, so we can define Dj0 as a subset of variables in the PGW tree.
We assume throughout that i ě 1, and that both i, j are upper bounded by some absolute constant.
Lemma 5.3. For j ě 0, i ě 1, and  ą 0, it holds for all ` ě 0 that
PGWp|Dj0 X VT | ě ` for some T P Λi`q ď 2
3κk`
expt2k{10`{i5κu
Proof. Let T P Λi` with |Dj0 X VT | ě `. There must exist a subset of variables A Ď Dj0 X VT , with|A| ě r`{i4κs, such that any two distinct variables u, u1 P A lie at distance dpu, u1q ě 4κ. For each
v P A, let gpvq be one of the variables in Dj˚ which lies closest to v, and let γpvq be the shortest
path joining v to gpvq. Each γpvq has length at most κ by definition of Dj0; moreover the paths are
mutually disjoint and g is a one-to-one mapping. Let T 1 Ě T Y gpAq be the union of T with the
paths pγpvqqvPA; then T 1 is a tree with |1BT 1u| ď i for all u P gpAq. Let B Ď gpAq be a maximum-size
subset of gpAq such that all variables in u P B have the same value of |1BT 1u|, which we hereafter
denote i1. Clearly |B| ě |gpAq|{i “ |A|{i. For each u P B, consider the R-neighborhood BRpuq of u
with respect to the larger tree T , and let BRpuq´ denote the component of BRpuqzpT 1zuq containing
u. Let
Eu ”
"
BRpuq` is pj` i1q-nice for some depth-R tree BRpuq` Ě BRpuq´
such that u has i1 more neighboring variables in BRpuq` than in BRpuq´
*
X
"
BRpuq` is j-nice for every depth-R tree BRpuq` Ě BRpuq´
such that u has i1 more neighboring variables in BRpuq` than in BRpuq´
*
.
Then Eu is BRpuq´-measurable, and satisfies
tBRpuq is pj` i1q-niceu Ď Eu Ď tBRpuq is j-niceu,
equivalently tu P Dj˚u Ď pEuqc Ď tu P Dj`i1˚ u.
Under the measure PGW, conditioned on an embedding T 1 ãÑ T , the neighborhoods BRpuq´ can
be explored by breadth-first search initiated from each u P B, so the events Eu are conditionally
independent. It then follows from Lem. 5.1 that
PGWpB Ď Dj˚ |T 1 ãÑ T q ď PGWpvrt P Dj`i1˚ q|B| ď expt´2k{10`{i4κ`1u.
Let `1 count the number of variables in T 1, so ` ď `1 ď `` κ|A| ď 2κ`. We then have
PGWp|VT XDj0| ě ` for some T P Λi`q ď
ÿ
T 1
ÿ
B
PpT 1 ãÑ T , B Ď Dj˚q (89)
where the sum is taken over all rooted bipartite factor trees T 1 with ` ď |T 1| ď 2κ`, and all subsets
B Ď |VT 1 | with |B| ě `{i4κ`1 and |1BT 1u| ď i for all u P B. Let Bx denote the edges incident to
vertex x in T : the number of ways to embed T 1 into T (mapping root to root) is upper bounded
by
p|1Bvrt|q|1BT 1vrt|
ź
vPT 1zvrt
p|1Bvrt| ´ 1q|1BT 1v|´1.
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which has expectation ď 22κk`. Combining with the preceding estimate we see that the right-hand
side of (89) is
ď
ÿ
`ď`1ď`p1`q
2`
1 ÿ
`{kďf 1ď`
22κk`
expt2k{10`{i5κu ď
23κk`
expt2k{10`{i5κu ,
which concludes the proof. 
Having controlled the intersection of T with Dj0, in the following two lemmas we analyze the
bootstrap percolation process to control the intersection of T with the set of j-defective variables
(Defn. 3.9), given by
Dj8 ” tu : u P BSPpDj0 XBR1{2puq;BR1{2puqqu. (90)
Lemma 5.4. Let T “ pV, F,Eq be a finite bipartite factor tree. For A Ď V ,
|A| ě 1` |BSPpA;T q| ´ 1
2pk ´ 1q ě
|BSPpA;T q|
2k
.
Proof. We can consider each connected component of BSPpA;T q separately, so it suffices to prove
the bound for the case BSPpA;T q “ V . Let A0 “ A, and for j ě 1 let Aj be the union of Aj´1 with
the set of all variables in T having at least two neighbors in Aj´1. Then Aj increases with j and
eventually equals A8 “ BSPpA;T q “ V . For each v P V , let τpvq ” mintj ě 0 : v P Aju. Define the
multiplicity of each edge e “ pavq P E to be
multpavq ” mint2, |tu P Ba : τpuq ă τpvqu|u.
Every v P V zA must have at least two neighbors u1, u2 with τpuiq ă τpvq, so the sum of edge
multiplicities incident to the variable must be ě 2. Meanwhile, the sum of edge multiplicities
incident to any clause is at most 2|δa| ´ 3. Therefore
2|V zA| ď
ÿ
vPV zA
ÿ
ePδv
multpeq ď
ÿ
aPF
ÿ
ePδa
multpeq ď
ÿ
aPF
p2|δa| ´ 3q
“ 2|E| ´ 3|F | “ 2p|V | ´ 1q ´ |F | ď p|V | ´ 1q
´
2´ 1
k ´ 1
¯
where in the second line we have used that
|V | ´ 1 “ |E| ´ |F | “
ÿ
aPF
p|δa| ´ 1q ď pk ´ 1q|F |.
Rearranging gives the claimed bound. 
Lemma 5.5. For any i, ` and any T P Λi` there is a tree T8 Ě T , with T8 P Λi1`1 for i1 “ 4i` 9 and
some `1 ď `pi1qR1, such that
2k|Dj0 X VT8 | ě |Dj8 X VT | ` |VT8zVT | (91)
Proof. We shall construct T8 to inside the pR1{2q-enlargement BR1{2pT q of T , such that
pDj8 X VT q Y pVT8zVT q Ď BSPpDj0 X VT8 ;T8q; (92)
the bound (91) then follows by applying Lem. 5.4. To this end, note that by (90),
Dj8 X VT Ď A8 ” BSPpDj0 XBR1{2pT q;BR1{2pT qq. (93)
Recall that A8 is the increasing limit of the sets At which are recursively defined to be the union
of At´1 with the set of all variables in BR1{2pT q having at least two neighbors in At´1, started from
the initial set A0 “ Dj0 XBR1{2pT q. Let τpuq ” mintt ě 0 : u P Atu.
We now construct T8 as the increasing limit of trees Ts ” pVs, Fs, Esq which will be defined
recursively as follows, started from T0 “ T . Let
U pTsq ”
"
variables u P Vs X pA8zA0q such that u does not have
at least two neighboring variables in Ts with smaller τ
*
.
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If U pTsq “ ∅, we terminate the process and set Ts “ T8. Otherwise, take any u P U pTsq: by
definition of A8, u must have at least one neighboring variable u1 P A8zTs with τpu1q ă τpuq.
Among these u1 choose one with minimal τ . The variables u, u1 are joined by the unit-length path
pu, a, u1q, where the intermediate clause a may or may not already be in Ts. Define the new tree
Ts`1 ” pVs`1, Fs`1, Es`1q by setting
Vs`1 “ Vs Y tu1u, Fs`1 “ Fs Y tau, Es`1 “ Es Y tpauq, pau1qu.
Viewing T, T8 as bipartite factor graphs, for any vertex x P V8 Y F8, write B8x and Bx for the
neighbors of x in T8 and T respectively. If x R T we define Bx “ ∅. Then
|B8x| ď |Bx| ` 3 for all x P V8 Y F8.
For a variable u P V8 let 1B8u and 1Bu denote the neighboring variables of u in T8 and T respectively
(now viewed as hypergraphs); the above implies
|1B8u| “
ÿ
aPB8u
p|B8a| ´ 1q ď
ÿ
aPB8u
p|Ba| ´ 1` 3q ď 3|B8u| `
ÿ
aPBu
p|Ba| ´ 1q
“ 3|B8u| ` |1Bu| ď 3p|Bu| ` 3q ` |1Bu| ď 4|1Bu| ` 9 ď 4i` 9 “ i1.
Since T8 Ď BR1{2pT q, |V8| ď `pi1qR1 .
It remains to verify (92); let us abbreviate S8 “ BSPpDj0 X VT8 ;T8q. From (93) we have
Dj8 X VT Ď A8 X VT , and from the above construction V8zVT Ď A8 X V8, therefore
pDj8 X VT q Y pV8zVT q Ď A8 X V8.
Thus (93) will follow from the containment A8 X V8 Ď S8, which we will prove by induction. For
the base case note that A0 X V8 “ Dj0 X V8 Ď S8. Suppose inductively that
tu1 P A8 X V8 : τpu1q ď tu Ď S8,
and let u P A8 X V8 with τpuq “ t` 1. By construction, u must have at least two neighbors in T8
with smaller τ , therefore u P S8 by definition of BSP. This proves (92) and implies the lemma. 
Corollary 5.6. For j ě 0, i ě 1, i1 “ 4i` 9, and  ą 0, it holds for all ` ě 0 that
PGWp|Dj8 X VT | ě ` for some T P Λi`q ď 2 ¨ 2
3κk`
expt2k{10`{p2kpi1q5κqu .
Proof. Applying Lem. 5.5, the probability on the left-hand side above is
ď
`pi1qR1ÿ
`1“`
PGW
´
|Dj0 X VT8 | ě `` p`
1 ´ `q
2k
for some T8 P Λi1`1
¯
.
Then, by Lem. 5.3, the preceding expression is
ď
ÿ
`1ě`
23κ`
1k
expt2k{10r`` p`1 ´ `qs{p2kpi1q5κqu ,
from which the claimed bound follows. 
5.4. Orderliness and containment. Let  Oj denote the collection of variables that are not j-
orderly: recall from Defn. 3.11 that a variable u belongs to Oj if and only if the set
Γjpuq ”
"
paths P emanating from u of length
|P | ď R1 with |Dj8 X VP | ě ˚|VP |
*
(94)
is non-empty for ˚ ” pδ˚q3. (The length of the path is |P | “ |VP | ´ 1.) By the bound of Cor. 5.6
summed over ` ě 1, we see that the root of the PGW tree is j-orderly except with probability okp1q,
that is to say, PGWpvrt P Ojq “ okp1q. Let P` Ď Λ2` denote the collection of paths P “ pVP , FP , EP q
containing |VP | “ ` variables, emanating from the root variable vrt in the PGW tree.
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Lemma 5.7. For  ą 0 and ` ě 0,
PGW
ˆ | Oj X VP | ě ` for some path of
` variables emanating from vrt
˙
ď 2
3κk`
expt2k{10˚`{p225κkqu
Proof. Let P be a path of ` variables started from vrt with | Oj X VP | ě `. For u P Oj X VP , let
P puq be any path in Γjpuq. We now define a sequence of sets Ss decreasing to ∅ as follows: set
S0 “ Oj X VP , and as long as Ss´1 ‰ ∅, take
us P arg maxt|P puq| : u P Ss´1u, and set Ss “ Ss´1zB2|P pusq|`1pusq.
The resulting sequence of paths P pusq will be disjoint. Using that P was a path,
|VP pusq| ď |Ss´1| ´ |Ss| ď |VP XB2|P pusq|`1pusq| ď 4|P pusq| ` 3 ď 4|VP pusq|,
so the union U of the paths P pusq must satisfy |VU | ď |S0| ď 4|VU |. Let T be the tree induced by
VP Y VU : then T P Λ3`1 for ` ď `1 ď 2`, and
|Dj8 X VT | ě |Dj8 X vU | ě ˚|VU | ě ˚|S0|{4 ě ˚`{4 ě ˚`1{8.
The probability appearing in the statement of the lemma is therefore
ď
2ÿ`
`1“`
PGWp|Dj8 X VT | ě ˚`1{8 for some T P Λ3`1q,
and the lemma follows by applying Cor. 5.6. 
Lemma 5.8. Writing E “ EPGW, it holds for all ` ě 0 that
Erexpt|B`pvrtq|{pαk2q`us ď e.
Proof. Let Z` denote the cardinality of the `-th level of variables in the PGW tree, and write
B` ” |B`pvrtq| “ Z0 ` . . .` Z`. We prove the bound by induction on `, where the base case ` “ 0
holds trivially since B0 “ Z0 “ 1. For ` ě 1, by conditioning on the first `´ 1 levels of the tree we
calculate for t ě 0 that
EretB`s “ E
”
etB`´1Eretpk´1qPoispαkqsZ`´1
ı
“ E
”
exp
!
tB`´1 ` αkpetpk´1q ´ 1qZ`´1
)ı
.
Since Z`´1 ď B`´1, we find
EretB`s ď Eret1B`´1s where t1 “ t` αkpetpk´1q ´ 1q.
If we set t “ 1{pαk2q` and recall that et ´ 1 ď t` t2 for t ď 1{2, then we find
t1
1{pαk2q`´1 ď 1´
1
k
` 2
αk
ă 1,
so the claim follows by induction. 
Let Sj denote the set of variables that are not j-self-contained (Defn. 3.10). For a variable u,
recall the definition (94) of Γjpuq, and define
γjpuq ” maxt|VP | : P P Γjpuqu (with γjpuq “ 0 if Γjpuq “ ∅),
γ¯puq ” mint` ě 0 : |Btpuq| ď exptpk ln 2qp1` δ˚{2qtu for all ` ď t ă 2R1u
χjpuq ” maxt1, γjpuq, γ¯puqu.
If dpu, vq ě γjpuq, then any path P between u and v has strictly more than γjpuq vertices, and
therefore cannot belong to Γjpuq, which implies that the number of defective variables in Vp is
ă ˚|VP |. Recall the definition (39) of Rpv, tq, and note that if t ě χjpuq then
Rpv, tq ď
ÿ
tďdă2R1
exptkpδ˚q´1u˚pd` 1q
exptpk ln 2qpδ˚{2qdu ď
exptkpδ˚q2u
exptpk ln 2qpδ˚{4qtu ,
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where the last step used that δ˚ is small and ˚ “ pδ˚q3. Since we must also have t ě 1, by taking
k ě kpδ˚q we can ensure Rpv, tq ď 1{4. This shows that radjpvq ď χjpuq. Note also that γ¯puq is
either zero or ě 2. We say a tree T P Λi` is -exploding if there exists a subset of variables S Ď VT
such that
min
uPS γ¯puq ě 2,
ÿ
uPS
γ¯puq ě `, and the sets Bγ¯puqpuq are mutually disjoint.
Let us remark that if X „ Poispλq and x is any positive integer, then the law of X ´ x conditioned
on X ě x is stochastically dominated by the original law of X: to see this, write
PpX ´ x ď y|X ě xq ´ PpX ď yq “
yÿ
j“0
piλpjqfpjq where
fpjq ” j!{px` jq!ř
iě0 piλpiq i!{px` iq!
´ 1 is decreasing in j, with EfpPoispλqq “ 0.
It follows that PpX ´ x ď y|X ě xq ě PpX ď yq for all y ě 0, proving the claim.
Lemma 5.9. For ` ě 0,
PGWpT is -exploding for some T P Λ3` q ď 2
3k`
expt2kδ˚{6`u .
Proof. It follows from the above calculation for Poisson random variables that for u P VT , condi-
tioned on T ãÑ T ,
|Bypuq| is stochastically dominated by
yÿ
t“0
3tÿ
i“1
Xt,i,
where the Xt,i are mutually independent random variables, with each Xt,i distributed as the random
variable By´t as defined in the proof of Lem. 5.8. Therefore
PGW
´
|Bypuq| ě 2kp1`δ˚{2qy
ˇˇˇ
T ãÑ T
¯
ď
yÿ
t“0
3tPGW
´
By´t ě 2kp1`δ˚{3qpy´t{2q
¯
,
ď
yÿ
t“0
3t exp
!
´ 2
kp1`δ˚{2qpy´t{2q
pαk2qy´t
)
ď
yÿ
t“0
3t
expt2kδ˚y{42kt{4u À
1
expt2kδ˚y{4u ,
where the first bound in the second line is from Lem. 5.8. It follows that for y ě 2,
PGW
´
γ¯puq ě y
ˇˇˇ
T ãÑ T
¯
ď
ÿ
y1ěy´1
1
expt2kδ˚y1{4u À
1
expt2kδ˚py´1q{4u ď
1
expt2kδ˚y{9u .
Take integers λpuq ě 2 such that the average over u P S equals maxt2, `{|S|u ” Λ. Then
PGW
´
γ¯puq ě λpuq for each u P S
ˇˇˇ
T ãÑ T
¯
ď
ź
uPS
1
expt2kδ˚λpuq{9u ď
1
expt2kδ˚Λ{9|S|u
where the last step is by Jensen’s inequality. Summing over all choices of λ gives
PGW
´
min
uPS γ¯puq ě 2,
ÿ
uPS
γ¯puq ě `
ˇˇˇ
T ãÑ T
¯
ď
ˆ
Λ|S|
|S| ´ 1
˙
1
expt2kδ˚Λ{9|S|u . (95)
If Λ “ 2 ě `{|S|, then (95) is
ď e
Op|S|q
expt2kδ˚2{9|S|u ď
1
expt2kδ˚{5`u .
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If instead Λ “ `{|S| ě 2, then, writing s “ 1{|S|, (95) is
ď e
Op`q
expt2kδ˚`{p9|S|q|S|u ď
eOp`q
minsě2{p`q exptexptpk ln 2qδ˚`s{9´ ln suu .
By calculus the minimum is achieved at `s “ 2, so the above is
ď e
Op`q
expt2kδ˚2{9`{2u ď
1
expt2kδ˚{5`u .
The lemma then follows by summing over trees T as in the proof of Lem. 5.3. 
Lemma 5.10. For  ą 0 and ` ě 0,
PGWp |S
j X VP | ě ` for some path of
` variables emanating from vrt
q ď 2
4κk`
expt2kδ˚{7`u
Proof. For each u P Sj X VP , we can by definition choose gpuq such that
dpu, gpuqq ď R1 and 1 ď dpu, gpuqq ` 1 ď radjpgpuqq.
Recall from above that radjpgpuqq ď χjpgpuqq. Set S0 “ Sj X VP , and, while Ss´1 ‰ ∅, let
χs “ maxtχjpgpuqq : u P Ss´1u
choose us P Ss´1 with χjpgpusqq “ χs, and set Ss “ Ss´1zB4χspgpusqq. Let Ps denote the path
joining us to gpusq: it has length |Ps| “ dpus, gpusqq ď χs ´ 1, so the paths Ps will be disjoint. We
also note for later use that for s ă t,
dpgpusq, gputqq ě dpus, utq ´ dpus, gpusqq ´ dput, gputqq ě 2χjpgpusqq ` 2. (96)
Let T be the tree formed by the union of P with the paths Ps, so
|VT | ď ``
ÿ
s
dpu, gpuqq ď ``
ÿ
s
χs.
From construction we have |Ss´1| ´ |Ss| ď 8χs ` 1 ď 9χs, thereforeÿ
s
χs ě |S0|{9 ě `{9.
Recalling that χs “ maxtγjpgpusqq, γ¯pgpusqqu, we must have
mintR1, R2u ď 2 where R1 ”
ř
s χsř
s γ
jpgpusqq , R2 ”
ř
s χsř
s γ¯pgpusqq
.
We treat separately the two cases R1 ď 2 and R2 ď 2:
1. If R1 ď 2, then for each s, let Qs be a path of γjpgpusqq variables started from gpusq, such that
|Dj8 XQs| ě γjpgpusqq. It follows from (96) that the Qs are disjoint. Let T 1 be the tree formed
from the union of T with the paths Qs: then
|Dj8 X VT 1 |
|VT 1 | ě
˚
ř
s γ
jpgpusqq
|VT | `řspγjpgpusqq ´ 1q ě 
˚ř
s χs{2
|VT | `řs χs{2 ě 
˚ř
s χs{2
`` 2řs χs ě ˚{20,
where the last inequality holds for  sufficiently small. By Cor. 5.6, the probability for this to
occur for some T 1 P Λ3`1 is
ď
ÿ
`1ě`
2 ¨ 23κk`1
expt2k{10˚`1{p225κkqu
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2. If R2 ď 2, then (for sufficiently small )ř
s γ¯pgpusqq
|VT | ě
ř
s χs
2r``řs χss ě {181` {9 ě {20.
Recalling (96) we see that T is p{20q-exploding. By Lem. 5.9, the probability for this to occur
for some T P Λ3`1 is
ď
ÿ
`1ě`
23k`
1
expt2kδ˚{6`1u .
Combining these proves the claimed bound. 
5.5. Vanishing effect of preprocessing. Recall the meanings of perfect, fair (Defn. 3.12), excel-
lent, and good (Defn. 3.13). Lem. 5.7 and Lem. 5.10 with ` “  “ 1 together imply that
PGWpvrt is j-perfectq “ 1´ okp1q.
Combining these lemmas with other estimates from this section shows furthermore that for any
large fixed k, PGWpvrt is j-excellentq “ 1´ oRp1q:
Corollary 5.11. For j À 1, PGWpvrt is not j-excellentq ď exptk4R1u{ expt2kδ˚{7R1u.
Proof. By combining Lem. 5.7 and Lem. 5.10 with ` “ R1 and  “ 1, together with Lem. 5.2,
Lem. 5.8, and Markov’s inequality, we find
PGWpvrt is not j-fairq ď 25kR1{ expt2kδ˚{7R1u (97)
By applying Markov’s inequality to the definition (40) of j-excellent, we have
PGWpvrt is not j-excellentq ď PGWp|B20R1puq| ą exptk2p20R1quq
`
PGW
ˆ
B20R1puq contains any
variable which is not j-fair
ˇˇˇˇ
|B20R1puq| ď exptk2p20R1q
˙
expt´k3R1u .
The first term is bounded by another application of Lem. 5.8 and Markov’s inequality, while the
second term is bounded by Markov’s inequality together with (97). 
Recall from Defn. 3.14 that the preprocessing algorithm G ÞÑ prG acts by the BSP1 procedure
with initial set A equal to the set of variables that are not 1-good. For v P A set tpvq “ ´1; and for
v R A let tpvq ” mintt ě 0 : v P A ptGAqu, with the convention min∅ ” 8.
A tree T Ď G is -corrupted if there is a subset of vertices B Ď AX VT , |B| ě |VT |,
seppBq ” mintdpu, u1q : u ‰ u1 in Bu ą R{2,
where d denotes graph distance in G . The following lemma holds deterministically.
Lemma 5.12. Suppose tpv‹q “ ` ě 0, and write L ” 100p`` 1qR. If BLpv‹q has at most one cycle,
then v‹ belongs to a p16Rq´1-corrupted tree T Ď BL{5pv‹q, with |VT | ě p`` 1qR{2 and maximum
degree ď 50.
Proof. We say that an edge e “ pbwq (joining clause b to variable w) is a v-fault (v P V ) if
e P B3R{10pvqztpvqB3R{10pvq and b P tpvqB3R{10pvq.
We write uùe v if the edge e is a v-fault due to the prior removal of tpuqBRpuq: meaning tpuq ă tpvq,
and e “ pbwq where the incident variable w belongs to tpuqBRpuq. The v-fault e is formed at the
tpuq-th iteration of the preprocessing, so we will denote tpe; vq ” tpuq.
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Suppose uùe v with e “ pbwq: since b is present at the later time tpvq, it does not belong to
tpuqBRpuq, which is to say that w lies on the internal boundary of tpuqBRpuq. Thus the graph tpuqG
contains two edge-disjoint simple paths γu, γv where
γu joins u to w, is contained in tpuqBRpuq, and has length exactly R;
γv joins w to v, is contained in tpvqB3R{10puq, and has initial edge e.
We write γuev for the simple path between u and v formed by concatenating γu and γv.
Let T0 “ tv‹u “ A0; we iteratively define Ts Ò T8 and As Ò A8. For the construction it will be
useful to maintain separately a dag (directed acyclic graph) Ss “ pAs, Esq where Es is a set of
arrows on the vertex set As. Each arrow puÑ vq in Es (where u, v P As) is additionally labelled
with an edge e ” euv (hereafter denoted uÑe v) such that the relation uùe v holds in G . Note t
increases in the direction of the arrows. It is permitted to have a double arrow uÑe1 v, uÑe2 v as
long as e1 ‰ e2. Write E pSsq for the set of edges te : puÑe vq P Esu. Let L pSsq Ď As denote the
subset of vertices in Ss with in-degree (number of incoming arrows) less than two, and non-negative
t (meaning these vertices lie outside A).
Given Ts, Ss, we advance to s` 1 as follows: if L pSsq “ ∅, terminate the process and set
pT8, S8q “ pTs, Ssq. Otherwise, take any v P L pSsq: there is at least one v-fault e P B3R{10pvq
for which there is no arrow u1 Ñe v in Ss. Among these, take e to maximize tpe; vq. Then choose a
particular vertex u with uùe v, as follows:
(i) If e is already in E pSsq, meaning u1 Ñe v1 in Ss (v1 ‰ v), then set u “ u1.
(ii) If e R E pSsq but there is some u1 P As such that u1ùe v, then set u “ u1.
(iii) Otherwise, set u to be any variable in BL{5pv‹q with uùe v.
Having found uùe v, let γuev be the corresponding path defined above, and set
Ts`1 ” Ts Y γuev, As`1 ” As Y tuu, Es`1 ” Es Y tuÑe vu.
The arrows added at different steps are distinct, so we have |Es| “ s. Since at each step we choose an
edge with maximal t, S8 contains a simple path v´1 Ñe0 v0 Ñ . . .Ñe` v` ” v‹ with tpei; viq “ i´ 1,
implying |A8| ě `` 2. Each vertex pviq0ďiď` has two incoming arrows, so |E8| ě 2p`` 1q.
The set of paths γuev (indexed by directed edges uÑe v in S8) need not be edge-disjoint. Nev-
ertheless we argue that their structure is approximated by S8, in the following sense:
(a) If uÑe v Ñe1 w in S8 then γuev and γve1w may have nonempty edge-intersection. Recall how-
ever that γuev is the concatenation of γu and γv, where γu has length R and is removed af-
ter time tpuq, while γve1w is present at the later time tpvq. Therefore γu X γve1w “ ∅, and so
γuev X γve1w “ γv X γve1w Ď B3R{10pvq. Since lenpγve1wq ą R, it follows that there is a path from
u to w of length ą 1710R.
(b) If u1 Ñe1 v and u2 Ñe2 v in S8, the paths γuieiv may have nonempty edge-intersection. If
u1 ‰ u2, we claim that the initial segments γui are disjoint. Suppose for contradiction that
γu1 X γu2 ‰ ∅: during preprocessing, γui is present in the graph tG up to time tpuiq and absent
from time tpuiq ` 1 onwards, so we have tpu1q “ tpu2q. The edges e1, e2 are connected by a path
inside tpvqB3R{10pvq, as well as by a path inside γu1 Y γu2 which is not in the graph at time tpvq,
so we have a cycle. Thus γu1 X γu2 is a single segment γ¯, so γuizγ¯ has two disjoint segments — a
segment ai containing ui, and a segment bi incident to ei — with lenpaiq ` lenpγ¯q ` lenpbiq “ R.
If lenpa1q ă lenpa2q, then the removal of tpu1qBRpu1q will remove the clause incident to e2,
contradicting the assumption that e2 is a v-fault. It must be then that lenpa1q “ lenpa2q, in
which case u1 ùe2 v and u2 ùe1 v. This violates part (ii) of the above construction, yielding
the required contradiction.
When BLpv‹q is itself a tree, the above implies that the vertices in A8 are well-separated, with
pairwise distances greater than R.
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We now argue that if BLpv‹q contains a unique cycle C‹, the separation in A8 is not much worse.
For B Ď As let sepspBq ” mintdspu, u1q : u, u1 P B, u ‰ u1u. We first claim that
if seps`1pAs`1q ď R, then Ts`1 must already contain the cycle C‹. (98)
We argue this by induction on s: fs is nonincreasing with s, so if seps`1pAsq ă sepspAsq then a
cycle was added in advancing from s to s` 1. So, together with the inductive hypothesis, it remains
to consider the case seps`1pAsq “ sepspAsq ą R ě seps`1pAs`1q, meaning
ds`1pu, u1q ď R for some u P As`1zAs, u1 P As. (99)
If Ss`1 contains a sequence of arrows from u to u1, then Ts`1 must contain a cycle, since a longer
path joining u, u1 was found in (a) above. If instead u1 ‰ lcapu, u1q, then Ts`1 must contain a cycle
by a combination of (a) and (b). This verifies the inductive hypothesis and proves the claim (98).
We next argue that throughout the course of the construction of T8, A8, S8,
ds`1pAs`1zAs, Asq ď R can occur for at most one time s. (100)
Suppose for contradiction that it occurs at two different times, s ă t, and let u P At`1zAt, u1 P At
with dt`1pu, u1q ď R. The new vertex u was added as part of a new arrow uÑe v in St`1, with
corresponding path γuev. From the preceding, Tt Ě Ts`1 already contains the unique cycle C‹,
so to avoid forming a new cycle at time t` 1 it must be that γuev is the concatenation of two
segments: a segment κu Q u whose edges lie outside Tt, and a segment κv “ γuev X Tt Q v. Since Tt
already contains the only cycle C‹ of BLpv‹q, if lenpκuq ą R then dpu, u1q ą R, contradicting the
assumption. If instead lenpκuq ď R, then euv must lie in the other segment κv, meaning it is already
in Tt. Since u P At`1zAt, we are in case (iii) of the construction. We now argue that this cannot
occur.
In fact, we claim that when advancing from t to t` 1, in both cases (ii) and (iii) it is not possible
for e ” euv to be already present in Tt. Suppose for contradiction that it is, so e P γae1b for some
aÑe1 b in Tt where e1 ” eab is distinct from e by the assumption that e R E pStq. Let γa, γb denote
the segments of γae1bzeab as above.
(1) If euv lies on γa, then euv P tpaqBRpaq. Since euv cannot be removed twice, it must be that
tpuq “ tpaq “ t. Recall that lenpγaq “ R: this means tdpa, euvq ă R, a contradiction as the
clause incident to euv is assumed present at time tpvq ą tpuq “ t.
(2) If instead euv lies on γb, then euv P tpbqB3R{10pbq, so tpvq ą tpuq ě tpbq ą tpaq. This implies that
tpbqdpv, bq ą R. At the same time, euv belongs both to tpbqB3R{10pbq as well as to tpuqB3R{10pvq
which is contained intpbqB3R{10pvq, and this yields a contradiction.
This concludes the proof of (100). With d8 the T8 graph distance, it follows that
d8px, x1q ď R for at most one pair x ‰ x1 in A8. (101)
This implies |VT8 | ě p|A8| ´ 1qR{2 ě p`` 1qR{2.
We then show that (101) continues to hold with d8 replaced by the graph distance d of the full
graph G , but with slightly worse separation:
dpx, x1q ď R{2 for at most one pair x ‰ x1 in A8. (102)
Observe first of all that since T8 Ď BL{5pv‹q, for pairs of vertices in T8 the graph distance in G will
be the same as the graph distance in BLpv‹q. If T8 already contains the unique cycle C‹ of BLpv‹q,
then this is also the same as d8, so (102) follows for this case. If instead T8 does not contain C‹,
then (98) implies sep8pAsq ą R. In this case, if there is any x ‰ x1 in A8 with dpx, x1q ď R{2, then
C‹zT8 is a segment joining two vertices z, z1 P T8 with
d8px, zq ` lenpC‹zT8q ` d8pz1, x1q ď R{2.
In particular, d8px, zq ď R{2. If a different vertex y P A8 also satisfies d8py, zq ď R{2, the triangle
inequality gives d8px, yq ď R. This contradicts sep8pAsq ą R, thereby proving (102).
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The preceding also allows us to compare A8 (the set of vertices in S8) with the set E8 of arrows
in S8. In building Ss`1, cases (i) and (ii) increase the out-degree of a vertex already in S8, while
case (iii) adds a new (leaf) vertex. We now observe that case (i) can occur at most twice, meaning
there are at most two reuses of an edge from E pS8q throughout the entire procedure: if e is reused,
meaning uÑe v and u1 Ñe v1 in S8, necessarily v ‰ v1, but
e P B3R{10pvq XB3R{10pv1q, so d8pv, v1q ď 35R ă R.
We have seen (101) that this can occur for at most one pair v ‰ v1, so if any other edge e1 ‰ e is
reused, it must be of the form aÑe1 v and a1 Ñe1 v1. Since each vertex in S8 has in-degree at most
two, there can be no other reused edges. Likewise, case (ii) can occur at most once: in this case we
add uÑe v where uÑe v1 is already present in Ss, so Ts already contains a path joining v to u. On
the other hand, we argued above that e cannot already be present in Ts, so adding uÑe v will create
a cycle in Ts`1 which was not present in Ts, which can occur at most once since there is a unique
cycle C‹. Altogether this shows that the number of arrows in S8 is |E8| ď |A8| ` 2. On the other
hand, by construction every vertex of A8zA has in-degree two, so |E8| “ 2|A8zA|. Rearranging
gives |A8 XA| ě p|A8| ´ 2q{2 ě `{2; we also clearly always have |A8 XA| ě 1. It follows from
(102) that there is a subset B Ď A8 XA, |B| ě maxt1, p|A8| ´ 4q{2u, with seppBq ą R{2.
We now summarize our conclusions and conclude the proof. Starting from tpv‹q “ ` ě 4, we have
constructed T8 Ď BL{5pv‹q with p|A8| ´ 1qR{2 ď |VT8 | ď |E8|2R ď p|A8| ` 2q2R. It has maxi-
mum degree ď 50 by (101) together with the preceding bound on |E8|. If T8 is not a tree, remove
any edge to break the cycle, keeping the same vertex set V8. At the same time we distinguished a
subset B Ď VT8 XA, seppBq ą R{2, such that
|B|
|VT8 | ě
maxt1, p|A8| ´ 4q{2u
p|A8| ` 2q2R ě
1
16R
.
This finishes the construction of the p16Rq´1-corrupted tree. 
Lemma 5.13. There is a constant c ą 0 (depending on δ˚) for which the following holds: under
P “ Pn,α, for all v P V ,
P
ˆ
v belongs to an -corrupted tree
with ` vertices and maximum degree ď 50
˙
ď expt´2ck`Ru
Proof. Let T denote a bipartite tree with ` variables and maximum degree ď 50: clauses are un-
labelled, and variables are unlabelled except for one which is distinguished as the root vrt. Let ι
be an injection VT ãÑ V with vrt ÞÑ v: if ι is a graph homomorphism mapping T into G , then we
write ι : T ãÑ pG , vq. We bound
PpιpT q is -corrupted | ι : T ãÑ pG , vqq ď
ÿ
B
P
ˆ
seppBq ą R{2
and B Ď A
ˇˇˇˇ
ι : T ãÑ pG , vq
˙
where the sum is taking over B Ď ιpV q with |B| ě `. Conditioning on ι : T ãÑ pG , vq reveals only
that each BR{2pvq contains a certain subtree of maximum degree ď 50, which occurs with probability
— 1. There are ď 2` choices for B, so together with Cor. 5.11 we have
PpιpT q is -corrupted | ι : T ãÑ pG , vqq ď 2` expt´2ckR`u,
for some positive absolute constant c (depending only on δ˚). The probability that v belongs to an
-corrupted tree with ` vertices and maximum degree ď 50 is thus upper bounded byÿ
T
ÿ
ι
Ppι : T ãÑ pG , vqqPpιpT q is -corrupted | ι : T ãÑ pG , vqq
ď 2` expt´2ckR`u
ÿ
T
Er|tembeddings ι : T ãÑ G u|s ď 2k2` expt´2ckR`u,
concluding the proof. 
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Corollary 5.14. With P “ Pn,α,
(a) with high probability there is no v P V with plnnq{pRk3q ď tpvq ă 8; and
(b) Pptpvq ă 8q ď expt´2ck{2Ru for all v P V .
Proof. Let ` “ tplnnq{pRk3qu, and L “ 100p`` 1qR as in the statement of Lem. 5.12. With high
probability there is no L-neighborhood BLpvq Ă G containing more than one cycle, so we condition
on this event.
(a) Suppose some v‹ P V has tpv‹q “ `. From Lem. 5.12, v‹ belongs to a p16Rq´1-corrupted tree
of size l ě p`` 1qR{2 with maximum degree ď 50. Applying Lem. 5.13 and taking a union bound
over v‹,
Pp2´3kR´1 lnn ď tpvq ă 8 for some v P V q
ď Pptpv‹q “ ` for some v‹ P V q ď onp1q ` n expt´2ck{2plnnqu,
which is onp1q by taking sufficiently large R.
(b) From part (a), we have Pptpvq ă 8q ď onp1q ` Pp´1 ď tpvq ď `q. If tpvq “ ´1 then tvu is by
itself a 1-corrupted tree. Combining with Lem. 5.12 and Lem. 5.13 gives
Pptpvq ă 8q ď onp1q ` expt´2p2{3qckRu `
ÿ
tě0
expt´2p2{3qckRpt` 1q{ku ď expt´2ck{2Ru,
concluding the proof. 
Given a subset S Ď V , recall that BRpSq denotes the union of neighborhoods BRpvq, v P S.
Lemma 5.15. If γ ď expt´2ckRu for some 0 ă c ď 1,
Ppthere exists a subset S Ď V with |S| ď nγ and |BRpSq| ě nγ2Rk2q ď e´nγ
Proof. Let X be a random variable with the law of |BRpvrtq|, sampling under PGW. For given S Ď V ,
the random variable |BRpSq| is stochastically dominated by řvPS Xv where the Xv are i.i.d. copies
of X. Apply Lem. 5.8 and take a union bound over S to conclude. 
Proof of Propn. 6a. Let A denote the collection of all variables v in G with tpvq ă 8. As before,
denote ` ” tplnnq{pRk3qu. Now consider the random variable
Y ”
ÿ
vPV
Yv, where Yv ” 1ttpvq ď `u;
Cor. 5.14a implies Y “ |A| with high probability. We claim that
Y ď 2n expt´2ck{2Ru with high probability in the limit nÑ8. (103)
The EYv are all equal by symmetry; they may depend on n since E “ En,α. If EYv “ onp1q in the
limit nÑ8, then (103) is clear by Markov’s inequality. Therefore suppose instead that EYv ě γ
along some subsequence nÑ8, where γ is some positive constant not depending on n. For any
u ‰ v in V , B`puq and B`pvq intersect with probability onp1q, and as a result the covariance be-
tween Yu, Yv is onp1q. Thus the variance of Y is opn2q, while EY ě nγ, so by Chebychev’s in-
equality Y ď 2nγ with high probability. The claim (103) follows by recalling that Cor. 5.14b gives
γ ď expt´2ck{2Ru.
The set of all variables removed during preprocessing is contained in the union of the neighbor-
hoods BRpvq, v P A, so the result now follows by applying Lem. 5.15. 
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5.6. Positivity of type fractions. We now turn to the proof of Propn. 6b.
Definition 5.16. A clause total type L is termed feasible if there exists some graph H , with
Pn,nαpH q ą 0 for some n, α, such that some clause a‹ in prH has type L. We denote L ” pL,8Lq
where L is the initial type and 8L is the final type, which may be compound.
The difficulty is that, due to the iterative nature of the processing algorithm (Defn. 3.14), the
final type of a clause is not locally determined: if we assume that the neighborhood of a clause
a in another graph G agrees up to large constant depth, say 4R, with the neighborhood of a‹ in
H , this is not sufficient to guarantee that a has final type 8L. Nevertheless, we will construct a
modification T of B4Rpa‹q ĎH such that if the neighborhood of a in G is isomorphic to T, then a
will have total type L with constant probability.
For any vertex x in a rooted tree, we let D`pxq denote the depth-` subtree descended from x. For
any subset of vertices S we write D`pSq for the union of D`pxq, x P S.
Lemma 5.17. If L is a feasible clause type in the sense of Defn. 5.16, then there exists a constant
c1 (depending on k,R, κ, δ˚) such that PpLa “ Lq ě c1 for any fixed clause a in the random graph
G .
Proof. Given feasible L ” pL,8Lq, let H and a‹ be as in Defn. 5.16.
Construction of T. Take the 4R-neighborhood B4Rpa‹q of a‹ in H , and let T‹ be its covering tree,
whose root we also denote a‹. The initial clause type L of a‹ thus corresponds to the pR` 1{2q-
neighborhood L of a‹ in T‹. If a‹ does not lie in a compound enclosure (Defn. 3.15), then the
final type 8L corresponds to the covering tree 8L Ď L of prBR`1{2pa‹q ĎH . If a‹ does lie in
some compound enclosure U , then by Defn. 3.17 the final type 8L includes information on the
R-neighborhood of every variable in U , so in this case we set 8L Ď T‹ to be the covering tree for
BRpUq. Recalling Defn. 3.15 that a compound enclosure has diameter at most R{100, we see in any
case that 8L has depth at most Rp1` 1{100q.
Let V1 denote the variables of Lz8L which are at distance one from 8L. For each v P V1, choose
one descendant v1 of v at distance 2R, and reassign the label of lpv1q P rlmaxs to match lpvq, such
that the variable midway between v and v1 will become improper (Defn. 3.1). Note however that
since the variable above v survives processing on H , all variables in DR´1pvq must be proper.
From the definition of the processing algorithm, each variable left in prH is 1-good, which means
(Defn. 3.13) that any length-pR{5q path emanating from the variable must contain at least one
1-excellent variable. This means we can find a subset
X Ď DR{5pBp8Lqq
of 1-excellent variables below 8L, each at distance ď R{5 from 8L, such that V1 YX forms a cutset
in T‹ that encloses 8L. Now take the tree T‹ with the relabellings described above, and let T be
the subtree which is enclosed by
D2RpV1q YDR{10pXq.
Let Tout be the subtree of T descended from V1, and let Tin ” TzTout. Let Y be the boundary
variables of Tin which lie at distance exactly R{10 below X.
Analysis of T in random graph. Fix a clause a in the random graph G . Let us say that a neighborhood
N of a is any tree a P N Ď G , rooted at a, such that for any vertex x in N, either all or none of the
descendants of x lie in N. Let Ea be the event that G has girth ě 8R, and T is isomorphic to some
some neighborhood of a, which we hereafter denote also by T. It is clear that PpEaq exceeds some
constant c0 (depending on k,R, κ, δ˚). Recall Defn. 3.13 that for an acyclic variable, 1-excellence
is a property of the pR{10q-neighborhood. On the event Ea, every variable in X is acyclic and has
the same pR{10q-neighborhood in G as in H , and therefore is 1-excellent with respect to G .
Recall that Y denotes the boundary of Tin. On the event Ea, let P ” PpG q ” DRpY q Ď G . Let
Z ” ZpG q denote the cutset of P which lies at distance exactly R{10 below Y . Let U denote the
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V1 “ tvu
8L
Z
ďR5
R R
10
v1 with lpv1q “ lpvq
improper
R
R
10
U “ layer of
vertices between
X and Z
Tin
Y
Tout “ TzTin
X
P “ layer of
depth R below Y2;
not part of T
Figure 4. The tree T is shown enclosed in thick lines. P is the layer of depth R below T in the
random graph: it is not part of T, and we do not condition on its structure.
layer of vertices of depth R{5 that lies between X and Z in G . Let us emphasize that we have
conditioned on Ea, but the structure of P remains random. See Fig. 4. Let Ga denote the event
that G satisfies the following:
(i) Ea occurs;
(ii) all variables in U are 1-fair;
(iii) all variables in Tin Y P are proper;
(iv) all variables in Z are 1-excellent.
We claim that PpGa|Eaq ě 1{2. Indeed, P conditioned on Ea is distributed very nearly like a
collection of independent PGW trees, rooted at Y . Property (ii) holds with large probability by the
1-excellence condition (40) for X. Property (iii) holds with large probability since all variables in
Tin are proper with respect toH , and we chose lmax so that it is very unlikely to have any repeated
labels within a PGW tree of depth À R. Lastly, property (iv) holds with large probability by applying
Cor. 5.11 and taking a union bound over Z.
On the event Ga, every variable u P U is 1-good with respect to G (Defn. 3.13), because any
length-pR{5q path emanating from u must intersect the set X Y Z of 1-excellent variables. We
already noted that all variables in Tin all 1-good with respect to H , and we now claim these
variables are also 1-good with respect to G . To this end, first note that if a variable z P Tin lies in
the region enclosed by X, then the pR{10q-neighborhoods of z in H and G remain the same, so z
is 1-excellent in G if and only if it is 1-excellent in H . Consequently, if u is a variable TinzU and a
length-pR{5q path emanating from u stays in the region enclosed by X, then the path must contain
a variable which is 1-excellent in both G and H . If instead the path exits the region enclosed
by X, then it clearly contains a 1-excellent variable from X; this verifies the claim that Tin Y U is
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1-good in G . (Note in the above we have again used the assumption that G has girth at ě 8R, so
all variables in question automatically satisfy the acyclicity requirement).
Let G 1 be the subgraph of G obtained by removing all of Tin except for its boundary Y . Let Ka
be the event that every variable in Y survives in the processed graph prG 1. Conditioned on Ea, G 1
is distributed simply as an Erdős–Rényi graph with a bounded number of planted neighborhoods
(corresponding to the components of Tout). Further, the variables of G 1zTout are exchangeable. It
therefore follows by a trivial generalization of Propn. 6a that PpKa|Eaq ě 1´ expt´2kδRu for some
absolute constant δ, and altogether we find
PpGa XKaq ě PpEaqrPpGa|Eaq ´ PpKa|Eaqs ě c0{4 ” c1.
To conclude, it remains to show that on the event Ga XKa we have La “ L in the processed graph
prG . To this end, we first claim that the subset A of variables which are not 1-good with respect to
G is contained in the subset A1 of variables which are not 1-good with respect to G 1. If a variable in
G lies at distance ě R from Tin, then its R-neighborhoods in G and G 1 are the same, so it belongs
to A if and only if it belongs to A1. If a variable in G lies at distance ă R from Tin, then it is acyclic
by our girth assumption. The 1-good property, the other condition for being in A, is determined by
the pR{5q-neigborhood, so it remains to check variables within distance R{5 of Tin.
1. If a variable in Tout is within distance R{5 of Tin, then the variable must be 1-good in H , and
therefore cannot belong to A.
2. As noted above, all variables in Tin Y U are 1-good in G , and cannot belong to A.
3. Any variable in PzU is 1-excellent in G if and only if it is 1-excellent in G 1. Consider a length-
pR{5q path emanating from some variable u in PzU. If the path ever exits PzU, then it clearly
includes a 1-excellent variable from U. Otherwise, the path includes a 1-excellent variable of G
if and only if it includes a 1-excellent variable of G 1, so we see that u P A if and only if u P A1.
This verifies the claim that A Ď A1, and it is a straightforward consequence that La “ L in prG as
claimed. 
Proof of Propn. 6b. Follows by combining Lem. 5.17 with Cor. 5.14a. 
6. Extendibility and separability
We now prove Propn. 7 and Propn. 9.
6.1. Planted measure. Given a processed degree profile D (Defn. 3.19), let QD denote the uniform
measure over all pairs pprG , σq such that prG ” pV, F,Eq is consistent with the profile D , and σ
is a valid judicious coloring of prG . (It is implicit that there was some original k-sat instance
G ” pV 1, F 1, E1q whose processed version is prG .) Then, recalling (45), we have
EDX “ QDpσ is extendibleqEDZ;
EDY “ QDpσ is separableqEDZ.
Thus for Propn. 7 and Propn. 9 we need to show that the events of extendibility and separability
occurs with high probability under QD . To work with the measure QD , it is useful to define an
auxiliary measure indQD as follows:
1. Start with a collection V Y F of isolated vertices, representing the variables and clauses. Each
vertex is labelled by type and equipped with the appropriate number of incident half-edges, such
that the empirical distribution of types is given by D . We write δV (δF ) for the collection of
variables (clauses) equipped with type-labelled incident half-edges.
2. Sample a coloring σδV ” pσδvqvPV of variable-incident half-edges as follows. Independently for
each edge type t, sample the colors on all the type-t variable-incident half-edges, according a
fixed probability measure qˆt on tr, y, g, bu. Define the event SATV that all variables receive valid
colorings, as well as the event MARGV that variable-incident edge marginals are consistent with
‹pi.
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3. Sample a coloring σδF ” pσδaqaPF of variable-incident half-edges as follows. Independently for
each clause type L and each j, sample the colors on all half-edges appearing in the j-position
incident to a type-L clause, according a fixed probability measure 9qL,j on tr, y, g, bu. Define the
event SATF that all clauses receive valid colorings, as well as the event MARGF that clause-incident
edge marginals satisfy the judicious condition.
Thus a sample from indQD is a tuple B ” pδV, δF, σδV , σδF q. To sample from QD , condition on
SAT ” SATV X SATF and MARG ” MARGV X MARGF , then sample a uniformly random matching M
between variable-incident and clause-incident half-edges, respecting edge types and colors:
QDppprG , σq P ¨q “ indQDppB,Mq P ¨ | SATX MARGq,
where a valid pair pB,Mq is clearly equivalent to a valid pair pprG , σq.
The above defines a correct procedure for sampling from QD for any choice of measures qˆt and
9qL,j , since any pσδV , σδF q satisfying MARG is given the same q-weighting„ź
t
ź
σ
qˆtpσqnt‹pitpσq
„ź
L,j
ź
σ
9qL,jpσqmL‹piLpjqpσq

.
Define a probability measure 9νT on colorings of a type-T variable v P V , and a probability measure
9νL on colorings of a type-L clause a P F , according to the following weights:
9νT pσδvq – 1tσδv is validu
ź
ePδv
qˆtpeqpσeq, νˆLpσδaq – 1tσδa is validu
ź
j
9qL,jpσjq.
Take qˆt “ ‹qˆt (Defn. 3.3) so that 9νT has marginals given by ‹pi (cf. (23)). Similarly, it is possible to
choose 9qL,j so that 9νL has marginals given by ‹pi. With this choice, MARG occurs with polynomial
probability conditioned on SAT, and so
QDp¨q ď indQDp¨, SATq
indQDpSATqindQDpMARG | SATq ď n
Op1q
indQDp¨ | SATq. (104)
6.2. Extendibility. We now prove Propn. 7. Take a valid coloring σ of the processed graph prG ,
and let x be its corresponding frozen configuration. Let us say that σ is post-extendible if there is
a satisfying assignment of prG that agrees with x on the rigid (t+, -u-valued) variables.
Lemma 6.1. It holds with high probability over D that
QDpσ is not post-extendibleq “ onp1q.
Proof. Given a pair pprG , σq, we define a graph F as follows. The vertex set of F is the set of variables
in prG which are free under σ. We put an edge pv, wq in F if and only if v and w are joined by a
clause a of prG such that σe P ty, gu for all e P δaztpavq, pawqu. To prove the lemma, it suffices to
show that with high probability under QD , F does not contain a bicycle.
To this end, we consider exploring F by breadth-first search from any given vertex of prG , where
the exploration process reveals the edge colors along with the graph structure. For a coloring σδa of
a clause a, we write σδa P F if σe P tg, yu for all e P δa. Suppose the exploration finds an edge pu, vq
in F, where u and v are joined by a clause a in prG . If v is non-defective, the expected branching at
v at the next step of the exploration (the expected size of pBFvqzu) isÿ
bPBvza
ÿ
L
pipL|tbvq
ÿ
σδbPF
νˆLpσδb|σbv “ gq|tw P Bbzv : σbw “ gu| ď kOp1q{4k.
If v is defective, we instead allow the branching process to evolve for t steps where t equals the con-
tainment radius radpvq of v. Combining the preceding calculation with the definition of containment
radius shows the number of vertices reached in exactly t steps has expectation ď 1{4. The maximal
branching is also bounded by the fair condition. It follows that for some constant C “ Cpk,Rq, the
probability for the size of a given exploration to exceed C lnn is ď n´2. Then using the result of
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Propn. 6b that each type occupies a positive fraction of vertices, it follows that the probability for
the exploration to contain a bicycle is ď C 1plnnqOp1q{n2. Taking a union bound over all vertices
shows that with high probability F does not contain a bicycle, thereby concluding the proof. 
Proof of Propn. 7. It follows from the proof of Cor. 5.14a that with high probability all compo-
nents removed during preprocessing are either trees or unicyclic, so they always have satisfying
assignments. Combining with a satisfying assignment of prG produces a satisfying assignment of
the original formula G as required. 
6.3. Separability. We now turn to Propn. 9, concerning the separability of judicious configura-
tions. Recall Defn. 3.21 that we must address pairs of frozen configurations with (normalized)
overlap outside the interval I0. To this end, we first note that pairs with overlap in an intermediate
regime (not in I0, but also not too large) can be handled by a straightforward extension of the
calculation (11):
Lemma 6.2. Writing z ” p1` q{2 for ´1 ď  ď 1, we have
φpzq “ ´Ωpk2{2kq for all  P r´1,´k{2k{2s Y rk{2k{2, 1´ 2k2{2ks.
Proof. Note φpzq ď ϕpzq ” ln 2`Hpzq ´ αp2´ zkq{2k; so it suffices to prove the upper bound for
ϕ. For αlbd ď α ď αubd we have
ϕpzq ď ln 2`Hpzq ´ αp2´ zkq{2k “ Hpzq ´ p1´ zkq ln 2`Op2´kq.
Recall that H2pzq ď ´4, so ϕpzq ď ´2 ` zk ln 2. This readily implies the bounds
ϕpzq “ ´Ωpk2{2kq for  P r´1,´k{2k{2s Y rk{2k{2, pln kq{ks,
ϕpzq “ ´Ωppln kq2{k2q for  P rpln kq{k, 1´ 4pln kq{ks.
Next, for 1{2 ď 1´ a ď z ď 1´ b, ϕpzq ď Hpaq ´ p1´ p1´ bqkq ln 2, so
ϕpzq “ ´Ωp1{k1{2q for  P r1´ 4pln kq{k, 1´ 1{k3{2s.
Finally, a straightforward Taylor expansion near z “ 1 gives
ϕpzq “ ´Ωpk2pln kq{2kq for  P r1´ 1{k3{2, 1´ 2k2{2ks,
concluding the proof. 
Corollary 6.3. Let I1 ” r0, p1´ k{2k{2q{2s Y rp1` k{2k{2q{2, 1´ k2{2ks. Then
ED rZ2rI1ss ď expt´Ωpnk2{2kqu
with high probability over D .
Proof. Write G ” pV 1, F 1, E1q for the original k-sat graph (with |V 1| “ n), and denote the processed
graph by prG ” pV, F,Eq ” prG . With high probability over D , in any judicious coloring the fraction
of variables set to f is ď 4{2k. Any frozen configuration on prG can be extended to a configuration
x P t+, -, fuV 1 simply by setting xv “ f for each removed variable v P V 1zV . The resulting x need
not be a valid frozen configuration of G , but it is an “almost-sat assignment” in the sense that any
clause in G that does not involve any f must be satisfied. Further, since by Propn. 6 the fraction
of variables removed is oRp1q, it holds for sufficiently large R that the fraction of variables set to f
under the extended configuration x is ď 5{2k. It follows that
Z2rzs ď
ÿ
piď10{2k
ÿ
y:|y´z|ď100{2k
A2rpi, ys
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where A2rpi, ys counts the number of pairs of almost-sat assignments x1, x2 such that the subset of
variables V 1f Ď V 1 where either variable is set to f has size npi, and on the remaining n2 “ np1´ piq
variables V 1zV 1f , the two configurations agree on n2y variables. Then
EnαrA2rpi, yss “ 5npi
`
n
npi
˘
2n
2` n2
n2y
˘p1´ p1´ piqkp2{2k ´ py{2qkqqnα
“ exptnrφpyq `Opk{2kqs.
It follows from Lem. 6.2 that ErZ2rI1ss (averaging over D) is ď expt´Ωpnk2{2kqu. Applying
Markov’s inequality then gives ED rZ2rI1ss ď expt´Ωpnk2{2kqu with high probability over the ran-
dom degree profile D . 
To prove Propn. 9 it remains to address pairs of frozen configurations x1, x2 with overlap in
r1´ k2{2k, 1s, since the rest of r0, 1s is covered by I0 Y I1. We can also ignore overlaps very close to
one, since for any given x1, the number of x2 within Hamming distance 2plnnq3 of x1 is much smaller
than exptplnnq5u. If both xi correspond to judicious colorings σi, then the sets tv : x1v ‰ f, x2v “ fu
and tv : x1v “ f, x2v ‰ fu must have equal cardinality, and so X ” tv : x1v ‰ x2v and x1v ‰ fu has car-
dinality at least half the Hamming distance dHpx1, x2q. A valid frozen configuration is given by
setting variables on X according to x2, and the remaining variables according to x1. We will show
that with high probability under QD , there are no such subsets X of size plnnq3 ď |X| ď nk2{2k.
Lemma 6.4. Let prG ” pV, F,Eq be a processed k-sat instance having (at least) two frozen con-
figurations x1, x2, and suppose X ” tv : x1v ‰ x2v and x1v ‰ fu is of size |X| ě plnnq3. Then there
exists a subset S Ď X, |S| ě plnnq2, as well as a set CS of directed paths uÑ aÑ v (u ‰ v), such
that the following hold:
a. With respect to x1, S is internally forced — meaning that every variable in S is forced, but only
by clauses that involve at least one other variable in S. Let CS denote the collection of all paths
uÑ aÑ v that can be found inside prG , such that u, v P S, u ‰ v, and a P F is forcing to v.
b. CS records a subset of CS, as follows. For each v, let CSpvq denote the set of elements uÑ aÑ v
in CS that point to v. Let D denote the set of defective variables in prG , and let DS denote the
set of all variables in prG within distance one of S XD. For each v P A where A ” SzDS, CS
contains all of Cspvq; while for each v P SzA “ S XDS, CS contains exactly one element from
CSpvq. With ˚ ” pδ˚q2{4 and  ” 10˚ (cf. Defn. 3.11),ř
vPA |Cpvq|ř
vPA |Cpvq| ` |SzA|
ě |A||S| ě 1´  (105)
Proof. Since x1, x2 differ only on X and x1 takes only ± values on X, it must be that X is internally
forced with respect to x1. Let XU ” X X U ‰ ∅ for some compound enclosure U (Defn. 3.15). We
construct iteratively a subset SU Ď XU , starting from the initialization S0U ” ∅ and X0U ” XU . For
t ě 1, if Xt´1U “ ∅ then terminate the process with SU ” St´1U . Otherwise, take some v from Xt´1U ,
choosing v neighboring to St´1U if possible. If there exists a path γv within X
t´1
U that joins v to the
(perfect) boundary BU of U , then set StU ” St´1U Y γv and XtU ” Xt´1U zγv. If no such γv exists then
set StU ” St´1U and XtU ” Xt´1U zv.
We then set S Ď X to be the union of all the perfect variables in X, together with all the
SU Ď XU (as U ranges over the compound enclosures intersecting X). Since |X| ě plnnq3 while
the maximum size of an enclosure is bounded by a constant (depending on k,R), clearly SU ‰ ∅
whenever XU ‰ ∅, so |S| ě plnnq2. For each connected component xU of XU that intersects the
boundary BU , SU has exactly one connected component sU Ď xU , also intersecting BU . Moreover,
sU is formed from xU by pruning subtrees of xU not intersecting BU . Since X was internally forced,
we see that S is also internally forced.
Each SU is a disjoint union of paths within U , ending at a variable at the boundary of U which
must be perfect, hence orderly. It thus follows by Defn. 3.11 that |SU XD| ď ˚|SU |, which implies
|B| ě p1´ ˚q|S|. Next let DS denote the subset of all variables within distance one of S XD, and
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let A ” SzDS Ď B; we claim |A| ě p1´ 7˚q|S|. Every perfect variable in S belongs to A, so it
suffices to prove |SU XDS | ď 7˚|SU | for each compound enclosure U . To this end, we again use
that each connected component of SU is a tree, formed by a disjoint union of paths γv in U ending
at BU . If γv XDS ‰ ∅, then clearly lenpγvq ě 1{p2˚q. Moreover, any variable in γv XDS must
(i) be v itself, or (ii) lie within distance one from γv XD, or (iii) lie at distance one from some w,
where w ‰ v begins another path γw which also has lenpγwq ě 1{p2˚q, and which is added after γv
in the iterative construction of SU . For each γw, SU contains at most one variable at distance one
from w which was added prior to γw. It follows that
|SU XDS | ď
ÿ
v
1t2˚lenpγvq ě 1u r2` 3 |γv XD|s ď
ÿ
v
7˚lenpγvq “ 7˚|SU |,
implying |A| ě p1´ 7˚q|S|. Finally, by construction of CS we have
|CB|
|CS | ě
ř
vPA |Cpvq|ř
vPA |Cpvq| ` |SzA|
ě |A||S| ě 1´ 7
˚,
which concludes the proof. 
From now on the elements of CS will be termed connections. Let Cpvq denote the subset of
elements uÑ aÑ v in CS that point to v; all the edges pavq must share a common sign L “ LrCpvqs.
Recall that QD is the uniform measure on pairs pprG , σq such that prG is consistent with D , and σ
is a valid judicious coloring of prG . We define the following events in the space of pairs pprG , σq: let
ErCSs ” tall elements of CS are present in prG u
(on this event, S is permitted to have additional internal links not explicitly listed in CS). We also
define
FORCEvrCSs ”
$&% σe “ r for all e P δv X Cpvq,σe “ b for all e P δ+LvzCpvq,
σe “ y for all e P δ-Lv
,.- , FORCErCSs ” č
vPA
FORCEvrCSs;
CONNuav ” tσe “ y for all e P δazpavq, σav “ ru , CONNrCSs ”
č
puÑaÑvqPCB
CONNuav.
Lemma 6.5. For any pS,CSq given by Lem. 6.4 with plnnq2 ď |S| ď nk2{2k,
QDpErCSs; FORCErCSs; CONNrCSsq ď PDpErCSsqp2kr1´Opqsq|S|`|CS | .
Before giving the proof of Lem. 6.5, we first explain how it implies Propn. 9:
Proof of Propn. 9. Let P denotes the law of the original graph G ” pV 1, F 1, E1q, with |V 1| “ n. From
the preceding discussion, we can bound
QDpσ is not separableq ď
ÿ
pS,CSq
QDpErCSs; FORCErCSs; CONNrCSsq,
where the sum is taken over all pairs pS,CSq satisfying the conditions stated in Lem. 6.4, with
plnnq2 ď |S| ď nk2{2k. Let us now restrict to the event F ” t|F 1| ď 2nαu, which occurs with high
probability under P. By Lem. 6.5,
ErQDpσ is not separableq1F s ď E
„ ÿ
pS,CSq
PDpErCSsq1F
p2kr1´Opqsq|S|`|CS |

ď
ÿ
pS,CSq
PpErCSs X F q
p2kr1´Opqsq|S|`|CS | ,
where we have used that if prG satisfies ErCSs, then G must also. The above is
ď
ÿ
mď2nα
pinαpmq
ÿ
S
1tplnnq2 ď |S| ď nk2{2ku
2kr1´Opqs|S|
ź
vPS
ˆ ÿ
`ě1
”pm|S|q pk{nq2
2kr1´Opqs
ı`˙
,
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where for each v P S we sum over all possible sizes ` ě 1 of Cpvq. The factor m|S| bounds for the
number of choices of u P S, a P F , while the factor pk{nq2 bounds the probability that the path
uÑ aÑ v appears in the random graph. The above is
ď
ÿ
s
`
n
ns
˘ p2Opkqsqns
p2kr1´Opqsqns ď
ÿ
s
1
p2kr1´Opqsqns ,
where the sum is taken over s such that ns is an integer satisfying plnnq2 ď ns ď nk2{2k. This
proves ErQDpσ is not separableq1F s ď expt´Ωpkplnnq2qu, consequently
PpQDpσ is not separableq ě expt´plnnq2uq (106)
ď PpF q ` ErQDpσ is not separableq1F s
expt´plnnq2u
is onp1q, concluding the proof. (Let us point out again that in (106), P is the law of G , and D is a
measurable function of prG which is in turn a measurable function of G .) 
Proof of Lem. 6.5. Let us fix S,CS and suppress it from the notation whenever possible. For S1 Ď S
let CS1 ” CS1rCSs denote the subset of connections puÑ aÑ vq P CS with both u, v P S1. We
denote
ES1 ” ES1rCSs ” tall elements of CS1 are present in prG u.
Recall D denotes the defective variables, so CD refers to connections internal to the defective parts
of S. For defective variables we make no requirement on the colorings except that they be valid.
The claim is that
QDpEDq “ PDpEDq. (107)
To see this, let TD denote the set of all edge types appearing in CD, and let m1,m2 be any variable-
to-clause matchings on the TD-type edges. Due to the notion of compound type, the graph structure
formed by mi is completely fixed — it is a disjoint union of defective components of prespecified
types. Thus there is a graph isomorphism ι from the m2-graph to the m1-graph, which takes edges
of m2 to edges of m1, and so we have
QDpm1q “
ÿ
σ
QDpσ,m1q “
ÿ
σ
QDpσ ˝ ι,m2q “ QDpm2q
as claimed. In the above, σ denotes a valid coloring of all the edges in the full graph; because ι is
a graph isomorphism, σ is valid if and only if σ ˝ ι is.
Now condition on the event ED — up to now, only matchings of defect-incident edge types have
been revealed. Recall B ” SzD, and A Ď B denotes the variables in S at distance greater than one
from S XD. We now bound the probability of FORCEv ” FORCEvrCSs for v P A: using that v is nice,
we compute
indQpFORCEvq À
ź
ePCpvq
‹qˆeprq
‹qˆepbq
ź
ePδ+Lpvq
‹qˆepbq
‹qˆepr, bq À
1
p2kq1`|Cpvq| for all v P A.
It follows from (104) that FORCE has conditional probability
QDpFORCE |EDq “ QDpFORCEq ď nOp1q
ź
vPA
indQDpFORCEvq ď n
Op1q
p2kr1´Opqsq|S|`|CS | , (108)
where the last step uses (105). Similarly, for each connection uÑ aÑ v in CB we have
indQpCONNuavq “ ‹piavprq — 2´k,
and so (again applying (105)) we have
QpCONN |EDq ď n
Op1q
p2kq|CB | ď
nOp1q
p2kr1´Opqsq|CS | (109)
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Conditioned on these colorings, we now estimate the probability of the event EB that all edges in
CB appear when we take a random matching. Let atpσq count the edges of type t and color σ
appearing in CB, and write at ” atprq ` atpyq, so the at must sum to 2|CB|. If type t is nice then
at ď nt‹pitpr, yq ď p3{4qnt. We then have
QDpEB |ED; FORCE; CONNq
PDpEB |EDq “
ź
t
pntqat
pnt‹pitprqqatprq pnt‹pitpyqqatpyq
where pbqa denotes the falling factorial b!{pb´ aq!. Since ba{ea À pbqa ď ba, we find
QDpEB |ED; FORCE; CONNq
PDpEB |EDq À
eOp|CB |qś
tr‹pitprqatprq ‹pitpyqatpyqs
À p2kr1´Opqsq|CS | (110)
Combining (108), (109), and (110) gives
QDpEB; FORCE; CONN |EDq
PDpEB |EDq ď
nOp1q
p2kr1´Opqsq|S|`|CS | . (111)
Finally, let E2 denote the event that the remaining connections C2 “ CSzpCB Y CDq are present:
similarly to (110) we can bound
QDpE2 |ED;EB; FORCE; CONNq
PDpE2 |ED;EBq ď n
Op1qp2k`Op1qq|C2| (112)
Combining (107), (111) and (112) gives the claimed bound. 
6.4. Explicit Lagrange multipliers. In preparation for §7, we conclude the current section with
a direct construction of the weights of Lem. 3.5 for the single-copy model in nice regimes where all
bp messages are near the typical values. The calculation here is a simplified version of calculations
to appear in later sections.
We begin by defining some useful variants of the messages p 9q, qˆq of §2.6. Recall from (15) the
definition of the composite color c, and let us now define
P : tr, y, g, bu Ñ tr, y, cu with Pprq “ r, Ppyq “ y, Ppgq “ Ppbq “ c,
P¯ : tr, y, cu Ñ tr, y, g, bu with P¯prq “ r, P¯pyq “ y, P¯pcq “ g.
Regard a variable-to-clause message 9q as a measure on tr, y, cu by setting
9qpσq ” 9qpP´1pσqq (113)
where P´1pσq Ď tr, y, g, bu is the preimage of σ under P. Given a clause-to-variable message qˆ, define
the corresponding message with respect to the alphabet tr, y, cu to be
q˜pσq ” qˆpP¯pσqq
1´ qˆpbq . (114)
If we regard νav as a measure on tr, y, cu in the manner of (113), then (24) implies that νavpσq will
be proportional to 9qvapσqq˜avpσq for 9q, q˜ as defined by (113), (114) respectively.
We will distinguish red spins in our estimates, as follows: define the reweighted messages
Qpσq “ 9Z´1 9qpσqp2´kq1tσ“ru for σ P tr, y, cu. (115)
For any real numbers a0, a1 we let
A¯ra0, a1spσq ” a1tσ“ru for σ P tr, y, g, b, cu. (116)
For two messages qˆ5, qˆ7 over tr, y, cu, we write
yERRpqˆ5, qˆ7q ď p, 9q if ˇˇˇˇ qˆ7pσq
qˆ5pσq ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ď A¯r, 9spσq for all σ P tr, y, g, bu. (117)
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Lemma 6.6. Suppose the clause a receives incoming messages ‹ 9q whose reweightings ‹Q, as defined
by (115), satisfy ‹Qvapyq ď 2´δ and ‹Qvaprq ď 2´kδ for a constant 0 ă δ ď 1. Suppose we are also
given a vector of outgoing messages ‹qˆaÑBa, satisfying
‹qˆavpgq “ ‹qˆavpbq and yERRpBPavr‹ 9qs, ‹qˆavq ď pav, 9avq for all v P Ba.
Then there exist weights ‹Γ ” pγeqePδa, with γepyq “ 1, γepbq “ γepgq ” γepcq, and
|γepcq ´ 1| ` |γeprq ´ 1| ď k
ÿ
vPBa
rav ` 9avs for all e P δa,
such that ‹qˆav “ BPavr‹ 9q; ‹Γs for all v P Ba.
Proof. We first comment that, with – denoting equality up to normalization, (21) gives
BPvarqˆ; Λvspτq – λvrevpτ, LavqsλvapτqBPvarλqˆspτq,
BPavr 9q; Γaspτq – γavpτqBPavrγ 9qspτq (118)
where λqˆ denotes the vector of reweighted messages
pλqˆqbvpτq ” λvbpτqqˆbvpτqř
σ λvbpσqqˆbvpσq
, (119)
and γ 9q is similarly defined.
We will iteratively define a sequence of weights
Γptq ” pγptqe qePδa, where γptqe ” pγptqe pσqqσPtr,y,cu with γptqe pyq “ 1,
started from Γp0q ” 1 and converging in the limit tÑ8 to ‹Γ. For each t ě 0, use the time-t version
of the weights to define the outgoing messages qˆptqav ” BPavr‹ 9q; Γptqs. Then let new weights Γpt`1q be
defined by setting
γ
pt`1q
av pσq
γ
ptq
av pσq
“ ‹qˆavpσq{‹qˆavpyq
qˆ
ptq
av pσq{qˆptqav pyq
for all σ P tr, y, g, bu.
We claim that these weights converge. To see this, define the multiplicative errors
ptqav pσq ”
ˇˇˇˇ
‹qˆavpσq{‹qˆavpyq
qˆ
ptq
av pσq{qˆptqav pyq
´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
γ
pt`1q
av pσq
γ
ptq
av pσq
´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
for σ P tr, y, g, bu;
clearly ptqav pyq “ 0 and ptqav pgq “ ptqav pbq ” ptqav pcq. Define also the aggregate errors
ptqa ”
ÿ
vPBa
ptqav pcq and 9ptqa ”
ÿ
vPBa
ptqav prq.
The error on edge pavq at the next iteration is
pt`1qav pσq “
ˇˇˇˇ„
‹qˆavpσq{‹qˆavpyq
qˆ
ptq
av pσq{qˆptqav pyq
γ
ptq
av pσq
γ
pt`1q
av pσq

qˆ
ptq
av pσq{rγptqav pσqqˆptqav pyqs
qˆ
pt`1q
av pσq{rγpt`1qav pσqqˆpt`1qav pyqs
´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
, (120)
where the ratio in brackets equals one by definition. Recall from (118) that
qˆptqav – γptqav BPavr‹ 9qptqs
where, following the notation of (119), ‹ 9qptqua denotes the reweighted message pγptq 9qqua. Let Qptqua be
the reweighting of ‹ 9qptqua defined by (115). Applying the assumption ‹Quaprq ď 2´kδ together with
the relation (120) between the multiplicative errors for qˆ and for γ, we haveÿ
σ‰r
ˇˇˇˇ
‹Qpt`1qua pσq
‹Qptquapσq
´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
À ptqau ` 9
ptq
au
2kδ
,
ˇˇˇˇ
‹Qpt`1qua prq
‹Qptquaprq
´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
À ptqau ` 9ptqau.
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With this in mind we calculate
zˆ
pt`1q
av qˆ
pt`1q
av prq{γpt`1qav prq
zˆ
ptq
av qˆ
ptq
av prq{γptqav prq
“
ź
uPBazv
‹Qpt`1qua pyq
‹Qptquapyq
“ 1`O
´
ptqa ` 9
ptq
a
2kδ
¯
.
Next, using ‹Quapyq ď 2´δ, we have for both σ “ b, g that
zˆ
pt`1q
av qˆ
pt`1q
av pσq{γpt`1qav pσq
zˆ
ptq
av qˆ
ptq
av pσq{γptqav pσq
“
ź
uPBazv
r1´ ‹Qpt`1qua prqs ´
ź
uPBazv
‹Qpt`1qua pyqź
uPBazv
r1´ ‹Qptquaprqs ´
ź
uPBazv
‹Qptquapyq
“ 1`O
´ptqa ` 9ptqa
2kδ
¯
.
Lastly a similar calculation for the y spins gives
zˆ
pt`1q
av qˆ
pt`1q
av pyq
zˆ
ptq
av qˆ
ptq
av pyq
“ 1`O
´ptqa ` 9ptqa
2kδ{k
¯
.
Combining these estimates and recalling (120) gives
pt`1qa À 
ptq
a ` 9ptqa
2kδ{k and 9
pt`1q À ptqa ` 9
ptq
a
2kδ
.
Consequently, if we measure the aggregate error by Eptqa ” ptq ` 2´kδ{2 9ptqa , we obtain the contrac-
tion Ept`1qa ď pk2{2kδ{2qEptqa . It follows that our iteration converges. Summing the errors over t ě 0
proves the claimed bounds on the γe, e P δa. 
Applying Lem. 6.6 to the canonical messages ‹ 9q, ‹qˆ gives an explicit construction of the weights
described in Lem. 3.5:
Corollary 6.7. In the setting of Lem. 3.5 and Cor. 3.6, suppose that for every clause a P T , the
canonical messages ‹ 9qBaÑa and ‹qˆaÑBa satisfy the conditions of Lem. 6.6. Define weights ‹ΓT on
T by placing the weight ‹Γa from Lem. 6.6 at each clause a P T , as well as additional weights
λuapσq – ‹ 9quapσq at each leaf variable u P BT . Then the ‹ΓT -weighted Gibbs measure on colorings
of T has all edge marginals and messages agreeing with the canonical ones ‹pi, ‹ 9q, ‹qˆ. Applying (19)
produces a system ‹ΛT of variable weights such that the ‹ΛT -weighted Gibbs measure again has edge
marginals ‹pi (however, since the weights were shifted from clauses to variables, the messages will
no longer be ‹ 9q, ‹qˆ).
Proof. For a leaf variable u P BT with parent clause a, it follows from (22) and our choice of leaf
weights that the message from u to a will be 9qua “ ‹ 9qua. Then, recursing inwards from the leaves,
is clear from our choice of clause weights that the bp equations for this weighted model are solved
precisely by the canonical messages ‹ 9q, ‹qˆ. Each edge then has the canonical marginal ‹pi – ‹ 9q‹qˆ. 
7. Contraction estimates
We now turn to the proof of Propn. 11. Recalling the discussion of §3.5, we begin in this section
by constructing and estimating weighting systems (Lagrange multipliers) for small blocks inside
compound regions, as well as for general depth-one trees which may lie outside compound regions.
In §8 we explain how to inductively merge the smaller compound blocks into large blocks to obtain
the desired estimates for block updates in compound regions.
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7.1. Estimate for conforming degree profiles. We first state an a priori estimate on ω, for
which we require some conditions:
Definition 7.1. In the processed graph prG “ pV, F,Eq, for any subset of variables S Ď V , let F pSq
denote the subset of clauses a P F with |S X Ba| ě 9k{10. We say that S Ď V is a type-subset if for
all v P S,w R S we have Tv ‰ Tw. Let E be the event that
|F pSq| ď
"
n229k{30 if |S|{n ď 4{5
|S| if |S|{n ď 1{16 (121)
for every type-subset S Ď V . The event E is prG -measurable, and indeed it is D-measurable by the
restriction to type-subsets.
Definition 7.2. Let pc0, c1, c2, c3q be fixed such that c0 is a constant independent of R, while the
pciqiě1 are constant for fixed R with c2, c2 tending to zero in the limit RÑ8. A processed degree
profile D (Defn. 3.19) is conforming if the following hold:
(i) The frequency of each clause type L is at least c1.
(ii) The fraction of removed vertices is at most c2.
(iii) The first moment is lower bounded, n´1 lnEDZ ě Φpαq ´ c3.
(iv) Let Z2rmods denote the contribution to Z2 from pairs of colorings σ1, σ2 where the corre-
sponding frozen configurations x1, x2 have “moderate” overlap, that is to say
2´k{10 ď
ˇˇˇ
1
n |tv P V : x1v “ x2vu| ´ 12
ˇˇˇ
ď 12 ´ 2´k{10.
Then ED rZ2rmodss ď expt´nc4u.
(v) D belongs to the event E of Defn. 7.1.
Let us say that a clause is nice if all incident variables are nice in the sense of Defn. 3.8. The
following proposition gives an a priori estimate of ω. Its proof is deferred to §9.
Proposition 12. Let D be the processed degree profile for prG “ pV, F,Eq.
(a) It holds with high probability that D belongs to the event E of Defn. 7.1.
(b) There exists an absolute constant δ ą 0 such that if the profile D is conforming, then the measure
optω “ optωpDq giving maximal contribution to ED rZ2pωqs satisfiesˇˇˇˇ
optωL,jpσq
bωL,jpσq ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
$&%
2´kδ if 1tσ1 “ ru ` 1tσ2 “ ru “ 0;
2´kδ if 1tσ1 “ ru ` 1tσ2 “ ru “ 1;
2kp1´δq if 1tσ1 “ ru ` 1tσ2 “ ru “ 2.
for every nice clause type L and every j, with bω as in (56).
In the current section, we will apply Propn. 12b to show that for all conforming D ,
ED rZ2rI0ss ď CpEDZq2 (122)
for constant C. Propn. 11 then follows, since D is conforming with high probability — conditions (i)-
(iii) follow from §5, condition (iv) follows from Propn. 9, and condition (v) follows from Propn. 12a.
7.2. Lagrange multipliers for block updates. As in §3.4, fix a finite tree T which lies entirely
inside some compound enclosure. We assume T is of the form illustrated in Fig. 5: there are
`max ě 1 levels of variables, indexed starting from the leaf variables BT at level 1, and ending at
the root variable vrt at level `max. At the top level `max there is a root variable vrt, and its parent
is the root clause art. The level of a clause is defined to be the level of its parent variable, running
from 2 to `max ` 1.
If ν is any probability measure on colorings σ “ pσ1, σ2q where each σj is a valid coloring on the
edges of T , we write νepσq ” νpσe “ σq for the edge marginals of ν, and say that ν is judicious if
every νe satisfies (54): that is,
νje “ νpσje “ ¨q “ ‹pie for j “ 1, 2, for all e P T. (123)
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level s: root variable
leaf edges δT
level 1: leaf variables ∂T
root clause
Figure 5. Tree T with levels of variables indexed 1, . . . , `max
As input to our block update, we are given pair marginals ωδT “ pωeqePδT on the leaf edges δT of
T , satisfying the judicious property (54). Recalling §3.5, we are interested in
optνT pωδT q ” arg maxν
$&%Hpνq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ν is a judicious probability measure onvalid pair colorings of T (condition (123)),
whose marginals on δT agree with ωδT
,.- (124)
Recall from (56) that bω “ ‹ω b ‹ω, and let
bνT ” optνT pbωδT q “ ‹νT b ‹νT ,
where ‹νT is the probability measure on single-copy colorings of T that maximizes entropy subject
to edge marginals ‹ω. We will compare optνT pωδT q with bνT for ωδT near bωδT .
We will always set boundary conditions ωδT such that (124) has a unique solution which lies in
the interior of the feasible domain of ν. It follows by the method of Lagrange multipliers that there
is a set of weights
Λ ” ΛT pωδT q such that optνT pωδT q “ optνΛT , (125)
where optνΛT refers to the maximizer for the unconstrained Λ-weighted model:
optν
Λ
T ” arg maxν
"
Hpνq ` xln Λ, νy
ˇˇˇˇ
ν is a probability measure
on valid pair colorings of T
*
. (126)
where xln Λ, νy denotes the expected value of ln Λpσq with σ distributed according to ν. Moreover
we can take Λ to have the following form: leave all clauses unweighted; and for each variable v of
T take
Λv “ pλv, pλeqePδvq (127)
where for v internal to T we take the λ-weights to be of product form so that Λv “ Λ1v b Λ2v with
Λjv ” pλjv, pλjeqePδvq as in (18), while for v P BT we take
λv : t+, -, fu2 Ñ p0,8q and λe : tr, y, g, bu2 Ñ p0,8q,
where λvp++q “ 1 and λepσq depends only on the number of r spins in σ.
Following (18) we use ϕvpσδv; Λvq to denote the weighted factor at a variable v. Recalling the
discussion of §2.6, there is a unique solution q “ bpqpΛT q for the Λ-weighted bp recursions on T ,
where q consists of messages 9qva and qˆav for all edges pavq in T . Analogously to (23), the marginals
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of ν “ optνΛT can be expressed in terms of this q. In particular, the marginal distribution of σδv is
the measure νδvrΛv; qˆs defined by
νδvrΛv; qˆspσδvq – ϕvpσδv; Λvq
ź
aPBv
qˆavpσavq, (128)
where – denotes equality up to scaling by the normalizing constant.
We will treat separately the cases where the tree is defective and non-defective. In the defective
case we seek only to show that errors are not excessively amplified by going up the tree. The non-
defective case, which we will focus on first, is more difficult — in this situation we must establish
that in going up the tree we have sufficient contraction towards the product measure to overwhelm
the error amplification coming from defects. To do this we shall define and analyze an procedure
for constructing the weights Λ for (126). The construction is iterative, beginning with some simple
explicit weights Λ0, and recursively defining a sequence Λt that converges to the desired weights
Λ8 “ Λ. By controlling the error at each step we can obtain the required estimates on Λ. Let
qt ” bpqT pΛtq denote the unique bp solution for the Λt-weighted model on T , as discussed above.
For much of the analysis we can group b, g together into the composite spin c as we have already
done in the single-copy model, so (with a slight abuse of notation) we now regard 9q, qˆ as messages
over tr, y, cu2. We initialize our construction with weights Λ0 “ ‹ΛT b ‹ΛT where ‹ΛT are the
single-copy weights given by Cor. 3.6 (and explicitly constructed in Cor. 6.7). Note then that
q0 “ bq, where
"
b 9qva ” ‹ 9qva b ‹ 9qva
bqˆav ” ‹qˆav b ‹qˆav
Then, for t ě 1, given Λt´1 we shall define updated weights Λt by making the following series of
updates, started from the leaves δT and working up to the root, then working back down to the
leaves:
(1) Leaf updates. For each leaf variable v P BT with parent clause a, update
9qtvapσq “ ωavpσq{qˆ
t´1
av pσqř
τ ωavpτq{qˆt´1av pτq
.
Then update Λt´1v to Λtv so that 9qtvapσq “ BPvarqˆt; Λtvs (cf. (22)).
(2) Upward pass. Having updated the leaves, go up the tree, alternating steps (a) and (b), starting
with step (a) at the clauses incident to δT :
(a) At a clause a ‰ art, suppose the upward messages 9qua from the child variables u have just
been updated to their t-versions, while the downward message qˆva from the parent variable
v is still at its pt´ 1q-version. Then apply bp to update the upward message from the
clause,
qˆtav “ BPavr 9qts.
(b) At an internal variable v, suppose the upward messages qˆbv from the child clauses b have just
been updated to their t-versions; while the downward message qˆav from the parent clause
a, as well as the variable weight Λv, are still at their pt´ 1q-versions. Then update the
variable weight to Λtv “ Λt,1v b Λt,2v such that following the notation of (128), the measure
νtδv “ νδvrpqˆt´1av , qˆtpBvzaqÑvq; Λtvspσδvq
satisfies the judicious property (54). (For now assume such weights exist; we will explicitly
construct them in Lem. 7.8 below.) Then apply bp to update the upward message from
the variable,
9qtva “ BPvarqˆt; Λtvs.
(3) Downward pass. Having completed an upward pass by applying step (2b) at the root variable
vrt, we now begin the downward pass, starting with the trivial update
qˆtartvrt “ qˆt´1artvrt “ qˆ0artvrt “ bqˆartvrt .
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Now go down the tree, alternating steps (a) and (b), starting from step (a) at vrt:
(a) At an internal variable v, suppose the downward message qˆav from the parent clause a has
just been updated to its t-version. This means the upward messages qˆbv from the child
clauses b, as well as the variable weight Λv, were already updated to their t-versions during
the preceding upward pass. Now apply bp to update the downward messages from the
variable,
9qtvb “ BPvbrpqˆt´1av ; qˆtpBvzta,buqÑvq; Λtvs
where we have chosen to use the pt´ 1q-version of the downward message qˆav rather than
the t-version. This is merely convenient for our analysis, but will have no effect on the
limit since the messages all converge.
(b) At a clause a ‰ art, suppose the downward message 9qva from the parent variable v has
just been updated to its t-version. This means the upward messages 9qua from the child
variables u were already updated to their t-versions during the preceding upward pass.
Apply bp to update the downward messages from the clause, again using for convenience
the pt´ 1q-version of the message from above:
qˆtbu “ BPburp 9qt´1va , 9qtpBbztv,uuqÑbqs.
(4) Return. Having completed a downward pass by applying step (3b) at each of the clauses incident
to the leaf edges δT , return to step (1).
The next subsections (§7.3–7.5) are devoted to showing that this iteration converges, yielding the
desired weights ΛT . Let us remark that if the weighted measure ν “ νδvrΛ; qˆs is judicious in the
sense of (123), then in the notation of (124) we have ν “ optνδvrpνeqePδvs.
For each edge e P T , the marginal νe is a probability measure on tr, y, cu2 which is proportional
to 9qqˆ. We extend the notation of (115)–(117) to the pair model as follows: For any real numbers
a0, a1, a2 P R, and any σ, we let
Ara0, a1, a2spσq ” arrσs, where rrσs ” 1tσ1 “ ru ` 1tσ2 “ ru.
For a variable-to-clause message q on tr, y, cu2 we define the reweighting
ZqQpσq “ qpσqp2´kqrrσs, (129)
where Zq is the normalizing constant that makes Q also a probability measure on tr, y, cu2. For a
clause-to-variable message h on tr, y, cu2 we define the reweighting
ZhHpσq “W pσq “ hpσqp2kqrrσs, (130)
where H is a probability measure on tr, y, cu2, Zh is the normalizing constant, and W is the non-
normalized version of H.
Definition 7.3. For clause-to-variable messages g, h we write yERRpg, hq ď p, 9, :q ifˇˇˇˇ
hpσq
gpσq ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ď Ar, 9, :spσq for all σ P tr, y, cu2. (131)
For variable-to-clause messages p, q we write ;ERRpp, qq ď pδ, 9δ, :δ,mδ,m9δq if$’’’&’’’%
ˇˇˇˇ
Qpσq
P pσq ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ď Arδ, 9δ, :δspσq for all σ P tr, y, cu2 andÿ
j“1,2
ˇˇˇˇ
Qjpσjq
P jpσjq ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ď A¯rmδ,m9δspσjq for all σ P tr, y, cu.
(132)
where P,Q are the reweightings of p, q defined by (129).
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The very first round of leaf updates results in leaf-to-parent messages 9qva – ωav{bqˆav at time
t “ 1. From Defn. 3.8, and regarding ‹qˆ as a message on tr, y, cu as in (114), we have
‹qˆavpyq “ ‹qˆavpcq “ 12 r1`Op2´kδqs, ‹qˆavprq “ 2´kr1`Op2´kδqs.
It follows from Propn. 12 that for some absolute constant δ ą 0, it holds for all e “ pavq P δT that
after the first leaf update, the reweighting Q of 9qva at time t “ 1 satisfies
|Qpσq ´ 1{4| ď 2´kζ for all σ P ty, cu2,
Qpσq — 2´k for all σ with rrσs “ 1, and Qprrq ď 2´kp1`ζq. (133)
7.3. Clause updating. In this subsection we analyze the update procedure at clauses.
Lemma 7.4. Suppose the clause a P F receives two sets of incoming messages p and q, each message
a probability measure on tr, y, cu2 satisfying (133), with
;ERRppe, qeq ď pδe, 9δe, :δe,mδe,m9δeq for each e P δa.
Then the outgoing clause-to-variable messages g ” BPrps and h ” BPrqs satisfy, for all e1 P δa,
yERRpge1 , he1q ď k5
»–4´k 4´k 2´kp1`ζq 2´k 2´k2´k 2´k 2´kp1`ζq 1 2´k
1 4´k 2´kp1`ζq 2´k 2´k
fifl ÿ
ePδaze1
»————–
δe
9δe
maxt:δe, 1u
mδe
m9δe.
fiffiffiffiffifl ”
»–e19e1
:e1
fifl
Proof. We fix an edge e1 “ pavq and suppress it from the notation. Let
δ ”
ÿ
ePδaze1
δe, 9δ ”
ÿ
ePδaze1
9δe,
and similarly define 9δ, mδ, and m9δ. Let P,Q be the reweighted versions of p, q as defined by (129).
Let Zg, Zh denote the normalizing constants such that
Zggpσq “
ÿ
σδa:σe1“σ
ϕˆapσδaq
Xź
ePδaze1
p2k´1qrrσesPepσeq,
Zhhpσq “
ÿ
σδa:σe1“σ
ϕˆapσδaq
ź
ePδaze1
p2k´1qrrσesQepσeq
Y
,
where we regard X,Y as measures over σδaze1 . Define the following subsets of tr, y, cuk´1:
W ” ty, cuk´1, Y ” tyuk´1, R ” Perpr, yk´2q,
C ” Perpc, yk´2q, Cěj ” Ťlěj Perpcl, yk´1´lq
where, for any vector of spins σ, we use Perpσq to denote the set of all vectors of the same length
obtained by permuting the entries of σ. For any two subsets A, B Ď tr, y, cuk´1, let A, B denote the
set of pairs σ, τ such that σ P A and τ P B. Then clearly
Zggprrq “ XpY, Yq “ Zhhprrqr1`Opδqs.
Next let us note that
XpY, Wq “
ź
ePδaze1
pPepσ1 “ yq ´ Pepyrqq “ YpY, Wqr1`Opmδ ` 9δ{2kqs,
XpW, Wq “
ź
ePδaze1
p1´ Pepσ1 “ rq ´ Pepσ2 “ rq ` Peprrqq
“ YpW, Wqr1`Opm9δ{2k `maxt:δ{2kp1`ζq, 1uqs.
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Applying these, together with the fact that 4kXpY, Yq — 2kXpY, Wq — XpW, Wq, gives
Zggprcq “ XpY, Cě1q “ XpY, Wq ´ XpY, Yq
“ YpY, Wqr1`Opmδ ` 9δ{2kqs ´ YpY, Yqr1`Opδqs
“ Zhhprcqr1`Opmδ ` pδ ` 9δq{2kqs
as well as
Zggpccq “ XpCě1, Cě1q “ XpW, Wq ´ XpW, Yq ´ XpY, Wq ` XpY, Yq
“ Zhhpccqr1`Oppmδ ` m9δq{2k `maxt:δ, 1u{2kp1`ζq ` pδ ` 9δq{4kqs.
The remaining estimates are similar. Abbreviating u ” ty, cu,
Zggpryq “ XpY, Cě2 Y Rq
“
ź
ePδaze1
Pepyuq ´
ź
ePδaze1
Pepyyq `
ÿ
ePδaze1
r´Pepyuq ` 2kPepyrqs
ź
e2Pδazte,e1u
Pe2pyyq
“ Zhhpryqr1`Opmδ ` pδ ` 9δqk{2kqs.
Among the spins in ty, cu2, the largest error term comes from yy which we compute as
Zggpyyq “ XpCě2, Cě2q ` XpCě2, Rq ` XpR, Cě2q ` XpR, Rq
“ Zhhpyyqr1`Oppmδ ` m9δq{2k ` :δ{2kp1`ζq ` pδ ` 9δq{4kqk4s
(the factor k4 is suboptimal, but suffices for our purposes). Finally the above yields
Zggpσq — Zhhpσq — 2´krrσs. (134)
This allows us to easily combine the preceding estimates to obtain the multiplicative error between
between Zg and Zh, thereby concluding the proof. 
For example, recalling (133), the very first round of leaf updates results in error
;ERRp 9q1ua, 9q0uaq ď p2´kζ , 2´kζ , 2kp1´ζq, 2´kζ , 2´kζq for all puaq P δT.
Applying Lem. 7.4 then gives, after the very first round of clause updates,yERRpqˆ1av, qˆ0avq ď k7p2´kp1`ζq, 2´kζ , 2´kζq (135)
for each clause a incident to δT with parent variable v. As a consequence of the analysis of Lem. 7.4
we now show how to reweight clauses to achieve desired outgoing messages, given the incoming
messages. The following corollary is not needed for the procedure of §7.2 where clauses in T are left
unweighted, but we will apply it in §8.1 to merge multiple trees together.
Corollary 7.5. Suppose the clause a P F receives incoming messages q, with each message a prob-
ability measure on tr, y, cu2 satisfying (133), such that the outgoing messages h “ BPrqs satisfyyERRphe,bqˆeq ď pe, 9e, :eq for all e P δa. Then there exist clause weights Γ “ pγeqePδa such that
bqˆ “ BPrq; Γs. The weights satisfy, for all e P δa,
|γepσq ´ 1| À A
»–e ` erre ` p` 9` :q{2k{39e ` erre ` p` 9` :q{2k{3
:e ` erre ` p` 9` :q{2k{3
fiflpσq
for all σ P tr, y, cu2, where  ” řePδa e, 9 and : are analogously defined, and
erre ” e ` 9e{2k ` :e{2kp1`ζq,
Proof. We will define a sequence of weights Γt converging to Γ “ Γ8, started from initial weights
Γ0 ” 1, and keeping γtepyyq “ 1 for all t and for all edges e P δa. Let us denote the messages outgoing
from a to Ba by
ht ” BPrq; Γts, gt ” BPrγtqs,
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so h0 “ h, and ht is proportional to γtgt. For t ě 0 we recursively set
γt`1e pσq
γtepσq “
bqˆepσq{bqˆepyyq
htepσq{htepyyq .
Suppose that for all σ P tr, y, g, bu2,ˇˇˇˇ
γtepσq
γt`1e pσq ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
htepσq{htepyyq
bqˆepσq{bqˆepyyq ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ď Arte, 9te, :tespσq. (136)
Initially we can take pe, 9e, :eq0 — pe, 9e, :eq. We will measure the overall error by
Et ”
ÿ
ePδa
Ete where E
t
e ” te ` 9
t
e ` :te
k102k{3
,
and show inductively that Et decreases exponentially in t. Indeed, the multiplicative error at the
next iteration is given by
ht`1e pσq{ht`1e pyyq
bqˆepσq{bqˆepyyq “
„
γt`1e pσqhtepσq{htepyyq
γtepσqbqˆepσq{bqˆepyyq

ˆ g
t`1
e pσq{gt`1e pyyq
gtepσq{gtepyyq .
The ratio in brackets equals one by definition, while the other ratio can be bounded using Lem. 7.4
(with γtq, γt`1q playing the roles of p, q). The corresponding errors δ appearing in the statement of
Lem. 7.4 are bounded, using (136), in terms of the quantities :
pδe, 9δe, :δeq À pe ` erre, 9e ` erre, :e ` erreq
pmδe,m9δeq À pe ` 9e{2k ` erre, 9e ` :e{2kζ ` erreq
where erre is as defined in Lem. 7.4. Applying Lem. 7.4 then gives
t`1e À k5p` 9` :{2kζq{2k À Etk5{22k{3,
9t`1e ` :t`1e À k5p` 9{2k ` :{2kp1`ζqq À Etk5
so altogether Et`1 ď Et{2k{3. Summing over t ě 0 proves the claimed bound. 
7.4. Variable updating. In this subsection we analyze the update procedure at internal variables,
beginning with a useful calculation:
Lemma 7.6. Suppose at e “ pavq we have variable-to-clause messages p, q (from v to a), and a
clause-to-variable message h (from a to v), all probability measures on tr, y, cu2. Let P,Q be the
reweightings of p, q defined by (129). Let H be the reweighting of h, with non-normalized version
W , as defined by (130). Denote
δpσq “ Qpσq{P pσq ´ 1, zppippσq “ P pσqW pσq,
βpσq “W pσq ´ 1{4, zqpiqpσq “ QpσqW pσq
for σ P tr, y, cu2, with zp, zq the normalizing constants that make pip, piq probability measures. As-
sume p, q both satisfy (133), and assume h is such that }β}8 ď 1{8. If pip, piq have the same first-copy
marginals pi1p “ pi1q , then the first-copy marginals of P,Q satisfyˇˇˇˇ
Q1pσq
P 1pσq ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
À }β}8}δ}8 for all σ P tr, y, cu
Proof. Since P is normalized to be a probability measure, we have
zp “
ÿ
σ
P pσqrW pσq ´ 14 s ` 14
ÿ
σ
P pσq P r14 ´ }β}8, 14 ` }β}8s,
and likewise for zq. The bound on }β}8 therefore gives 18 ď zp, zq ď 38 . Now expand
Q1pσq ´ P 1pσq “ pzq ´ zpqP
1pσq
zp
` zq
´Q1pσq
zq
´ P
1pσq
zp
¯
;
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we bound separately the two terms on the right-hand side. For the first term we have
zq ´ zp “
ÿ
σ
P pσqr1´Qpσq{P pσqsrW pσq ´ 14 s “
ÿ
σ
P pσqδpσqβpσq,
so clearly |zq ´ zp| ď }β}8}δ}8. For the second term we have
1
4
”Q1pσq
zq
´ P
1pσq
zp
ı
“
ř
τ P pστqβpστq
zp
´
ř
τ Qpστqβpστq
zq
`
zero
rpi1q pσq ´ pi1ppσqs
“ pzq ´ zpq
ř
τ P pστqβpστq
zpzq
`
ř
τ P pστqδpστqβpστq
zq
,
which has absolute value À }δ}8}β}8P 1pσq. Combining the bounds proves the lemma. 
We now explain how to adjust the weights at a variable v to correct the single-copy edge marginals
after the incoming messages have been perturbed. In the following lemma, we assume some initial
set of weights and messages p6Λ, 6qˆq giving rise, in the notation of (128), to a probability measure
6ν “ νδvr6Λ; 6qˆs on colorings σδv which is judicious in the sense of (123). We then explain how, after
6qˆ is perturbed to a new set of messages qˆ, we can define adjusted weights Λ to recover the judicious
condition. Let 6νv denote the marginal of the frozen spin xv P t+, -, fu2 under 6ν — by the judicious
condition, 6νv has single-copy marginals ‹piv which can be determined from ‹pie for any e P δv. We
hereafter assume that the tuple pv, 6Λ, 6qˆ, qˆq satisfies the following
Condition 7.7. For absolute constants ζ, c, the following hold for a tuple pv, 6Λ, 6qˆ, qˆq where
6Λ “ 6Λ1 b 6Λ2 and 6qˆ, qˆ are messages over tr, y, cu2:
(i) The variable has ±-degrees |δvp±q| “ k2k´1 ln 2r1`Op2´k{3qs.
(ii) The measure 6ν “ νδvr6Λ; 6qˆs (see (128)) is judicious.
(iii) Let 7ν “ νδvr6Λ; qˆs. For both ν “ 6ν, 7ν we have the product measure approximation
νvpxq “ ‹pivpx1q‹pivpx2qr1` e¯vpxqs with
ÿ
x
‹pivpx1q‹pivpx2qe¯vpxq À 2´kζ . (137)
where xv P t+, -, fu2 denotes the frozen spin at v.
(iv) There is a subset pδvq2 Ď δv of size |pδvq2| ď |δv|{2kζ such that, writing
pδvq1 ” δvzpδvq2 and p2kζqe ” p2kζq1tePpδvq1u, (138)
each pˆ among 6qˆ, qˆ, 6λ6qˆ, 6λqˆ satisfies the error boundsyERRpbqˆe, pˆeq ď kcp2´k, 1, 2kq{p2kζqe. (139)
(For example, we remark that the error bounds appearing in Condition 7.7 are implied by (135),
adjusting the constants as needed.)
Lemma 7.8. Consider a tuple pv, 6Λ, 6qˆ, qˆq satisfying Condition 7.7, such thatyERRpqˆe, 6qˆeq ď pe, 9e, :eq for each e P δv.
Then there exist adjusted weights Λ “ Λ1 b Λ2 such that the measure ν “ νδvrΛ; qˆs is again judicious.
For both j “ 1, 2 we have the error boundsÿ
xPt-,fu
ˇˇˇˇ
λjpxq
6λjpxq ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
À errv,
ˇˇˇˇ
λje
6λje
´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
À errv ` 9e ` :ep2kζqe , (140)
for all e P δv, where
erre ” e ` 9e
2k
` maxt:e, 1u
2kp2kζqe , errv ”
ÿ
ePδv
erre.
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Proof. Initialize Λ0 “ 6Λ; we will iteratively define a sequence of weights Λt converging to Λ8 “ Λ.
Let νt “ νδvrΛt; qˆs, and denote its marginals νe and νv. Let j “ jt “ 1 for t even, 2 for t odd. In
going from t to t` 1 we update the weights in the jt-th copy only, while in the other copy we keep
the same weights Λt`1,3´j “ Λt,3´j . In the j-th copy we update in two stages: first correct the r{b
ratio on edges by setting
λt`1,je
λt,je
“ ‹pieprq{‹piepbq
νjeprq{νjepbq
ˇˇˇˇ
ν“νt
for all e P δv.
Then (in the notation of (128)) let νt`1{2 ” νrpλtv, pλt`1e qePδv; qˆs, and correct the frozen model mar-
ginal in the j-th copy by setting
λt`1,jpxq
λt,jpxq “
‹pivpxq{‹pivp+q
νjvpxq{νjvp+q
ˇˇˇˇ
ν“νt
for x P t-, fu.
We will show that this process converges.
To this end, let us first calculate the effect of perturbing the edge weights only, say from p5γeqePδv
to p7γeqePδv with multiplicative error 7γe “ 5γep1` 7δeq, while keeping the same incoming messages
qˆ and the same frozen model weights γv (again, all weights are of product form). Recalling the
notation (13), and that p ” tr, bu, we have
7νepbrq
7νeprrq “
1
7γ1e
qˆepbrq
qˆeprrq
„
1´
ź
e1Pδvp+aq
´
1´ p7γqˆqe1prpqp7γqˆqe1pppq
¯
.
Assume the reweighted measures 5γqˆ and 7γqˆ continue to satisfy (139), so that
p7γqˆqeprpq
p7γqˆqepppq “
1`Or1{p2kζqes
2k´1 .
It follows from this, together with the assumption on the degrees |δvp±q|, that the edge marginals
5νe, 7νe resulting from 5γ, 7γ satisfy, for τ “ r,ˇˇˇˇ
7γ1e 7νepbτq{7νeprτq
5γ1e 5νepbτq{5νeprτq ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 3´k
ÿ
e1Pδv
p7δ1e1 ` 7δ2e1q. (141)
By an essentially identical calculation, (141) holds also for τ “ y, g. For τ “ b we calculate
7νepbbq
7νeprbq “
1
7γ1e
qˆepbbq
qˆeprbq
»————–1´
ź
e1Pδvp+aq
´
1´ p7γqˆqe1prpqp7γqˆqe1pppq
¯
´
ź
e1Pδvp+aq
p7γqˆqe1pbbq
p7γqˆqe1pppq
1´
ź
e1Pδvp+aq
´
1´ p7γqˆqe1pprqp7γqˆqe1pppq
¯
fiffiffiffiffifl ,
from which it straightforwardly follows that (141) holds for all τ P tr, y, g, bu. This calculation shows
that the primary effect of perturbing a single edge weight, say 5γ1e to 7γ1e , is indeed the desired one:
it adjusts the first-copy r{b ratio on edge e by the factor 7γ1e {5γ1e , but interferes very little with the
other r{b ratios.
Next we consider the effect on the second copy if we perturb the frozen model weights in the first
copy, say from 5γ1v to 7γ1v “ 5γ1vp1` 7δ1q, while keeping the same incoming messages qˆ, the same edge
weights γe, and the same frozen model weights γ2v in the second copy. We make this perturbation
under the assumption that the product approximation (137) continues to hold. Straightforward
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manipulations give
7ν2v pyq
7ν2v p+q “
‹pivpyqřx ‹pivpxqr1` 5e¯px, yqsr1` 7δ1pxqs
‹pivp+qřx ‹pivpxqr1` 5e¯px, +qsr1` 7δ1pxqs
“ 5ν
2pyq
5ν2p+q
´ 71`řx ‹pivpxq5e¯px, yqr1` 7δ1pxqs
1`řx ‹pivpxq5e¯px, yq
¯
´ 71`řx ‹pivpxq5e¯px, +qr1` 7δ1pxqs
1`řx ‹pivpxq5e¯px, +q
¯
where 71 ” řx ‹pivpxqr1` 7δ1pxqs. Altogether we concludeÿ
yPt-,fu
ˇˇˇˇ
7ν2v pyq{7ν2v p+q
5ν2v pyq{5ν2v p+q ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 7δ
1pxq
2kζ
. (142)
This calculation shows that because the starting measure is close to product measure, changing the
weights in one copy does not have a large interference in the other copy.
Returning to our iterative construction of Λ, we will track the multiplicative errors on the single-
copy marginals:
δt,j “
ÿ
xPt-,fu
ˇˇˇˇ
‹pivpxq{‹pivp+q
νjvpxq{νjvp+q
´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ν“νt
“
ÿ
xPt-,fu
ˇˇˇˇ
λt`1,jpxq
λt,jpxq ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
, (143)
ρt,je “
ˇˇˇˇ
‹pieprq{‹piepbq
νjeprq{νjepbq
´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ν“νt
“
ˇˇˇˇ
λt`1,je
λt,je
´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
, (144)
Let us also abbreviate
δt “
ÿ
j“1,2
δt,j , ρt,j “
ÿ
ePδv
ρt,je , ρ
t “
ÿ
j“1,2
ρt,j , Dt ” δt ` ρ
t
k2k
;
the quantity Dt is our measure of the overall error at the t-th iteration. It follows using (139) that
changing qˆ without changing the weights gives initial error
δ0 À errv and ρ0 À errv `
ÿ
ePδa
9e ` :ep2kζqe , therefore D
0 À errv. (145)
This is a straightforward calculation, for example, νvp++q is proportional toź
ePδvp+q
pλqˆqepppq
ź
ePδvp-q
pλqˆqepyyq
ˆ
"
1´
ź
ePδvp+q
pλqˆqepbpq
pλqˆqepppq ´
ź
ePδvp+q
pλqˆqeppbq
pλqˆqepppq `
ź
ePδvp+q
pλqˆqepbbq
pλqˆqepppq
*
When 6qˆ is perturbed to qˆ, the above expression experiences multiplicative error
À
ÿ
ePδvp+q
´
e ` 9e
2k
` maxt:e, 1u
2kp2kζqe
¯
`
ÿ
ePδvp-q
e ď errv,
and the first bound concerning δ0 in (145) follows from this and similar calculations. The second
bound concerning ρ0 is similar to the calculation for (141).
We now apply (141) and (142) to calculate the errors in going from t to t` 2 with t even.
Throughout our calculation we use the fact (recall (143) and (144)) that the multiplicative change
in the weights going from t to t` 1 is given by the multiplicative error at the t-th step. Begin by
updating the first-copy edge weights from λt,1e to λt`1,1e for all e P δv. Note that the frozen model
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weights have no effect on the r{b ratios, so ρs`1{2 “ ρs`1 for any integer s. Applying (141) therefore
gives
δt`1{2,1 À δt,1 ` ρt,1{3k, ρt`1,1 À ρt,1 kp2{3qk,
δt`1{2,2 À δt,2 ` ρt,1{3k, ρt`1,2 À ρt,2 ` ρt,1 kp2{3qk,
Next update the first-copy frozen model weights from λt,1v to λt`1,1v . Applying (142) gives
δt`1,1 “ 0, δt`1,2 À δt`1{2,2 ` δt`1{2,1{2kζ .
Now repeat the same procedure in the second copy: updating the edge weights gives
δt`3{2,1 À ρt`1,2{3k, ρt`2,1 À ρt`1,1 ` ρt`1,2kp2{3qk
δt`3{2,2 À δt`1,2 ` ρt`1,2{3k, ρt`2,2 À ρt`1,2 kp2{3qk.
Finally, updating the second-copy frozen model weights gives
δt`2,2 “ 0, δt`2,1 À δt`3{2,1 ` δt`3{2,2{2kζ .
Combining the bounds gives
δt`2 À δt{2kζ ` ρt{3k and ρt`2 À ρtkp2{3qk, therefore Dt`2 ďDtk{2kζ
where the last bound uses ζ ď 1{2. Summing over t ě 0 gives the claimed bounds. 
As a consequence of the preceding lemma we now bound the multiplicative error in the messages
outgoing from the variable via the reweighted bp recursions:
Corollary 7.9. In the setting of Lem. 7.8, the updated outgoing messages 9q “ BPrqˆ; Λs satisfy
;ERRp 9qe, 6 9qeq ď
¨˚
˚˝˚˚ 1 0 0 01 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
2´kζ 1 2´k 2´k
2´kζ 1 1 1
‹˛‹‹‹‚
¨˚
˚˝ errve
9e
:e{p2kζqe
‹˛‹‚ (146)
Proof. Let Q, 6Q be the reweightings of 9q, 6 9q defined by (129). Recalling the definition (132) of ;ERR,
the first bound we will prove isˇˇˇˇ
Qpσq
6Qpσq ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
À A
»– errverrv ` 9e ` :e{p2kζqe
errv ` 9e ` :e{p2kζqe
fiflpσq for all σ P tr, y, cu2.
This follows straightforwardly from Lem. 7.8, as follows. For example,
9ze 9qeprrq
6 9ze6 9qeprrq “
λ1vpLeqλ2vpLeq
6λ1vpLeq6λ2vpLeq
λ1eλ
2
e
6λ1e6λ2e
ź
e1Pδvp+aq
pλqˆqe1pppq
p6λ6qˆqe1pppq
ź
e1Pδvp-aq
pλqˆqe1pyyq
p6λ6qˆqe1pyyq .
We bound the multiplicative error in a few components: firstly, if we change qˆ6 to qˆ without changing
any weights, the calculation leading to (145) shows that the resulting error is À errv. Next, it follows
from the first bound in (140) that changing the frozen model weights from 6λjv to λjv also produces
error À errv. It follows from the second bound in (140) that changing 6λje to λje produces the error
À A stated above. Lastly, combining (140) with the calculation (141) shows that changing the
remaining edge weights from 6λje1 to λ
j
e1 , for e
1 P δvze, produces error À errv, so the overall error is
dominated by the stated bound A.
It remains therefore to prove the marginal error boundˇˇˇˇ
Qjpσq
6Qjpσq ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
À A¯
„
errv{2kζ ` erre
errv{2kζ ` e ` 9e ` :e{p2kζqe

pσq for all σ P tr, y, cu.
Fix any a P Bv and consider updating the incoming messages in two stages, from 6qˆ to 5qˆ to qˆ,
where 5qˆe1 “ qˆe1 for each e1 P δvze, but 5qˆe “ 6qˆe. We apply Lem. 7.8 twice, updating the weights
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from 6Λ to 5Λ to Λ. In the first update we are precisely in the situation of Lem. 7.6. Let
5 9q “ BPr5qˆ; 5Λs be the updated messages outgoing from v; applying the first part of this corol-
lary gives }5Qe{6Qe ´ 1}8 À errv. Applying Lem. 7.6 with this bound as well as assumption (139),
we obtain for both j “ 1, 2 thatˇˇˇˇ
5Qjepσq
6Qjepσq
´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
À errv
2kζ
for all σ P tr, y, cu.
Now update from 5qˆ to qˆ and apply the first part of this corollary again to obtainˇˇˇˇ
9qepσq
5 9qepσq ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
À A
»– erreerre ` 9e ` :e{p2kζqe
erre ` 9e ` :e{p2kζqe
fiflpσq for all σ P tr, y, cu2.
Combining these bounds concludes the proof. 
7.5. Contraction in non-defective trees. Let T be a fixed, fully non-defective tree contained
within a compound enclosure. We now apply the estimates of §7.3–7.4 to establish convergence for
the iterative procedure described in §7.2.
For any x, y P T (each can be a variable, clause, or edge), let bT px, yq count the number of
variables strictly between x and y on the unique path in T that joins x to y. In particular, if clause
a is incident to edge e then bT pe, aq “ 0. For each clause a in T , let
ξa ”
ÿ
ePδT
$e
2kbT pe,aq
where for each leaf edge e P δT ,
$e ”
ÿ
σPtr,y,g,bu2
ϑ1trPtσ1,σ2uu
ˇˇˇˇ
ωepσq
bωepσq ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
where ϑ ” 2´kζ{6. (147)
If we sum ξ over the clauses b at distance one from a given clause a, we haveÿ
b:bT pa,bq“1
ξb “
ÿ
ePδT
$e
2kbT pe,aq
”
2k ` dmax ` kdmax
2k
ı
ď ξa k2k (148)
where dmax ď k2k{2 is the maximal degree of a nice variable.
With these definitions we now proceed to analyze the iterative construction of §7.2. Then,
recalling the notation of (131) and (132), for t ě 0 let
Dvaptq ” ;ERRp 9qt´1va , 9qtvaq ” pδtva, 9δtva, :δtva,mδtva,m9δtvaq,
Eavptq ” yERRpqˆt´1av , qˆtavq ” ptav, 9tav, :tavq.
Define p 9q, qˆq´1 ” p 9q, qˆq0, so trivially Dvap0q “ Eavp0q “ 0 for every edge pavq P T . Recall that the
tree T has `max ě 1 levels of variables, indexed starting from the leaf variables BT at level 1, and
ending at the root variable vrt at level `max. The level of a clause is defined to be the level of its
parent variable.
Proposition 7.10. Consider a tree T in a compound enclosure, consisting of `max ě 1 levels of
non-defective variables. For each 1 ď ` ď `max ` 1, it holds for all t ě 0 that
for all v at level `, for all b P Bv, Dvbptq ď ξbpk2cϑqt``´2p1, ϑ´1, ϑ´1, ϑ2, ϑq
for all a at level `, for all u P Ba, Eauptq ď ξapk2cϑqt``´2p2´k, ϑ, ϑ´1q{kc.
Proof. Following the numbering of §7.2, the updates proceed as follows:
(1) Leaf updates: for each pvaq P δT , output error Dvaptq depending on inputs Eavpt´ 1q.
(2) Upward pass: for ` “ 2, . . . , `max,
(a) For each clause a at level ` with parent variable v, output error
Eavptq depending on inputs Dvapt´ 1q and pDuaptqquPBazv.
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(b) For each variable v at level ` with parent clause a, output error
Dvaptq depending on inputs Eavpt´ 1q and pEbvptqqbPBvza.
(3) Downward pass: set Eartvrtptq “ Eartvrtpt´ 1q “ 0. For ` “ `max, . . . , 2,
(a) For each variable v at level ` with parent clause a, for all b P Bvza, output error
Dvbptq depending on inputs Eavpt´ 1q and pEcvptqqcPBvza.
(b) For each clause a at level ` with parent variable v, for all u P Bazv, output error
Eauptq depending on inputs Dvapt´ 1q and pDwaptqqwPBazv.
Consequently, in order to begin the induction it suffices to verify the bound on Dvap1q for each leaf
edge pvaq P δT ; this follows readily from (133).
For each clause a with parent variable v at level 2 ď ` ď `max, during both upward and downward
passes it follows by induction that the incoming errors are bounded by
Dvapt´ 1q, pDuaptqquPBa ď ξapk2cϑqt``´3p1, ϑ´1, ϑ´1, ϑ2, ϑq.
Applying Lem. 7.4 then gives, for all u P Ba,
Eauptq ď ξapk2cϑqt``´3k7pϑ{2k, ϑ2, 1q ď ξapk2cϑqt``´2p2´k, ϑ, ϑ´1q{kc
(by taking c large). This verifies the inductive hypothesis on the clauses.
For each variable at level 2 ď ` ď `max with parent clause a, during both upward and downward
passes it follows by induction that the incoming errors are bounded by
Eavpt´ 1q ď ξapk2cϑqt``´2p2´k, ϑ, ϑ´1q{kc (a the parent of v);
and Ebvptq ď ξbpk2cϑqt``´2p2´k, ϑ, ϑ´1q{kc for all b P Bvza.
Applying Cor. 7.9 then gives, for all b P Bv,
Dvbptq À 2´k
ÿ
cPBv
ξcpk2cϑqt``´2p1, 1, 1, 2´kζ , 2´kζq{kc ` ξbpk2cϑqt``´2p0, ϑ, ϑ, 2´k, ϑq{kc
Recalling (148) then gives
Dvbptq ď ξbpk2cϑqt``´2p1, 1, 1, ϑ3, ϑq,
which is clearly stronger than the inductive hypothesis on the internal variables. To conclude,
updating a leaf edge pvaq P δT with input error Eavptq yields output error
Dvapt` 1q ď ξapk2cϑqt``´2p2´k, ϑ, ϑ´1, 2´k, ϑq{kc with ` “ 1,
which is stronger than the inductive hypothesis on the leaf variables. 
The above estimate directly implies the following:
Proposition 7.11. Fix a tree T in a compound enclosure, consisting of `max ě 1 levels of non-
defective variables, and consider the constrained optimization problem (124) where the input ωδT
satisfies the estimates of Propn. 12. Then the iterative procedure described in §7.2 converges in the
limit tÑ8, yielding the weights Λ ” ΛT pωδT q of (125), along with limiting messages q “ bpqpΛq
solving the Λ-weighted bp recursions on T , with
qartvrt “ bqartvrt . (149)
The solution ν “ optνT pωδT q of the constrained problem (124) equals the solution optνΛT of the un-
constrained problem (126), and has marginals νav – 9qvaqˆav on each edge pavq in T . Further, is v is
at level ` ě 2, then the discrepancy $av between νav and bωav satisfies
$av ď ξapϑ1{2q`´1.
(where $av is defined by (147) with νav in the place of ωav).
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7.6. Contraction with multiple clause types. In the current section, up to this point we have
exclusively analyzed contraction within compound regions, where all types are common knowledge
among all variables, clauses, and edges within the region. Recall from §3.5 that this was crucial to
the factorization (60) which reduced the block update problem to an optimization within a finite
tree T subject to edge marginals ωδT.
To have an analogous factorization outside compound regions, we introduce a modified factor
model with an expanded alphabet of edge spins that includes the incident clause type. On the
processed graph prG pV, F,Eq we have variable (total) types as before, but clauses outside compound
regions are no longer labelled with types. Instead, each edge e “ pavq has a spin pσe,Leq where
σe is the color or pair of colors on the edge, and Le indicates the total type of the incident clause
clause a. The expanded factor model on prG “ pV, F,Eq isź
vPV
ϕvpσδv,Lδvq
ź
aPF
ϕˆapσδa,Lδaq
where, recalling the notation of (14),
ϕvpσδv,Lδvq “ ϕvpσδvq
ź
ePδv
1tL Q teu;
ϕˆapσδa,Lδaq “ ϕˆapσδaq1tall Le matchu at each a P F.
We now wish to update all variables v P V of a particular type T , subject to fixed edge marginals
for the leaves of the depth-one neighborhood D. The tree D consists of the root variable v and leaf
variables u P BD, separated by the layer of clauses Bv. Let us emphasize that although the root
type T is given, the clause types in Bv will now vary, subject to the constraints imposed by D . For
the expanded factor model, we obtain the analogous factorization to (60) by fixing leaf marginals
ωδD “ pωeqePδD where each ωe is now a measure on the expanded alphabet of spins pσ,Lq. Under
the degree profile D , we use pipL|tq to denote the fraction of type-t edges e “ pavq such that the
incident clause is of type La “ L. From the preceding discussion we may restrict attention to ω
such that
ωepLq “ pipL|teq
with ωep¨|Lq judicious for all L such that pipL|teq is positive.
Single-copy weights. Let us first consider the problem of setting weights in the single-copy model to
achieve judicious marginals. Recall §3.1 that each edge pauq P D has canonical edge marginal ‹piau
and canonical messages ‹ 9qua, ‹qˆau. Since these canonical quantities are based on local neighborhoods
of depth much smaller than the full type depth, knowing the root type T fully determines ‹pi, ‹ 9q, ‹qˆ
for all edges in the depth-one tree D, so we can place weights ‹ΓD as defined in Cor. 3.6. With
these weights in place, each leaf u P BD sends to its parent clause a the message
9quapσ,Lq “ ‹ 9quapσq{Z,
where Z counts the total number of clause types — since the clause types are not yet fixed, Z
includes all clause types, including those that are inconsistent with the root type T . That is,
9quapσ,Lq “ 9quapσ|Lq 9quapLq where 9quapLq is the uniform measure over all clause types L, while
9quapσ|Lq ” 9quapσ,Lq{ 9quapLq agrees with the canonical edge message ‹ 9quapσq which was based on T ,
even when L is inconsistent with T .
Given these input messages from the leaves, the clause a sends to the root v the message
zˆav qˆavpσ,Lq “
" ź
uPBvza
9quapLq
* ÿ
σδa:σau“σ
ϕˆapσδa; ‹Γaq
ź
uPBazv
9quapσ|Lq “ ‹zˆav‹qˆavpσq
Zk´1
where ‹zˆav is the normalizing constant for BPav with the canonical input messages ‹ 9qpBazvqÑa (‹zˆav is
also fixed given T , since the input messages are fixed). So we again have qˆavpσ,Lq “ qˆavpσ|LqqˆavpLq
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where qˆavpLq is uniform measure over all clause types L, while qˆavpσ|Lq agrees with the canonical
edge message ‹qˆavpσq which was based on T , even when L is inconsistent with T .
Under ‹ΓD the root v is unweighted. We continue to leave it unweighted with respect to the
colors σ, but we now introduce weights ‹Ψv ” p‹ψeqePδv where each ‹ψe is a function of the clause
type L at e. With these weights, the v sends to a P Bv the return message
9zva 9qvapσ,Lq “ 1tLjpv;aq “ T u‹ψvapLq
ˆ
ÿ
σδv :σav“σ
ϕvpσδvq
ź
bPBvza
´ ÿ
Lbv
1tT “ pLbvqjpv;bqu‹ψvbpLbvqqˆbvpσbv,Lq
¯
“ 1tLjpv;aq “ T u‹ψvapLq‹ 9zva‹ 9qvapσq
ź
bPBvza
ZbpT q, where
ZbpT q ”
ÿ
Lbv
1tT “ pLbvqjpv;bqu‹ψvbpLbvq
Z
.
Thus 9qvapσ,Lq “ 9qvapσ|Lq 9qvapLq where 9qvapLq is supported on T -consistent clause types L with
weights proportional to ‹ψvapLq, and on any such L the conditional message 9qvapσ|Lq agrees with
the canonical one ‹ 9qvapσq. Lastly it is easily verified that a then sends to each leaf variable u P Bvza
the message qˆaupσ,Lq “ qˆaupσ|LqqˆaupLq where qˆaupLq “ 9qvapLq (again, supported on T -consistent
clause types) and qˆaupσ|Lq “ ‹qˆaupσq.
In summary, with weights ‹ΓD as in Cor. 3.6, as well as the additional weights ‹Ψv “ p‹ψeqePδv on
the root variable v, all messages in the weighted model on D are of form qpσ,Lq “ ‹qpσqqpLq (where
9q here stands for either 9q or qˆ) where qpσq equals the canonical messages ‹qpσq based on T ; qpLq in
any upward message is the uniform measure on all clause types; and qpLq in any downward message
is the ψ-weighted measure on T -consistent clause types. In the configuration model it holds for
each variable type T that
nT “
ÿ
L
mL1tT “ Lju for all 1 ď j ď k.
We can achieve these proportions in our weighted model by setting ‹ψvapLq “ mL{nTv .
Weights for pair model. We now construct Lagrange multipliers for the second moment optimization.
Let us first clarify the exact meaning of “judicious” in this setting:
Definition 7.12. At an edge e “ pavq, let νav be a probability measure over pairs pσ,Lq where σ
runs over tr, y, g, bu2 and L runs over the clause types for a which are consistent with the variable
type T of v. We say that νav is judicious on average
avνavp¨q ”
ÿ
L
νavp¨,Lq is judicious, that is, avν1av “ ‹piav “ avν2av.
We say that νav is conditionally judicious if
νavp¨|Lq is judicious for all L consistent with T .
(which is clearly a stronger condition than judicious on average). Lastly, writing
‹piavpLq ” 1tLjpu;aq “ TuumL{nTu ,
we say νav is fully judicious if it is conditionally judicious with νavpLq “ ‹piavpLq for all L.
Our task is then to solve the constrained optimization problem
ν “ optνpωδD;Dq ” arg maxtHpνq : ν P JpωδD;Dqu. (150)
where JpωδD;Dq denotes the space of probability measures ν on spin configurations pσ,Lq (σ a
pair of valid colorings, L a valid labelling of clause types) on D that are fully judicious (meaning
that all edge marginals are fully judicious), and consistent with the specified ωδD on the leaf edges
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δD. We define Lagrange multiplier weights for (124) by the following iterative procedure, which is
based on the procedure from §7.2. The final weights will be
Ψpσ,Lq “ Ψvpσδv,Lδvq
ź
pauqPBD
Ψupσau,Lauq.
The weighting at v will be of the form
Ψvpσδv,Lδvq “ ψvpσδvq
ź
aPBv
ψavpσav,Lavq (151)
where ψvpσδvq ” ψ1vpσ1δvqψ2vpσ2δvq is independent of Lδv and will have the form (127), and
ψavpσ,Lq ” ψavpLqψ1avpσ1|Lqψ2avpσ2|Lq.
Let ‹ΛD be the single-copy model weights on D given by Cor. 3.6 (and explicitly constructed in
Cor. 6.7), and let ‹Ψv ” p‹ψeqePδv be the weights constructed in the single-copy analysis above. We
initialize the iteration by setting
Ψ0pσ,Lq “ ‹ΨvpLδvq‹ΛDpσ1q‹ΛDpσ2q with ψ0v ” 1.
As in the iteration of §7.2, clauses will be left unweighted throughout the iteration. We will re-
cursively define a sequence Ψt converging to the desired weights Ψ “ Ψ8. For each t ě 0 let us
abbreviate
ϕtpσδvq ” ϕvpσδvqψtvpσδvq,
and let 9qt, qˆt denote the messages for the Ψt-weighted model. Write – to denote equality up to
positive constants not depending on pσ,Lq.
(1) Leaf variable-to-clause message updates. For each pauq P δD, set
9qtuapσ,Lq – ωaupσ,Lq
qˆt´1au pσ,Lq .
(2) Upward clause-to-variable message updates. For each a P Bv, set
qˆtavpσ,Lq “ BPavr 9qtspσ,Lq.
With a little algebra we expand this as
qˆtavpLq – zˆtavpLq
ź
uPBazv
9qtuapLq, (152)
qˆtavpσ|Lq “ BPavrp 9quap¨|LqquPBazvspσq “
ÿ
σδa:σav“σ
ϕˆapσδaq
ź
uPBazv
9qtuapσua|Lq
zˆtavpLq .
with zˆtavpLq the normalizing constant.
(3) Root variable reweighting. The root variable measure at the t-th iteration is
νtδvpσδv,Lδvq – ϕtvpσδvq
ź
aPBv
!
ψtavpσav,Lavqqˆtavpσav,Lavq
)
Suppose inductively that the measure νδv at time t´ 1 is fully judicious. The incoming messages
qˆ have just been updated by the preceding step to their time-t versions. We will show below how
to update the weights Ψv accordingly, such that the measure νδv will again be fully judicious
at time t. We then use the updated weights at v to update the downward variable-to-clause
messages,
9qtvapσ,Lq “ BPvarqˆt; Ψtvspσ,Lq.
In view of (151) these messages can be simplified as
9qtvapσ,Lq – ψtavpσ,Lq 9utvapσq
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where 9utva is a probability measure on tr, y, g, bu2 not depending on L:
9utvapσq –
ÿ
σδv :σav“σ
ϕtvpσδvq
ź
bPBvza
! ÿ
Lbv
ψtbvpσbv,Lbvqqˆtbvpσbv,Lbvq
)
.
We can express 9utva as the output of a bp recursion without clause types,
9utva “ BPvaravgqˆt;ψtvs
where avgqˆt are the averaged incoming messages,
avgzˆ
t
avavgqˆ
t
avpσq “
ÿ
L
ψtavpσ,Lqqˆtavpσ,Lq.
(4) Downward clause-to-variable message updates. Lastly, for each clause a P Bv, update the mes-
sages from a to its neighboring leaf variables u P BD,
qˆtau “ BPaur 9qts for all u P Bazv.
The preceding step gives
νtavpLq “ νt´1av pLq “ ‹piavpLq, (153)
so we now have
‹piavpLq “ νtavpLq –
ÿ
σ
qˆtavpσ,Lq 9qtvapσ,Lq “ z¯tavpLqqˆtavpLq 9qtvapLq.
Combining with (152) gives
qˆtaupLq – zˆtaupLq 9qtvapLq
ź
wPBaztu,vu
9qtwapLq – zˆ
t
aupLq‹piavpLq
z¯tavpLqqˆtavpLq
ź
wPBaztu,vu
9qtwapLq
– zˆ
t
aupLq
z¯tavpLqzˆtavpLq
‹piavpLq
9qtuapLq “
‹piavpLq
z¯taupLq 9qtuapLq ,
where the last step uses that for all w P Ba, analogously to (25) we have
zˆtapLq “
ÿ
σδa
ϕˆapσδaq
ź
w1PBa
9qtw1apσw1a|Lq “ z¯tawpLqzˆtawpLq
where the left-hand side does not depend on w. Rearranging gives
νtaupLq – z¯taupLqqˆtaupLq 9qtuapLq – ‹piavpLq “ ‹piavpLq. (154)
(5) Return. Having completed one round of updates, return to step (1).
Equations (153) and (154) together verify that on each edge e P D we will maintain the desired
clause proportions νtepLq “ ‹piepLq throughout the iterative procedure.
We now turn to showing that the weights converge. The key step is the following analysis of
the root variable reweighting step (3), which builds on Lem. 7.8 and Cor. 7.9. We will require the
following (compare with Condition 7.7):
Condition 7.13. For a tuple pv,Ψ6, qˆ6, qˆq:
(i) The variable has ±-degrees |Bvp±q| “ k2k´1 ln 2r1`Op2´k{3qs.
(ii) The measure ν6δv defined using pΨ6, qˆ6q is fully judicious.
(iii) There is a subset pBvq2 Ď Bv of size |pBvq2| ď |Bv|{2kζ such that, with the notation (138), the
following hold:
(a) each pˆ among qˆ6, qˆ, λ6qˆ6, λ6qˆ satisfies the error bounds
yERRpbqˆav, pˆavq,À p2´k, 1, 2kqp2kζqav{kc , (155)
where λ6 are the weights on the red edges appearing in Ψvpσδvq; and
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(b) Let ν6av denote the marginal on pavq of ν6δv, and let ν7av denote the edge marginal of the
measure ν7δv which is defined using pΨ6, qˆq. For both ν “ ν6δv, ν7 we have
max
L
ˇˇˇˇ
νavpLq
‹piavpLq ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
À k
c
2kp2kζqav ,
as well as the product measure approximation
e¯avpσ|Lq “ νavpσ|Lqź
j“1,2
νjavpσj |Lq
´ 1 with max
L
|e¯avpσ|Lq| À Ap2
´k, 1, 2kqrσs
p2kζqav{kc .
(For example, this condition is implied by (135), adjusting the value of ζ as needed.) We now extend
the notation (131) to a pair of clause-to-variable messages qˆ6, qˆ on pσ,Lq, writingyERRpqˆ6, qˆq ď pav, 9av, :avq
to indicate
max
L
ˇˇˇˇ
qˆ6avpLq
qˆavpLq ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ď av and max
L
yERRpqˆ6p¨|Lq, qˆp¨|Lqq ď pav, 9av, :avq. (156)
We similarly extend the notation (132) to a pair of variable-to-clause messages 9q6, 9q on pσ,Lq.
Lemma 7.14. Consider a tuple pv,Ψ6, qˆ6, qˆq satisfying Condition 7.13, such thatyERRpqˆav, qˆ6avq ď pav, 9av, :avq.
in the sense of (156). Then there exist weights Ψ such that the measure νδv defined by (158) using
Ψ and qˆ, again has fully judicious edge marginals. Moreover, with 9q6 the outgoing messages for
pΨ6, qˆ6q and 9q the outgoing messages for pΨ, qˆq, the bound (146) of Cor. 7.9 continues to hold with
the definition of ;ERR extended as above.
Proof. Throughout the proof it will be convenient to write σ and τ for elements of tr, y, g, bu, and
to use στ to denote a pair of colors. At a variable v, we abbreviate στ δv for a pair of valid colorings,
σδv and τ δv, on the half-edges incident to v; and we write Lδv for the clause types on these edges.
We will work with variable weights of the form
Ψvpστ δv,Lδvq “ ψvpστ δvq
ź
aPBv
ψavppστqav,Lavq (157)
where ψvpστ δvq ” ψ1vpσδvqψ2vpτ δvq is independent of Lδv, and
ψavpστ,Lq ” ψavpLqψ1avpσ|Lqψ2avpτ |Lq.
Given such weights as well as incoming messages qˆBvÑv, we consider the measure
νδvpστ δv,Lδvq “ 9z´1ϕvpστ δvqΨvpστ δv,Lδvq
ź
aPBv
qˆavppστqav,Lavq (158)
with 9z the normalizing constant. For each a P Bv, the edge marginal νav is a probability measure
over pστ,Lq.
We will iteratively define a sequence of weights Ψt converging in the limit tÑ8 to the required
weights Ψ. Let qˆt “ qˆ6 and Ψt “ Ψ6 for all t ď 0, and let qˆt “ qˆ for all t ě 1. We write νt for the
distribution of σδv, defined by (158) using the weights and messages at time t. For each integer
t ě 0, given pΨsqsďt we will define Ψt`1 in three steps. It is convenient to denote the intermediate
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measures according to the following table:
ψvpστ δvq ψjavpσ|Lq ψavpLq qˆavpστ,Lq
νt´1{9 t t t t
νt t t t t` 1
νt`1{3 t` 1 t t t` 1
νt`2{3 t` 1 t` 1 t t` 1
(159)
— for example, the table indicates that the measure νt`1{3 is defined by (158) using the pt` 1q-
version of ψvpσδvq, but using the t-versions of the messages and the other weights. Recall that we
abbreviate ϕtpστ δvq ” ϕvpστ δvqψtvpστ δvq. In the proof we will track the following quantities: let κ
measure the deviation from being conditionally judicious, and let ρ measure the deviations in the
clause proportions:
κs,jav pσ|Lq ” ‹piavpσqνs,jpσ|Lq ´ 1 and ρ
s
avpLq ” ‹piavpLq
ν
t`2{3
av pLq
´ 1.
Let χ measure the deviation from being judicious on average,
χs,jav pσq ” ‹piavpσqνs,jpσq ´ 1, with |χ
s,j
av pσq| À max
L
r|ρsavpLq| ` |κs,jav pσ|Lq|s. (160)
Lastly let e¯ measure the deviation from being product measure,
e¯savpστ |Lq ” ν
s
avpστ |Lq
νs,1av pσ|Lqνs,2av pσ|Lq
´ 1.
For any function gavpστ ;Lq we let gav, 9gav, :gav denote non-negative quantities such that
}gavpστq}8 ” max
L
|gavpστ |Lq| À Argav, 9gav, :gavspστq.
Likewise for any function gavpσ;Lq we let gav, 9gav denote non-negative quantities such that
}gavpσq}8 ” max
L
|gavpσ|Lq| À A¯rgav, 9gavspσq.
We will let g, 9g, :g denote the errors aggregated over the neighboring clauses a P Bv, so for example
9g ” řaPBv 9gav. Rather than keeping track of powers of k we will simply write kOp1q to indicate k
raised to powers bounded by a constant C, which will depend only on the power c appearing in
(155). We suppose inductively that for all s ě 0,ÿ
j“1,2
”
|χs,jav pσq| `max
L
|κs,jav pσ|Lq|
ı
ď A¯r2
´k, 1spσq
p2kζqav{kOp1q
and e¯savpστ |Lq ď Ar2
´k, 1, 2kspστq
p2kζqav{kOp1q . (161)
We then define Ψt`1 as follows:
(1) We may suppose inductively that the measure νt´2{3 is judicious on average: in the base case
t “ 0, this measure is defined using the original weights and messages, so it is certainly judicious
on average by hypothesis. The distribution of spins at time t is
νtpστ δvq “ ϕ
t
vpστ δvq
9zt
ź
aPv
avgqˆ
t
avppστqavq, where
avgqˆ
t
avpστq “ 1
avgzˆtav
ÿ
L
ψtavpστ,Lqqˆt`1av pστ,Lq, (162)
with 9zs, avgzˆsav normalizing constants. We then apply Lem. 7.8 on the averaged messages avgqˆ
to update ψvpστ δvq from the t-version to the pt` 1q-version, such that the resulting measure
νt`1{3 will be judicious on average.
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(2) At time t` 1{3 the edge marginals are given by
z¯t`1{3av νt`1{3av pστ,Lq “ ψtavpστ,Lqqˆt`1av pστ,Lq 9ut`1{3va pστq, where (163)
9zt`1{3va 9ut`1{3va pστq “
ÿ
στδv :pστqav“στ
ϕt`1pστ δvq
ź
bPBv
avgqˆ
t
bvppστqbvq
for z¯t`1{3av and 9zt`1{3va normalizing constants. For j “ 1, 2, all a P Bv, and all L, set
ψt`1,jav pσ|Lq
ψt,jav pσ|Lq
” 1` κt`1{3,jav pσ|Lq “ ‹piavpσq
ν
t`1{3,j
av pσ|Lq
for all σ P tr, y, g, bu. (164)
We will show below that this update brings the edge marginals closer to satisfying the condi-
tionally judicious requirement.
(3) Lastly, j “ 1, 2, all a P Bv, and all L, set
ψt`1av pLq
ψtavpLq ” 1` ρ
t`2{3
av pLq “ ‹piavpLq
ν
t`2{3
av pLq
. (165)
Having completed one round of updates, we increment t by one and return to step (1). We will now
show that this iteration converges to the desired weighting Ψ. The analysis is slightly involved so
for ease of reading we divide it into a few labelled parts:
Part I. Errors incurred by update (1).
Recall from above that νt´2{3 is judicious on average, and supposeˇˇˇˇ
avgqˆ
t´1{3
av pστq
avgqˆ
t´2{3
av pστq
´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇˇ
avgqˆ
t
avpστq
avgqˆ
t´1{3
av pστq
´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ď Artav, 9tav, :tavspστq.
From the definition (162), we see that in the base case t “ 0, the error arises from changing qˆ6 to qˆ
while keeping the weights ψ fixed, so we can take p, 9, :qt|t“0 “ p, 9, :q. The error for t ě 1 will be
estimated in the subsequent parts of the proof; it arises from updating ψt´1av to ψtav while keeping
the messages qˆ fixed. Recalling (163) we define
γtavpστq ” ν
t`1{3
av pστ,Lq
νtavpστ,Lq ´ 1 “
z¯tav 9u
t`1{3
va pστq
z¯
t`1{3
av 9utvapστq
´ 1;
we emphasize that γ is constant in L. Summing over τ gives
ν
t`1{3
av pLqνt`1{3,1av pσ|Lq ´ νtavpLqνt,1av pσ|Lq
“ νtavpLq‹piavpσqrY t,1av pσ|Lq `Z t,1av pσ|Lqs
(166)
where the error terms Y ,Z are defined by
Y t,1av pσ|Lq ” 1‹piavpσq
ÿ
τ
νtavpστqγtavpστq “ 1´ ν
t,1
av pσq
‹piavpσq “ ´χ
t,1
av pσq,
Z t,1av pσ|Lq ” 1‹piavpσq
ÿ
τ
”
νtavpστ |Lq ´ νtavpστq
ı
γtavpστq.
By the sequence of approximations
νtavpστ |Lq « νt,1av pσ|Lqνt,2av pσ|Lq « ‹piavpσq‹piavpτq « νt,1av pσqνt,2av pσq « νtavpστq, (167)
we conclude ˇˇˇˇ
νtavpστ |Lq
νtavpστq ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
À e¯tavpστ |Lq `
ÿ
j“1,2
ÿ
x“σ,τ
”
χt,javpxq ` κt,javpx|Lq
ı
.
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Applying Cor. 7.9 under Condition 7.13 gives
γtav ď kOp1qEt and 9γtav, :γtav ď kOp1q
”
Et ` 9tav ` maxt:
t
av, 1u
p2kζqav
ı
where Et ” t ` 9
t
2k
` maxt:
t, 1u
2kp`ζq
Combining with (161) gives
|Z t,1av pσ|Lq| ď γ
t
avA¯r2´1, 1spσq
p2kζqav{kOp1q
Substituting into (166) and recalling (160) gives
rκt`1{3av ` ρt`1{3av s ´ rρtav ` κtavs ď ` k
Op1qEt
2kp2kζqav
and 9κt`1{3av ´ rρtav ` 9κtavs ď k
Op1q
p2kζqav
”
Et ` 9tav ` maxt:
t
av, 1u
p2kζqav
ı
. (168)
In particular, this verifies (161) for the base case t “ 0.
Part II-a. Errors in averaged messages incurred by update (2).
We first observe the relations
‹piavpσq “
ÿ
L
νt`1{3,jav pσ,Lq, since νt`1{3 is judicious on average; and
‹piavpσq “ r1` κt`1{3,jav pσ|Lqsνt`1{3,jav pσ|Lq for all L, by update rule (164).
Averaging the second line over L and comparing with the first gives
0 “
ÿ
L
κt`1{3,jav pσ|Lqνt`1{3av pLqνt`1{3,jav pσ|Lq for all σ P tr, y, g, bu. (169)
We now apply this to estimate the change in the averaged message avgqˆsav in going from s “ t` 1{3
to s “ t` 2{3. Note qˆs`1 does not change in this update, so assume without loss qˆs`1 “ qˆ. Since
the weights are of product form, it follows from (163) and (164) that
avgzˆ
t`2{3
av avgqˆ
t`2{3
av pστq “
ÿ
L
ψtavpστ,Lqqˆavpστ,Lqr1` κt`1{3,1av pσ|Lqsr1` κt`1{3,2av pτ |Lqs
“ avgzˆt`1{3av avgqˆt`1{3av pστq
”
1`O
´ ÿ
x“σ,τ
}κt`1{3av pxq}28
¯ı
` K
t`1{3,1
av pστq `K t`1{3,2av pστq
9ut`1{3va pστq
(170)
“ avgzˆt`1{3av avgqˆt`1{3av pστq
”
1`O
´ ÿ
x“σ,τ
}κt`1{3av pxq}8
¯ı
(171)
where the error term K is defined by
K t`1{3,1av pστq ”
ÿ
L
κt`1{3,1av pσ|Lqψ
t
avpLqψt`1av pστ |Lq
1` κt`1{3,1av pσ|Lq
qˆavpστ,Lq 9ut`1{3va pστq
“ z¯t`1{3av
ÿ
L
κt`1{3,1av pσ|Lqψ
t`1
av pστ |Lq
ψtavpστ |Lq
ν
t`1{3
av pστ,Lq
1` κt`1{3,1av pσ|Lq
,
with K t`1{3,2av symmetrically defined. Clearly, there are multiple ways to choose K such that the
remaining error can be absorbed into the Op}κ}28q term in (170). Our particular choice of K is
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motivated by (169), which we now use to argue that K is small enough to improve the first-order
estimate (171). Applying the update rule (164) gives
ψt`1av pστ |Lq
ψtavpστ |Lq
ν
t`1{3
av pστ |Lq
1` κt`1{3,1av pσ|Lq
“ r1` e¯t`1{3av pστ |Lqs‹piavpτqνt`1{3,1av pσ|Lq.
Substituting this into the definition of K and applying (164) together with (169) gives
K t`1{3,1av pστq “ ‹piavpτq
ÿ
L
κt`1{3,1av pσ|Lqe¯t`1{3av pστ |Lqνt`1{3av pLqνt`1{3,1av pσ|Lq
“ ‹piavpτq‹piavpσq
ÿ
L
κ
t`1{3,1
av pσ|Lq
1` κt`1{3,1av pσ|Lq
e¯t`1{3av pστ |Lqνt`1{3av pLq,
and so recalling (170) and (171) we concludeˇˇˇˇ
avgqˆ
t`2{3
av pστq
avgqˆ
t`1{3
av pστq
´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
À
ÿ
x“σ,τ
}κt`1{3av pxq}8max
!
}κt`1{3av pxq}8 ` }e¯t`1{3av pστq}8, 1
)
It then follows from (161) that
yERRpavgqˆt`1{3av , avgqˆt`2{3av q ď kOp1qp2kζqav
¨˝
2´k 2´k
2´k 1
2´k 1
‚˛˜κt`1{3av
9κt`1{3av
¸
. (172)
Going through the variable bp and applying the assumed bound on the size of pBvq2, we findˇˇˇˇ
9ut`2{3va pστq
9ut`1{3va pστq
´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ď κ
t`1{3 ` 9κt`1{3
2kp1`ζq{kOp1q for all σ, τ P tr, y, g, bu. (173)
Part II-b. Errors in averaged messages incurred by update (3).
A similar (but simpler) calculation gives the error in the average messages in going from s “ t` 2{3
to s “ t` 1:
avgzˆ
t`1
av avgqˆ
t`1
av pστq “ avgzˆt`2{3av avgqˆt`2{3av pστq ` R
t`2{3
av pστq
9ut`2{3va pστq
where
Rt`2{3av pστq ”
ÿ
L
ρt`2{3av pLqψtavpLqψt`1av pστ |Lqqˆt`2{3av pστq 9ut`2{3va pστq
“ z¯t`2{3av
ÿ
L
ρt`2{3av pLqνt`2{3av pστ,Lq.
The update rule (165) implies that the sum of ρt`2{3av pLqνt`2{3av pLq is zero, and combining with the
approximation (167) and the assumption (161) gives
Rt`2{3av pστq
”
1`O
´
e¯tavpστ |Lq `
ÿ
j“1,2
ÿ
x“σ,τ
”
χt,javpxq ` κt,javpx|Lq
ı¯ı
“ z¯t`2{3av νt`2{3av pστq
ÿ
L
ρt`2{3av pLqνt`2{3av pLq,
therefore
|Rt`2{3av pστq|
ν
t`2{3
av pστq
ď }ρt`2{3av }8Ar2
´k, 1, 2kspστq
p2kζqav{kOp1q .
Comparing with the above expansion, we conclude
yERRpavgqˆt`2{3av , avgqˆt`1av q ď }ρt`2{3av }8p2kζqav{kOp1q p2´k, 1, 2kq.
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Again going through the variable bp we findˇˇˇˇ
9ut`1va pστq
9ut`2{3va pστq
´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ď ρ
t`2{3
2kp1`ζq{kOp1q for all σ, τ P tr, y, g, bu. (174)
Part III-a. Errors in marginals incurred by update (2).
We now estimate the change in ν between t` 1{3 and t` 2{3, by comparing νt`1{3 with
z¯
t`1{2
av ν
t`1{2
av pστ,Lq “ ψtavpLqψt`1av pστ |Lqqˆavpστ,Lq 9ut`1{3va pστq.
z¯
t`2{3
av ν
t`2{3
av pστ,Lq “ ψtavpLqψt`1av pστ |Lqqˆavpστ,Lq 9ut`2{3av pστq.
First we estimate the error between t` 1{3 and t` 1{2. Note from (164) the relationÿ
σ
νt`1{3,jav pσ|Lqκt`1{3,jav pσ|Lq “ 0 (175)
which holds for every fixed L. It follows that
z¯
t`1{2
av ν
t`1{2
av pLq
z¯
t`1{3
av ν
t`1{3
av pLq
“
ÿ
σ,τ
ψt`1av pστ |Lq
ψtavpστ |Lq ν
t`1{3
av pστ |Lq
“ 1`
ÿ
σ,τ
κt`1{3,1av pσ|Lqκt`1{3,2av pτ |Lqνt`1{3av pστ |Lq
“ 1`O
´”ÿ
σ
‹piavpσq}κt`1{3av pσq}8
ı2q “ 1`O´ÿ
σ
‹piavpσq}κt`1{3av pσq}28
¯
.
Recalling (161) we can boundÿ
σ
‹piavpσq}κt`1{3av pσq}28 À pκt`1{3av q2 ` p 9κ
t`1{3
av q2
2k
ď κ
t`1{3
av ` 9κt`1{3av
2kp2kζqav{kOp1q .
The error from t` 1{2 to t` 2{3 is given by (173), so altogetherˇˇˇˇ
ν
t`2{3
av pLq
ν
t`1{3
av pLq
´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ď κ
t`1{3 ` 9κt`1{3
2kp1`ζq{kOp1q `
κ
t`1{3
av ` 9κt`1{3av
2kp2kζqav{kOp1q (176)
This calculation shows that the update (164) has an extremely small effect on the marginal clause
proportions νavpLq. A similar calculation shows the update (164) indeed brings ν closer to being
conditionally judicious:
z¯t`1{2av νt`1{2av pστ,Lq “ z¯t`1{3av νt`1{3av pστ,Lqψ
t`1
av pστ |Lq
ψtavpστ |Lq
“ z¯t`1{3av νt`1{3av pLq‹piavpσqν
t`1{3
av pστ |Lq
ν
t`1{3
av pσ|Lq
r1` κt`1{3,2av pτ |Lqs,
and by summing over τ and rearranging we find
z¯
t`1{2
av ν
t`1{2
av pLq
z¯
t`1{3
av ν
t`1{3
av pLq
ν
t`1{2,1
av pσ|Lq
‹piavpσq ´ 1 “
ÿ
τ
ν
t`1{3
av pστ |Lq
ν
t`1{3,1
av pσ|Lq
κt`1{3,2av pτ |Lq
“
ÿ
τ
νt`1{3,2av pτ |Lqe¯t`1{3,1av pστ |Lqκt`1{3,2av pτ |Lq
where the last identity uses (175). Recalling (161) and combining with (173) givesˇˇˇˇ
ν
t`2{3,1
av pσ|Lq
‹piavpσq ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ď κ
t`1{3 ` 9κt`1{3
2kp1`ζq{kOp1q `
κ
t`1{3
av ` 9κt`1{3av
2kp2kζqav{kOp1q . (177)
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Part III-b. Errors in marginals incurred by update (3).
In going from t` 2{3 to t` 1, we can write
z¯t`1av νt`1av pστ,Lq “ 9u
t`1
va pστq
9ut`2{3va pστq
z¯t`2{3av νt`2{3av pστ,Lqψ
t`1
av pLq
ψtavpLq .
It follows from (174) that the conditional distributions remain nearly unchanged,ˇˇˇˇ
νt`1av pστ |Lq
ν
t`2{3
av pστ |Lq
´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ď ρ
t`2{3
2kp1`ζq{kOp1q (178)
Applying the update rule (165) gives”
1`O
´ ρt`2{3
2kp1`ζq{kOp1q
¯ı
νt`1av pLq “ νt`2{3av pLqψ
t`1
av pLq
ψtavpLq “ ‹piavpLq. (179)
Part IV. Convergence of iterative procedure.
We now collect the error accumulated by a full round of updates (159). Let pxq` ” maxtx, 0u denote
the positive part of a real number x. From (168) we have
pκt`1{3 ´ κtq` ` pρt`1{3 ´ ρtq` ď kOp1qEt{2kζ
p 9κt`1{3 ´ 9κt ´ ρtq` ď kOp1qEt2k{2kζ
Applying (177) and (176) gives
κt`2{3 ` 9κt`2{3 ` pρt`2{3 ´ ρt`1{3q` ď kOp1qrκt`1{3 ` 9κt`1{3s{2kζ ,
and applying (178) and (179) gives
pκt`1 ´ κt`2{3q` ` p 9κt`1 ´ 9κt`2{3q` ` ρt`1 ď kOp1qρt`2{3{2kζ ,
which combines to gives
κt`1 ` ρt`1 ` 9κt`1 ď κ
t ` ρt ` 9κt
2kζ{kOp1q `
Et2k
2kζ{kOp1q .
Lastly, applying (173) and (174) gives
Et “ t ` 9
t
2k
` maxt:
t, 1u
2kp`ζq
ď κ
t ` 9κt ` ρt
2kp1`ζq{kOp1q ,
which gives the claimed contraction
κt`1 ` ρt`1 ` 9κt`1 ď κ
t`1 ` ρt`1 ` 9κt`1
2kζ{kOp1q .
This proves the convergence of our iterative construction of Ψ. Summing over t ě 0 proves the
claimed error bounds for the outgoing messages. 
It remains to conclude that the full iteration in D converges. Recalling (147), let
$epLq ”
ÿ
σPtr,y,g,bu2
ϑ1trPtσ1,σ2uu
ˇˇˇˇ
ωepσ|Lq
‹piepσ1q‹piepσ2q ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
,
$au ” max
L:Ljpv;aq“t
$aupLq, ξa ”
ÿ
ePδD
$e
2kbT pe,aq
.
By the above analysis we can conclude that the multiplicative error between the conditional messages
p 9qp¨|Lq, qˆp¨|Lqqt´1 and p 9qp¨|Lq, qˆp¨|Lqqt decays at least as quickly as ϑt{2 for any L that is consistent
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with T . Moreover, it is clear that as the errors in the conditional messages decay, so do the errors
in the messages on the clause types. It follows that for clauses a incident to the root variable v,
$av ď ϑ1{4ξa ď ϑ1{8 max
ePδT $e. (180)
8. Merging and hessian calculation
We now complete the proof of Propn. 11, continuing to assume the result of Propn. 12.
Consider a compound enclosure T surrounding some root variable vrt. Following the discussion
of §3.4, we shall update ω by reoptimizing over the coordinates corresponding to the interior of T,
subject to fixed marginals marginals ωδT on the leaves. The constrained optimization is formally
expressed in (124).
Let κ be the defect buffer depth from §5, and fix M “ κ1{4. A variable at distance M2 from vrt
is called a terminal if it does not lie within distance 5M2 of any non-nice variable; the terminals
decompose the tree T into blocks. The block is termed non-defective if it has depth exactly M2: in
this case, all variables in the tree are nice, so the tree has no leaves except for the terminals which
all occur at depth exactlyM2. Otherwise the block is termed defective: in this case, since the buffer
depth κ exceeds M2 by a large constant factor, the block must intersect precisely one single defect.
join J (red)
terminal variable (gold)
terminal variables
leaf edges δJ
previously analyzed
subtrees (blue),
still detached
edges to be identified with
δJ in merge operation,
each with input error $˜e
previously analyzed
subtrees (blue)
join J (red)
terminal variable (gold)
leaf edges δJ
the merged tree T ,
with input errors $e at δJ
Figure 6. The inductive merge operation
We now merge the blocks recursively upwards, as illustrated in Fig. 6. At each merge step, the
join J is the uppermost block that joins up the subtrees below. For each leaf edge e P δJ , let Te
denote the subtree of T descended from e. The merged tree T is obtained by gluing e to Te for
each e P δJ . We assume inductively that the optimization (124) has already been solved for the
subtrees Te, and proceed to analyze (124) for the merged tree T . Recalling the notation (147), for
each e P δJ define errorsr$e with respect to optνTepωδTeq (errors in detached subtrees);
$e with respect to optνT pωδT q (errors in the merged tree). (181)
We treat separately the case that the join J is defective or non-defective.
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8.1. Merging through defective joins. We handle defective merges by a reweighting scheme
which will allow us to pass through a defect with bounded error amplification. In §8.2 we show
that the non-defective joins give sufficient contraction to overwhelm the occasional amplifications
coming from defects. The main result of this subsection is that the output error at the root of the
defective join is upper bounded by a large constant times the sum of the input errors coming from
the leaves:
Proposition 8.1. In a defective join J that produces the merged tree T , let $e, r$e (e P δJ) be as
in (181). Then at the root edge ert of J we have
$ert ď 212k
ÿ
ePδJ
r$e.
Proof. The layer of clauses in J incident to the leaf edges δJ will be referred to as boundary clauses,
and hereafter denoted BFJ . The idea here is to reweight these clauses in such a way as to circumvent
the difficulty both of analyzing tree recursions within a defect, and also of analyzing the perturbance
(181) to the input errors caused by merging the subtrees. For each e “ pauq P δJ , let 9qua be the
message from u to a in the detached subtree Te. Suppose the clause a receives messages 9qua from its
child variables u, but receives the canonical product message b 9qva from its parent variable v. We
then apply Cor. 7.5 to define a clause weighting oΓa such that, with these inputs, the oΓa-weighted
bp recursion at a outputs the canonical product messages on every edge leaving a:
bqˆau “ BPaur 9q; oΓas for all u P Ba (including u “ v).
On the merged tree T we put weights oΛ consisting of the following:
weight bΛ ” ‹Λb ‹Λ in the interior JzδJ ;
weight oΓa at each boundary clause a P J ;
weight ΛTe “ ΛTepωδTeq on each subtree Te;
where the canonical single-copy model weights ‹Λ are given by Cor. 3.6. The weights ΛTe are as in
(125), and need not be directly estimated for the current calculation. Let oν be the optimizer of the
unconstrained oΛ-weighted model: recalling (126),
oν “ optν oΛT “ arg maxµrHpµq ` xln oΛ, µys
where µ runs over probability measures on valid colorings of T . By construction, the marginal of oν
on each Te is simply optνTepωδT q, while the marginal on JzδJ coincides with that of the canonical
product measure optνJpbωδJq, so oν is judicious in the sense of (123). For any valid coloring σ of T ,
we have oνpσq “ oΛpσq{oz with oz the normalizing constant. Consequently, for any other probability
measure µ on valid colorings,
´Hpµ|oνq “ Hpµq ` xln oν, µy “ Hpµq ` xln oΛ, µy ´ ln oz.
Combining with the fact that ´Hpoν|oνq “ 0 gives
´Hpµ|oνq “ ´Hpµ|oνq `Hpoν|oνq “ Hpµq ´Hpoνq ` xln oΛ, µ´ oνy. (182)
Since oν is judicious and consistent with ωδT , we must have Hpoνq ď Hpνq for the true solution
ν “ optνT pωδT q of (124), so we conclude
Hpν|oνq ď xln oΛ, oν ´ νy. (183)
Since ν and oν agree on the trees Te and have the same single-copy marginals everywhere, the only
contribution to xln oΛ, oν ´ νy comes from the boundary clauses BFJ :
Hpν|oνq ď
ÿ
aPBF J
ÿ
ePδa
ÿ
σ
ln oγepσqroνepσq ´ νepσqs
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Recalling (181), very crudely we have }oνe ´ bωe}8 ď 23k r$e for any a P BFJ , any e P δaX δJ
(as noted above, oνepσq “ bωepσq for e P δazδJ). Similarly we have }νe ´ bωe}8 ď 23k$e for any
a P BFJ , any e P δa. A crude application of Cor. 7.5 givesÿ
ePδa
} ln oγe}8 ď 23k
ÿ
ePδaXδJ
r$e,
and combining these estimates gives
Hpν|oνq ď 26k
ÿ
aPBF J
ˆ ÿ
ePδaXδJ
r$e˙ˆ ÿ
ePδaXδJ
r$e ` ÿ
ePδa
$e
˙
. (184)
Now suppose for the sake of contradiction thatÿ
ePδJ
r$e ď pmax
ePJ $eq{2
12k. (185)
Substituting into the previous bound gives
Hpν|oνq ď 2k26k pmax
ePJ $eq
ÿ
e1PδJ
r$e1 .
On the other hand Hpν|oνq ě 2´5kpmaxePJ $eq2, and combining these inequalities contradicts (185),
thereby proving the claim. 
8.2. Merging through non-defective joins. We now show that the non-defective merges give
sufficient contraction towards the product measure. First we address the comparison between the
errors r$ in the detached subtrees, versus the errors $ in the merged tree:
Proposition 8.2. In a non-defective join J (of depth M2) that produces the merged tree T , let
$e, r$e (e P δJ) be as in (181). Then ÿ
ePδJ
$e ď 4kM
ÿ
ePδJ
r$e.
Proof. We suppose the bound false and derive a contradiction. Let A Ď J denote the layer of clauses
in J at distance M from δJ , so that bT pe, aq “M for all e P δJ , a P A. Then, with ξa as in (147),
we have ÿ
aPA
ξa “
ÿ
ePδJ
$e
ÿ
aPA
2´kbT pe,aq ď k
2M2
2kM
ÿ
ePδJ
$e.
For a P A let Ja denote the subtree of J descended from a. Combining the assumption and the
above inequality gives ÿ
aPA
„
2
ÿ
ePδJa
$e ´ 2
kM
k2M2
ξa ´ 4kM
ÿ
ePδJa
r$e ě 0,
so we can find some a P A for which the expression in brackets is non-negative, implying
ξa ď 2k
2M2
2kM
ÿ
ePδJa
$e ď k3M2 max
ePδJa
$e; (186)
max
ePδJa
r$e ď ÿ
ePδJa
r$e ď 2
4kM
ÿ
ePδJa
$e ď max
ePδJa
$e. (187)
We now define modified weights oΛ on T by starting with Λ “ ΛT pωδT q as in (125), and placing
additional weights on this distinguished clause a, as well as all the boundary clauses (see proof of
Propn. 8.1) in its subtree Ja, as follows. Let v denote the parent variable of a. We reweight a
so that it sends to v the same message qˆav “ bpqˆavpΛq as in the Λ-weighted model, while sending
canonical product messages bqˆau so its child variables u P Bazv. Next, for each boundary clause
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b P BFJa, we reweight b so that it sends the canonical product message bqˆbw to its parent variable
w, while sending to its child variables u1 P Bbzw the messages qˆbu1 “ bpqˆbu1pΛTbu1 q, recalling that ΛTe
(for e P δJ) is the weighting (125) for the detached tree Te with boundary conditions ωδTe . Let
oν “ optν oΛT be the maximizer for the unconstrained oΛ-weighted model, as defined by (126). Let Ta
denote the subtree of T descended from a, so Ja Ď Ta. It follows from our construction that oν$&%agrees marginally on T zTa with ν “ optνT pωδT q;agrees marginally on Ja with bν “ optνT pbωδT q;agrees marginally on Te (e P δJa) with eν ” optνTepωδTeq.
It follows from (183) that
xln oΛ, oν ´ νy ě Hpν|oνq ě 2´6kpmax
ePδJa
$eq2.
Since ν and oν agree on T zTa and have the same single-copy marginals everywhere, we can decompose
xln oΛ, oν ´ νy “ A`B where A is the contribution from edges incident to a, and B is the contribu-
tion from edges incident to BFJa. By Cor. 7.5, the clause weights satisfy maxePδa } ln oγe}8 ď 23k$av
(with v the parent of a), and }oνe ´ νe}8 ď 23k$e, so
2´6kA “ 2´6k
ÿ
ePδa
xln oγe, oνe ´ νey ď $av
ÿ
ePδa
$e ď pϑkM{3ξaq2
where the last step follows by Propn. 7.11. Combining with (186) gives
A ď ϑkM{2pmax
ePδJa
$eq2.
Next, similarly to the derivation of (184) we have
2´6kB “ 2´6k
ÿ
bPBF Ja
ÿ
ePδb
xln oγe, oνe ´ νey ď
ÿ
bPBF Ja
ˆ ÿ
ePδbXδJ
r$e˙ˆ ÿ
ePδbXδJ
r$ ` ÿ
ePδb
r$e˙.
Combining with (187) gives
2´6kB ď 2kpmax
ePδJa
$eq
ÿ
ePδJa
r$e ď 4kpmaxePJa $eq
4kM
ÿ
ePδJa
$e ď pmaxePJa $eq
2
2kM{2
.
Combining the estimates gives
2´5kpmax
ePδJa
$eq2 ď Hpν|oνq ď A`B ď ϑkM{3pmax
ePδJa
$eq2,
and taking M a sufficiently large absolute constant gives the required contradiction. 
We can now complete our analysis of the block update procedure in compound enclosures. For
any variable vrt inside the enclosure, we can consider the enclosure as a tree T rooted at vrt, and
use terminals to break up the tree into blocks as described in §7.5. The results of this section
show how to bound the root error $ert (for the edges ert incident to vrt) in terms of the input
errors $e at the leaf edges e P δT. For each e P δT, traversing the path from e to vrt, we see from
Cor. 7.11 and Propn. 8.2 that the error $e contracts by a factor expt´pk ln 2qp1` δqM2u each time
it passes through a non-defective join, where M2 is the depth of the join and δ is a small constant.
Meanwhile, by Propn. 8.1, the error amplification received by passing through a defective join is at
most 212k. It follows that for a small absolute constant δ˚,
$ert ď
ÿ
vPBT
exptkpδ˚q´1Bpvrt, vqu
exptpk ln 2qp1` δ˚qdpvrt, vqu$e ď pmaxePδT $eq{4, (188)
where the last inequality follows by the definition of an enclosure (cf. (39)).
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8.3. Hessians and conclusion. We now conclude the proof of Propn. 11.
Proof of Propn. 11. Assume that the degree profile D is conforming, which by §7.1 occurs with high
probability. The analysis of the current section shows that optωpDq equals bω, which immediately
gives the desired bound up to nOp1q multiplicative error, see (57). Recalling (58), it remains to show
that Ψpωq has negative-definite Hessian around ω “ optω.
To this end, let ω be a vector of marginals near to optω, and let ert be an edge (type) with
maximal error $e under ω. Take a neighborhood T of ert, corresponding either to a block update
(§7.2) or a depth-one update (§7.6). Let µ be a probability measure on colorings of T such that
all edge marginals are consistent with ω. In contrast, let ν “ optνT pωδT q, and let 6ω denote the
marginals of ν. Recalling (182) we have
´Hpµ|νq “ Hpµq ´Hpνq `
zero
xln Λ, µ´ νy,
where the second term vanishes because µ, ν agree on δT and have the same single-copy marginals
everywhere. Since the relative entropy Hpp|qq behaves near p “ q as
Hpp|qq “
ÿ
σ
ppσq ln ppσq
qpσq —
ÿ
e
ÿ
σ
pppσq ´ qpσqq2
qpσq ,
there exists a constant c1 (depending on k and on c1) such that
Hpµ|νq ě Hpωert |6ωertq ě c1}ωert ´ 6ωert}28.
By the contraction results (188) and (180), there exists another constant c2 such that
}ωert ´ 6ωert}8 ě c2}ωert ´ bωert}8.
Since ert was chosen to be the edge type with maximal deviation between ωe and ωbe , and the
number of edge types is bounded by pc1q´1, there is another constant c3 for which
}ωert ´ bωert}8 ě c3}ω ´ bω}8.
Altogether we find
Ψpoptωq ´Ψpωq ě Ψp6ωq ´Ψpωq ě c1rHpνq ´Hpµqs “ c1Hpµ|νq ě c}ω ´ bω}2,
so the result follows from (58). 
9. A priori estimates for edge marginals
In this section we prove Propn. 12. We continue to use the notation of (48) for the pair model;
recall for example that each entry of ω is a probability measure over tr, y, g, bu2. We assume as
before that ω is judicious (condition (54)). We now introduce a richer set of colors, as follows. On a
given (processed) graph prG ” pV, F,Eq, each valid (single-copy) coloring σ PX E can be mapped
to a coloring
τ P T E , T ” tr, y, g, b, v ” violet, w ” whiteu,
in a one-to-one manner, by setting
τe “
$&% v if σe “ r and σδvze contains at least one r edge;w if σe P ty, g, bu and σδaze contains at least two tg, bu edges;
σe otherwise.
It will also be convenient to define ς as the projection of τ obtained by mapping tv, ru to r:
ς P S E , S ” tr, y, g, b, wu, ςe “
"
r if τe P tr, vu;
τe otherwise.
The configurations σ, τ , and ς are in one-to-one correspondence with one another.
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Recall the combinatorial calculation (49) which expresses EDZ2rωs as a sum of terms EDZ2rνs,
each a product of multinomial coefficients. We see from the Stirling approximation (50) that the
dominant contribution to EDZ2rωs comes from the measure optν ” optνpωq which maximizes entropy
subject to marginals ω. This principle of entropy maximization forms the basis of most of the
estimates in this section. In what follows, we denote
σ ” pσ1, σ2q (pair of X -configurations);
ς ” pς1, ς2q (pair of S -configurations);
τ ” pτ1, τ2q (pair of T -configurations).
We let ω denote the edge empirical measure of pσ, τq, with each entry ωL,j a probability measure
over elements pσ, τq PX 2 ˆT 2. The marginal of ω on the X 2-coordinates is given by ω. Clearly,
by mapping τ to ς, each ωL,j also defines a measure on pairs pσ, ςq.
9.1. White edges and diverse edges. We first consider the entropy maximization problem at
clauses to show that the majority of edges are white under ς (Lems. 9.1 and 9.4), and to obtain
preliminary estimates on the overlap of +{- spins in the pair model (Lem. 9.2). Recall that a clause
is nice if all incident variables are nice in the sense of Defn. 3.8.
Lemma 9.1. For any nice clause type L, it holds for all j P rks that
ωL,jpς “ wwq “ 1´Opk2{2kq.
Proof. We will prove the following. Take any judicious vector ω, and let ν “ p 9ν, νˆq “ optνpωq as
described above. Thus, for each clause type L, νˆL defines a measure on clause-incident colorings
σδa. In the correspondence between σ and ς, we can determine ςδa as a function of σδa, so νˆL
induces a measure over ςδa. We will show that if L is nice, then
νˆLpςe “ wwq “ 1´Opk2{2kq (189)
for each e P δa, which implies the claim.
For the proof of (189), we can collapse b, g into the composite color c ” cyan, so we now work
with edge colors σe P tr, y, cu2. The single-copy marginals of ω are given by ‹pi; and since L is nice,
we have
‹piLpjqprq “ Op2´kq and ‹piLpjqpcq ě 1{2´ 1{k for all j. (190)
Let C denote the subset of (valid) colorings σδa with all colors in ty, cu. Let Cc denote the (valid)
colorings not in C — these are the colorings with at least one edge colored r, so from (190) we have
νˆLpCcq “ Opk{2kq. We will work with the conditional measure
µpσδaq ” νˆLpσδa | Cq.
Let µe denote the marginal of µ on σe; this is a probability measure on ty, cu2. Since νˆLpCq is close
to one, µ is close to νˆL, and so the single-copy marginals of µe are close to ‹pie. In particular we
must have
µiepcq ě 1{2´ 2{k for i “ 1, 2. (191)
Since νˆL maximizes entropy subject to marginals ωL,j , we see that µ maximizes entropy subject to
marginals µe. By the method of Lagrange multipliers, µ must be of form
µpσδaq “ 1tσδa P CuQpσδaq
QpCq , Qpσδaq ”
ź
ePδa
qepσeq, (192)
where the qe are probability measures on ty, cu2 such that µ has marginals µe.
We will construct the qe iteratively, starting from q0e “ µe. Let µt be defined as µ but with qt in
place of q, and let µte denote its edge marginals. Then
µtepσq – qtepσqξtepσq where ξtepσq “ QtpC |σe “ σq. (193)
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We then define qt`1e to be the probability measure proportional to µe{ξte. By a straightforward
calculation, ˇˇˇˇ Bξtepσq
Bqte1pσ1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ď k
Op1q
2k
for any e ‰ e1 in δa, and any σ, σ1 P ty, cu2.
It is easily verified that ξ0e ě 1´ kOp1q{2k for all e, so }µ0e{µe ´ 1}8 ď 2´k{2. Now suppose induc-
tively that
}µt´1e {µe ´ 1}8 ď p2´k{2qt for all t ě 1. (194)
Since qt´1e {qte is by definition proportional to µt´1e {µe, it follows from the above bound on Bξ{Bq
that }ξte ´ ξt´1e }8 ď 2´2k{3p2´k{2qt. Then, since µte – qteξte while µe – qteξt´1e , we deduce that
}µte{µe ´ 1}8 ď p2´k{2qt`1,
verifying the inductive hypothesis (194). To conclude, we set qe ” limtÑ8 qte, and note that summing
(194) over t ě 1 implies
}qe ´ µe}8 ď 2´k{3 for each e P δa. (195)
We can now directly estimate from (191), (192), and (195) that µpςe “ wwq “ 1´Opk2{2kq for all
e P δa. Recalling νˆLpCcq “ Opk{2kq, the lemma follows. 
Recall from Defn. 3.18 that we denote L Q t if Lpjptqq “ t. We will sometimes write L Qj t to
emphasize j “ jptq. Note that if Lpjq is a nice edge type, then it follows from the judicious condition
that
|ωL,jpbbq ´ ωL,jpyyq| ď 2´k{11,
|ωL,jpbyq ´ ωL,jpybq| ď 2´k{11. (196)
Recall optνpωq denotes the optimizer of EZ2pνq subject to marginals ω. We now let
optνrpis ” arg maxtEZ2pνq : ν “ optνpωq for some ω consistent with piu,
where we recall (see (48)) that ω is consistent with pi if each entry pit of pi is obtained by averaging
over all clause types L consistent with the edge type t. As before, under the degree profile D , we
use pipL|tq to denote the fraction of type-t edges e “ pavq such that the incident clause is of type
La “ L.
Lemma 9.2. There is an absolute constant ¯ ą 0 such that the following holds. For any nice edge
type t and any σ P ty, bu2,
pitpσq ě 2´k{20 implies
!
ωL,jpσq ě ¯pitpσq for all L Qj t
)
.
Proof. Fix e “ pavq to be an edge of type t, and let
N ” Ne ” tvalid colorings σδa : σe P ty, bu2 and ςe “ wwu.
Let ν “ p 9ν, νˆq “ optνrpis as defined above, and then define a probability measure νˆt over pairs
pL, σδaq by setting νˆtpL, σδaq “ pipL|tqνˆLpσδaq. Let
ζpL, σq ” νˆtpL, σe “ σ | Nq,
and note we can express ζpL, σq “ ξpLqζLpσq where
ζLpσq ” νˆLpσe “ σ | Nq, ξpLq “ pipL|tqνˆLpNq
νˆtpNq .
Let νˆtppL, σδaq; Ncq be fixed. The measure ζ maximizes entropy subject to marginal ξ on L, single-
copy marginals ζiL (for all L and for i “ 1, 2), and the relation
pitpσq “ νˆtpσe “ σ; Ncq ` νˆtpNqζpσe “ σq. (197)
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By the method of Lagrange multipliers, there exist weights γ, βpLq, β1L, β2L P R such that
ζpL, σq – exp
!
γ1tσ1 ‰ σ2u ` βpLq `
ÿ
i“1,2
2βiL1tσi “ bu
)
,
where γ can be chosen independently of L since its purpose is to enforce (197). Notice that
ζLpbbq
ζLpyyq “ expt2pβ
1
L ` β2Lqu and ζLpbyqζLpybq “ expt2pβ
1
L ´ β2Lqu (198)
For every L Qj t, Lem. 9.1 gives νˆLpNq “ 1´Opk2{2kq. It then follows from the judicious condition,
and the assumed niceness of t, that the ζiL are nearly uniform over ty, bu. This implies that both|ζLpyyq ´ ζLpbbq| and |ζLpybq ´ ζLpbyq| must be very small. In combination with (198) we have
ζLpyy, bbq ě 2´k{15 implies |β1L ` β2L| ď 1{k;
ζLpyb, byq ě 2´k{15 implies |β1L ´ β2L| ď 1{k.
(199)
Let us now prove the first part of the lemma: suppose pitpyb, byq ě χ with χ ě 2´k{20. This implies
that for some L Qj t, ζLpyb, byq ě 2χ{3 ě 2´k{15. Therefore, with ch denoting the hyperbolic cosine,
we have
χ{2 ď 2χ{3
1´ 2χ{3 ď
ζLpyb, byq
ζLpyy, bbq “ e
γ chpβ1L ´ β2Lq
chpβ1L ` β2Lq
ď eγ`1{k,
where the last step follows by (199). This implies eγ ě χ{3. Then, for every L compatible with t,
(199) implies that either ζLpyy, bbq ă 2´k{15, or |β1L ` β2L| ď 1{k in which case
ζLpyb, byq
ζLpyy, bbq ě
eγ
chpβ1L ` β2Lq
ě χ{4.
In either case ζLpyb, byq ě χ{4, which implies ωL,jpyb, byq ě χ{5 for all L Qj t. An entirely similar
argument gives that pitpyy, bbq ě χ implies ωL,jpyy, bbq ě χ{5 for all L Qj t. Recalling (196) gives
ωL,j ě χ{20 for all σ P ty, bu2, implying the lemma (with ¯ “ 1{20). 
For a variable v of type T let piv ” piT denote the marginal of the frozen configuration spin at v,
so piv is a probability measure on t+, -, fu2. Note piv can be computed from pie for any e P δv; for
example pivp++q “ piepyyq for any e P δvp-q.
Definition 9.3. A variable type T is diverse if piT p+-, -+q ě 1{4. Recall Cor. 6.3 that the total
number of variables v in the graph with frozen spin xv P t++, --u is very close to n{2. It then follows
that the number of non-diverse variables in the graph isÿ
v
1tpivp++, --q ě 3{4u ď p4{3q
ÿ
v
pivp++, --q ď 3n{4. (200)
A clause type L is diverse if at least k{10 of the incident variable types are diverse. In view of
Lem. 9.2, if L is nice and diverse, then
|tj : ωL,jpby, ybq ě ¯{4u| ě k{10. (201)
Let D denote the collection of diverse clause types.
Lemma 9.4. There exists an absolute constant δ ą 0 so that the following holds. Consider a clause
type L which is nice and diverse (Defn. 9.3). Let A be the set of valid σδa ” pσ1δa, σ2δaq such that no
σe is rr. Then optνˆL ” optνˆLpωq satisfies
optνˆLpW1 Y W2 | Aq ě 1´ 2´kp1`δq where Wi ” tς ie “ w for all e P δau
If ωL,jprrq ď 2´kp1`2δq for all j then the same holds without conditioning on A.
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Proof. In this proof we shall use the composite color c ” tg, bu. We also abbreviate u ” ty, cu.
Throughout the following  denotes a small positive number, whose value may change from one
occurrence to the next, but ultimately is taken as an absolute constant. Let νˆ ” optνˆpωq and
consider
µpσδaq ” νˆLpσδa | Aq.
The measure µ maximizes entropy subject to its edge marginals ζepσq ” µpσe “ σq, which are prob-
ability measures over σ P tr, y, cu2ztrru. Thus, similarly as in the preceding proofs of this section,
we shall construct a sequence of measures µt Ñ µ, where
Ztµtpσδaq “ 1tσδa P Au
ź
ePδa
btepσeq
with Zt the normalizing constant. We initialize the construction with
b0epσq ” ζepσqp2k´1qrrσs, (202)
where rrσs is the number of r coordinates in σ. Let ζte denote the edge marginals of µt. Given bt,
we define bt`1 by setting
bt`1e pσq{btepσq “ ζepσq{ζtepσq. (203)
To analyze the iteration, note that for any e1 ‰ e2 in δa,
Bζte1pσ1q{B ln bte2pσ2q “ Covµtp1tσe1 “ σ1u,1tσe1 “ σ2uq. (204)
Fix two edges e1 ‰ e2 in δa, and define
Ctpσ1, σ2q ” Z
tµtpσe1 “ σ1, σe2 “ σ2q
ζe1pσ1qζe2pσ2q .
We will prove by induction that for all t ě 0 and for all σ,ˇˇˇˇ
bt`1e pσq
btepσq ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
ζepσeq
ζtepσeq ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 2´kpt`1q{3yrrσs where
„
y0
y1

“
„
2´k{2
1

. (205)
In particular, this implies crudely that for all t, σ we have
| ln btepσq ´ ln b0epσq| ď 2´k ` ´1rrσs. (206)
Suppose this holds up to t. Note then that for any σδa containing at least one r,ź
ePδa
btepσeq “ eOp1{q
ź
ePδa
b0epσeq “ eOp1{q{2k. (207)
We now estimate Ctpσ1, σ2q, distinguishing three cases:
1. No r among σ1, σ2. For σ1, σ2 P uu “ ty, cu2,
Ctpσ1, σ2q “
from (206)
r1`Op2´kqs
ś
eRte1,e2u ζepuuq
1`Opk2{2kq `
from (207)
eOp1{qk2{2k
“ 1`Op2´kq
(in the first line, the factor 1`Opk2{2kq in the denominator corrects for the numerator over-
counting the σδa that have all colors in uu, but are invalid because not enough c edges are
present).
2. One r among σ1, σ2. If σ1 P yu “ tyy, ycu while σ2 P ru “ try, rcu, then
Ctpσ1, σ2q “ 9ξte1,e2pσ1, σ2q ` :ξte1,e2pσ1, σ2q
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where 9ξ is the contribution from colorings σδa with one r, and :ξ is the contribution from colorings
σδa with two r. From (206) together with the diverse clause property (201),
9ξte1,e2pσ1, σ2q “ 2r1`Op2´kqs
ź
eRte1,e2u
ζepyuq
1{2 “ 2r1`Op2
´kqs,
:ξte1,e2pσ1, σ2q “ eOp1{q1
"
σ1 “ yy
σ2 “ ry
* ÿ
eRte1,e2u
ζepyrq
1{2k
ź
fRte,e1,e2u
ζf pyyq
1{2 ď e
Op1{q{2k,
where the various factors of 2 come from the reweighting (202). We therefore conclude in this
case Ctpσ1, σ2q “ 2r1`Op2´kqs.
3. Two r among σ1, σ2. If σ1 “ ry while σ2 “ yr, then
Ctpσ1, σ2q “ exptOp1{qu
1{2k
ź
eRte1,e2u
ζepyyq
1{2 ď e
Op1{q2kp1´q,
again using (206) with the diverse clause assumption.
Combining the above estimates yields |Zt ´ 1| ď 2´k and }µt{µ´ 1}8 ď 2´k, so
Ctpσ1, σ2q
1`Op2´kq “
µtpσe1 “ σ1, σe2 “ σ2q
ζte1pσ1qζte2pσ2q
.
Recalling (204), we have thus shown thatˇˇˇˇ Bζte1pσ1q
B ln bte2pσ2q
ˇˇˇˇ
“ Op1qArrσ1s,rrσ2sζe1pσ1q where
„
A0,0 A0,1
A1,0 A1,1

“
„
2´k 2´k
1 2´k

.
Having bounded the derivatives, it is now straightforward to prove (205), using the update rule
(203) together with the bound Ay ď 2´k{2y (in each coordinate) for A as above and y as in (205).
Taking b “ limtÑ8 bt concludes our construction of µ, and we can then use this to estimate
µpW1 Y W2q ě µ
ˆ ÿ
ePδa
1tσe P tbb, by, ybuu ě 5
˙
ě 1´ 2´kp1`q,
which implies the first bound in the statement of the lemma. The second bound then follows trivially
from the assumption that maxj ωL,jprrq ď 2´kp1`2q. 
9.2. Forced edges. We next consider the entropy maximization problem around variables to esti-
mate the distribution of forced edges. We will find that variables are very unlikely to be forced by
exactly one clause, that is to say, edges which are red under σ are likely to be violet under τ .
At an edge e “ pavq denote Le ” La. Fix a variable v of type T , and let ΩT denote the
distribution at v of tuples pσδv,Lδvq (conflating v with T as in Rmk. 3.22). Now suppose that
ΩT “ optΩT rωs is the distribution that gives maximal contribution to ErZ2pωqs. Again applying
the principle of entropy maximization, this measure must take form
ΩT rωs “ ϕvpσδvq
ź
ePδa
pipL|teqqˆe,Lpσeq (208)
where ϕv is the indicator that σδv is a valid coloring (as in (14)), and the qˆe,L are probability
measures on X 2, chosen such that ΩT has edge marginals consistent with ω. The marginal of ΩT
on σδv is the measure 9νT , and takes the form
9νT pσδvq “ ϕvpσδvq
ź
ePδa
avgqˆepσeq (209)
where avgqˆe is the pi-averaging of the messages pqˆe,LqL. To state the next lemma, recall (12) that
for x P t+, -u, δvpxq denotes the edges e P δv with literal signs matching x.
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Lemma 9.5. Let x P t+, -u, and suppose that for a variable v of type T ,ÿ
ePδvpxq
piepσi “ r |σ P tr, bu2q ě k1 for both i “ 1, 2,
with 1 an absolute constant. Then there exists an absolute constant  (depending only on 1) such
that for every e P δvpxq,
ωL,jpτ “ vv |σ “ rrq
ωL,jpτ1 “ v |σ “ rbq
ωL,jpτ2 “ v |σ “ brq
,.- ě 1´ 2´k for all L Qj te.
Proof. Throughout the following  denotes a small positive number, whose value may change from
one occurrence to the next, but ultimately is taken as an absolute constant that depends only on
1. The key observation is that by comparing (208) and (209) we have
ΩT pσδvze|pσe,Leqq “ 9νT pσδvze|σeq – ϕvpσδvq
ź
e1Pδvze
avgqˆe1pσe1q. (210)
If we condition on σe “ rr then τe is a function of σδvze, so we see that for the purposes of this lemma
it suffices to estimate only the averaged messages avgqˆ. To this end, assume without loss x “ +, and
consider the distribution of σδvp+q conditioned on the event that v has frozen spin xv “ ++,
µpσδvp+qq ” 9νT pσδv |xv “ ++q.
The measure µ then maximizes entropy subject to its edge marginals µe, which are probability
measures over tr, bu2. It follows by the method of Lagrange multipliers that there exist probability
measures he over tr, bu2 such that
µpσδvp+qq –
ź
i“1,2
1trrσiδvp+qs ě 1u
ź
e
hepσeq. (211)
By assumption we have γi ě k1{2 for γi (i “ 1, 2, 3) defined by
γi ” 1
2
ÿ
ePδvpxq
piepσi “ r |σ P tr, bu2q for i “ 1, 2, and γ3 ” max
i“1,2 γ
i.
We will construct hte Ñ he, started from h0e ” µe. Let µtpσδvp+qq be defined as µpσδvp+qq, but with
ht in place of h. Then, similarly to (193), µt has edge marginals µtepσq – htepσqξtepσq,
ξtepbrq “ 1´Πt,1e , ξteprbq “ 1´Πt,2e ,
ξteprrq “ 1, ξtepbbq “ 1´Πt,1e ´Πt,2e `Πt,3e ,
with Πt,ie given by
Πt,ie ”
$’’&’’%
ź
e1‰e
ht,ie pbq “
ź
e1‰e
”
1´ ht,ie prq
ı
for i “ 1, 2;ź
e1‰e
htepbbq ď
ź
e1‰e
”
1´max
i“1,2h
t,i
e prq
ı
for i “ 3.
Applying the bound 1´ y ď e´y readily gives Πt,ie ď expt´γiu for all i ď 3. We then choose ht`1e
to be the probability measure proportional to µe{ξte, or equivalently proportional to htepµe{µteq.
Suppose inductively
}µe{µte ´ 1}8 ď 2´kpt`1q{3;
the base case is clear from the preceding bounds on the Πt,ie . If the inductive hypothesis holds at t
then ht`1 “ htr1`Op2´kpt`1q{3qs. This givesˇˇˇˇ
ξt`1e pbrq
ξtepbrq ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
— |Πt`1,1e ´Πt,1e | À
ÿ
e1‰e
phteqprq2´kpt`1q{3
exptγ1u À
γ12´kpt`1q{3
exptγ1u ď 2
´kpt`1q{32´k
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(by choosing  appropriately). Similarlyˇˇˇˇ
ξt`1e pbbq
ξtepbbq ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
À max
iď3 |Π
t`1,i
e ´Πt,ie | À max
iď3
γi2´kpt`1q{3
exptγiu ď 2
´kpt`1q{32´k,
and from these bounds it is straightforward to verify the inductive hypothesis at t` 1. Taking
ht Ñ h concludes our calculation of the representation (211) of µ, and gives
9νT
ˆ č
i“1,2
" ÿ
e1Pδvpxqze
1tσie1 “ ru ě 1
* ˇˇˇˇ
σe
˙
ě 1´ 2´k for all σe P tr, bu2.
The lemma follows by recalling (210). 
The proof of the following lemma will be omitted, since it is similar to, but simpler than, the
proof of Lem. 9.5.
Lemma 9.6. Let x P t+, -u, and τ P ty, gu; and suppose for a variable v of type T thatÿ
ePδvpxq
piepσ1 “ r |σ P trτ, bτuq ě k1,
with 1 an absolute constant. Then there exists an absolute constant  (depending only on 1) such
that for every e P δvpxq,
ωL,jpτ1 “ v |σ “ rτq ě 1´ 2´k for all L Qj te.
The same holds if we exchange the roles of the two copies σ1 and σ2.
9.3. Double-forced edges. We now bound the incidence of edges which are forced in both coor-
dinates, meaning that τ P tr, vu2.
Lemma 9.7. If the clause type L is nice and diverse (Defn. 9.3), then
ωL,jpτ “ vvq ď 2´kp1`q for all j.
Proof. Fix an edge e “ pavq with La “ L and jpv; aq “ j, and let ΩL,j denote the distribution of
pσδvYδa, τ δvYδaq (in the sense of Rmk. 3.22). Assume without loss that the edge e corresponds to an
affirmative literal, Le “ +. Define U ” Ue to be the set of all pσδvYδa, τ δvYδaq which are compatible
with τe P tv, wu2, and consider
µpσδvze, τe, σδazeq ” ΩL,jpσδvze, τe, σδaze | Uq.
The measure µ maximizes entropy subject to the marginal distributions of σe1 for the edges e1 in
pBv Y Baqze, as well as of τ1e and τ2e . Thus there exist positive functions pbe1qe1‰e on tr, y, g, bu2, and
bie on tv, wu, such that
µpσδvze, τe, σδazeq – 1Upσδvze, τe, σδazeq
ź
i“1,2
biepτ ieq
ź
e1PpδvYδaqze
be1pσe1q
We will fix biepwq “ 1. From the above definitions, if we fix the frozen spin xv P t+, -, fu2, the set of
σδvze consistent with xv does not depend on τe. We can thus express
Z µpxv, τe, σδazeq “ 1Upσδvze, τe, σδazeq bvpxvq
ź
i“1,2
biepτ ieq
ź
e1Pδaze
be1pσe1q (212)
with Z the normalizing constant. We now construct bt Ñ b (with normalizing constant Zt). Writing
ζ for the variable and edge marginals of µ, we initialize with weights
b0vpxq “ ζvpxq “ µpxv “ xq,
b0e1pσq “ ζe1pσq “ µpσe1 “ σq for e1 P δaze,
b0,ie pvq “ ζiepvq 2k “ µpτ ie “ vq 2k for i “ 1, 2
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(keeping bt,ie pwq “ 1 for all t ě 0). Let µt be defined as µ in (212) but with bt in place of b, and
denote its marginals by ζt. We will update
ln bt`1v pxvq ´ ln btvpxvq “ ln ζvpxvq ´ ln ζtvpxvq;
ln bt`1e1 pσe1q ´ ln bte1pσe1q “ ln ζe1pσe1q ´ ln ζte1pσe1q;
ln bt`1,ie pvq ´ ln bt,ie pvq “ lnrζiepvq{ζt,ie pvqs ´ lnpr1´ ζiepvqs{r1´ ζt,ie pvqsq.
Let us now estimate the marginals ζ0 of µ0. Note if τ ie “ v then the only valid possibility is that
xiv “ +; whereas if τ ie “ w then xiv can take all three values, unless δvp-q “ ∅ in which case xiv “ -
cannot occur. Thus, recalling the notation u ” ty, cu, we have
Z0ζ0e pwwq “ ζ1e pwqζ2e pwq
ś
e1Pδaze ζe1puuq
1`Opk2{2kq “ 1´Opk
2{2kq
where the last step uses Lem. 9.1. Next, using Lem. 9.2 together with the diverse clause prop-
erty (201), we have
Z0ζ0e pvwq “ 2kζ1v p+qζ1e pvqζ2e pwq
ś
e1Pδaze ζe1pyuq
1`Op2´kq “
ζ1e pvq
1`Op2´kq ;
Z0ζ0e pvvq “ 4kζvp++qζ1e pvqζ2e pvq
ź
e1Pδaze
ζe1pyyq ď ζvp++q
2k
”
min
i“1,2 ζ
i
eprq
ı”
min
e1Pδaze
ζe1pyyq
ı
(213)
It is then clear that the single-copy marginals of ζ0e are close to the desired ones:
ζ0,ie pτ ieq “ r1´Op2´kqsζiepτ ieq for i “ 1, 2, τ ie P tv, wu. (214)
For e1 P δaze we can compute ζ0e pσq by summing ζ0e1pτeqµpσe1 “ σ|τeq over τe — the first factor ζ0e
was computed above, while µpσe1 “ σ | τeq can be obtained from the representation (212). This gives
for example
ζ0e1pyyq “ ζ0e pvvq `
"
ζ0e pvwq
ζe1pyuq `
ζ0e pwvq
ζe1puyq
*
ζe1pyyq
1`Op2´kq `
ζ0e pwwqζe1pyyq
ζe1puuqr1`Opk2{2kqs
“ ζe1pyyqr1´Opk2{2kqs.
The calculations for the other σe1 P ty, cu2 are similar but simpler. We also have
ζ0v pxvq “ ζvpxvq
”
ζ0e pwwq ` ζ
0
e pvwq
ζ1v p+q 1tx
1
v “ +u ` ζ
0
e pwvq
ζ2v p+q 1tx
2
v “ +u
ı
` ζ0e pvvq1txv “ ++u.
We therefore conclude (recalling Lem. 9.1 and the above estimate of ζ0e pvvq) that
ζ0e1pσe1q “ ζe1pσe1qr1`Opk2{2kqs, ζ0v pxvq “ ζtvpxvqr1`Opk2{2kqs. (215)
We next estimate covariances under µ0: note µ0pxv “ x|τe “ τq — ζ0v pxq if τ ‰ vv, so
µ0pxv “ x, τ ie “ τ iq — ζ0,ie pτ ieqζ0v pxvq, and similarly
µ0pσe1 “ σ, τ ie “ τ iq — ζ0,ie pτ iqζ0e1pσq
(216)
(again, with e1 P δaze). We also compute
µ0pxv “ x, σe1 “ σq “
ÿ
τ
ζ0e pτqµ0pxv “ x|τe “ τqµ0pσe1 “ σ|τe “ τq
“ ζvpxqζe1pσq
”
ζ0e pwwq `Opk2{2kq
ı
` ζ0e pvvq “ ζvpxvqζe
1pσe1q
1`Opk2{2kq “
ζ0v pxvqζ0e1pσe1q
1`Opk2{2kq , (217)
where the last step is by (215). Recall from (204) that the b-derivatives can be expressed as
covariances; for b close to b0, the µ-covariance is close to the µ0-covariance. It thus follows from
(216) that ˇˇˇˇB ln ζvpxq
B ln bie
ˇˇˇˇ
“ Op2´kq and
ˇˇˇˇB ln ζe1pσq
B ln bie
ˇˇˇˇ
“ Op2´kq
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Likewise, (217) gives ˇˇˇˇ B ln ζvpxq
B ln be1pσq
ˇˇˇˇ
“ Opk2{2kq,
ˇˇˇˇB ln ζe1pσq
B ln bvpxq
ˇˇˇˇ
“ Opk2{2kq.
It follows from straightforward calculations thatˇˇˇˇ B ln ζe1pσe1q
B ln be2pσe2q
ˇˇˇˇ
“ Opk2{2kq,
ˇˇˇˇB lnrζiepvq{ζiepwqs
B ln b2´ie
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 2´k
for any e1 ‰ e2 in δaze, and for i “ 1, 2. Finally, it holds trivially that the matrix of derivatives
B ln ζ{B ln b (with rows indexed by the coordinates of ζ, and columns indexed by the coordinates of
b) has all entries in r´1, 1s. With these estimates it is straightforward to verify by induction that
} ln bt`1v ´ ln btv}8 ď 2´pt`2qk,
} ln bt`1e1 ´ ln bte1}8 ď 2´pt`2qk,
| ln bt`1,ie1 ´ ln bt,ie1 | ď 2´pt`1qk,
where the base case follows from (214), (215) and the update rule. This then concludes our con-
struction of the representation (212), and by repeating the calculation of (213) we find (adjusting
 as needed) that ζepvvq ď 2´kp1`q, concluding the proof. 
Recall Defn. 9.3 that D denotes the set of diverse clauses. For a variable v we let  Dpvq denote
the expected number of adjacent non-diverse clauses, that is,
 Dpvq ”
ÿ
ePδv
ÿ
L
1tL R DupipL|teq. (218)
Note that Dpvq depends on the degree profile D .
Lemma 9.8. Let x P t+, -u, and take a nice variable v with pivpxxq ě 2´k{25 and  Dpvq ď 2kp1´1q,
for 1 an absolute constant. There exists an absolute constant  such that for all e P δvpxq,
ωL,jprrq ď 2´kp1`q for all L Qj te with L P D.
Proof. In the following  denotes a small positive number, whose value may change from one oc-
currence to the next, but ultimately is taken as an absolute constant. Assume without loss x “ +.
For every e P δvp+q, piepbbq “ pivp++q ´Op2´kq, so Lem. 9.2 gives ωL,jpbbq ě ¯pivp++q for all L Qj te.
Lem. 9.1 then gives
ωL,jpσ “ bb, τ “ wwq ě ωL,jpbbq{2 ě ¯pivp++q{2. (219)
We next claim that ÿ
ePδvp+q
pieprb, rrq ě kpivp++q. (220)
Suppose for contradiction that (220) fails. Since v is a nice variable (Defn. 3.8), it must hold for
some σ2 P ty, gu that ÿ
ePδvp+q
pieprσ2q ě k{10; (221)
suppose this is the case for σ2 “ y. Lem. 9.6 then gives
ωL,jpσ “ ry, τ1 “ vq ě p3{4qωL,jpryq
for all e P δvp+q, all L Qj te. If L is also diverse, then combining with Lem. 9.4 gives
ωL,jpσ “ ry, τ “ vwq ě p2{3qωL,jpryq ´ 2´kp1`δq. (222)
Define a probability measure pi ” piv,+ which gives mass |δvp+q|´1pipL|teq to each pair pe,Lq such
that e P δvp+q and te P L. The random variable
X ” Xpe,Lq ” 1tL P DuωL,jpryq
‹pi
prq
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has pi-expectation ě 1{5, by the bound on Dpvq together with the assumption that (221) holds with
σ2 “ y. Since 0 ď X ď 1, it follows that pipX ě 1{10q ě 1{10. If Xpe,Lq ě 1{10, (222) implies
ωL,jpσ “ ry, τ “ vwq ě ωL,jpryq{2. (223)
For such pe,Lq, let us now consider all edges e1 “ pa1v1q P E such that e, e1 are of the same type t,
and a, a1 are of the same type L. We now perform an edge switching between (219) and (223), as
follows. The proportion of edges e1 “ pa1v1q with pσe1 , τe1q “ pbb, wwq is at least ωL,jpbbq{2 by (219),
and the proportion of edges e2 “ pa2v2q with pσe2 , τe2q “ pry, vwq is at least ωL,jpryq{2 by (223). If
we cut the edges e1, e2 and form new edges pa2v1q, pa1v2q, a valid coloring on this switched graph is
given by setting
pσa2v1 , τa2v1q “ prb, vwq, pσa1v2 , τa1v2q “ pby, wwq,
keeping all other colors unchanged. Such a switching preserves single-copy marginals, so we conclude
that whenever Xpe,Lq ě 1{10,
ωL,jprbq ě ωL,jpbbqωL,jpryq{4 ě pivp++qpi1eprq
for some absolute constant . Thereforeÿ
ePδvp+q
pieprbq ě
ÿ
pe,Lq:Xě1{10
pipL|teqωL,jprbq ě pivp++q,
proving (220). A similar argument proves (220) in the case that (221) holds for σ2 “ g instead of
σ2 “ y. The result then follows by combining Lem. 9.5 and Lem. 9.7. 
Corollary 9.9. Consider the setting of Lem. 9.8, but without assuming a lower bound on pivpxxq.
It holds for some absolute constant  ą 0 thatÿ
ePδv
ÿ
LPD
pipL|teqωL,jpteqprrq ď 2´k.
Proof. In view of Lem. 9.8 it suffices to consider the case pivp++q ď 2´k{20. We can assumeÿ
ePδv
ÿ
LPD
pipL|teqωL,jpteqprrq ď k42´k{20,
since if the opposite holds then we are again done. In this situation the claimed bound follows by
combining Lem. 9.5 and Lem. 9.7. 
9.4. Conclusion.
Proof of Propn. 12a. We claim that in the original graph G “ pV, F,Eq, the bound (121) holds for
all S Ď V , except with exponentially small probability. This clearly implies the lemma, since the
original graph contains the processed graph and there are only polynomially many possibilities for
D . To prove the claim, we will fix 0 ă s ď 4{5 and take a union bound over all subsets S of ns
variables. For given S, the probability that a clause has ě 9k{10 neighbors is S is
ps “ PpBinpk, sq ě 9k{10q ď expt´kHp 910 |squ ď
"
2´k{20 for s ď 4{5,
s2k{3 for s ď 1{4.
Now let us condition on |F | “ m “ nα¯ with α¯ ď 2α, which occurs with high probability. The
expected number of subsets S with |ta P F : |S X Ba| ě 9k{10u| ě nγ is`
n
ns
˘
PpBinpm, psq ě nγq ď exptnrHpsq ´ α¯Hp γα¯ | psqsu.
For s ď 4{5, taking γ “ 229k{30 gives α¯Hp γα¯ | psq “ Ωpkq, so the expectation is exponentially small
in n. For s ď 1{4, taking γ “ s gives γ{pα¯psq ě s´k{7, so α¯Hp γα¯ | psq “ Ωp´ks ln sq and again the
expectation is exponentially small in n, concluding the proof. 
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Let S denote the set of non-diverse variables; |S| ď n{4 by (200). Consider the set  D of non-
diverse clauses; from Defns. 9.3 and 7.1 this is a subset of F pSq. On the event D P E,
| D| ď
"
n229k{30 if |S|{n ď 4{5
|S| if |S|{n ď 1{16 (224)
Definition 9.10. Let  ą 0 be a small absolute constant (to be determined). A clause type L is
termed heavy if ωL,jprrq ě 2´kp1`q for some j, and light otherwise. Let L denote the collection of
light clause types, and define Lpvq analogously to Dpvq in (218).
Lemma 9.11. In the notation of Lem. 9.8, suppose v is a nice variable with
maxt Dpvq,Lpvqu ď 2kp1´1q.
Then for every e P δv, L Qj te, L P DX L,
|ωL,jpσq ´ 1{4| ď 2´k for all σ P tyy, yc, cy, ccu;
|ωL,jpσq ´ 2´k| ď 2´kp1`q for all σ P try, rc, yr, cru. (225)
In particular v is diverse.
The proof of Lem. 9.11 is deferred to the end of this section.
Lemma 9.12. On the event D P E (Defn. 7.1), all nice variables are diverse (Defn. 9.3); and all
nice clauses are light (Defn. 9.10).
Proof. Let S Ď V denote the set of nice non-diverse variables. Let N Ď F denote the set of nice
non-diverse clauses; |N | is bounded by (224). Let H Ď F be the set of nice clauses that are heavy.
By Lem. 9.11,
|S|2kp1´q ď kp|N | ` |H|q. (226)
Let EH denote the set of edges e “ pavq with ωL,jprrq ě 2´kp1`q (where L “ La, j “ jpteq), such
that a is nice. By definition, a P H if and only if pavq P EH for some v P Ba. Partition the set of
nice variables into U0, U1, U2 where
U0 ” tnice variables v : Dpvq ď 2kp1´q,Lpvq ď 2kp1´qu,
U1 ” tnice variables v : Dpvq ď 2kp1´q,Lpvq ą 2kp1´qu,
U2 ” tnice variables v : Dpvq ą 2kp1´q,Lpvq ą 2kp1´qu.
For v P U0, Lem. 9.11 gives v R S. Further, it follows from Lem. 9.8 that only non-diverse clauses
a P N can be heavy on the edge pavq, so
|tpavq P EH : v P U0u| ď |tpavq : a P Nu| ď |N |k.
Next, by definition |U1| ` |U2| ď |N |k{2kp1´q. For v P U1, applying Cor. 9.9 givesÿ
ePδv
ÿ
LPD
pipL|teq1tωL,jprrq ě 2´kp1`qu ď 2kp1´2q.
Combining with the upper bound on |U1| gives
|tpavq P EH : v P U1u| ď |tpavq : a P Nu| ` |U1|2kp1´2q ď |N |kr1` 2´ks.
Finally, by definition |U2| ď |N |k{2kp1´q, so
|tpavq P EH : v P U2u| ď |tpavq : v P U2u| ď |U2|k22k ď |N |k4{2k.
Combining the bounds on |tpavq P EH : v P Uiu| gives |H| ď |EH | ď 2|N |k, and combining with
(226) gives |S| ď |N |k3{2´kp1´q. Together with (224) we see that the only possibility is to have
|S| “ |N | “ 0, which implies |H| “ 0 and concludes the proof. 
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Proof of Lem. 9.11. In this proof we use the composite color c ” tg, bu, so
σi PX “ tr, y, cu, ς i P S “ tr, y, c, wu.
We will represent σiς i by ϑi P Θ ” tr, y, c, wy, wcu where
ϑi ” ϑpσiς iq ”
$&% wy σ
iς i “ yw,
wc σiς i “ cw,
σi σi “ ς i.
We use ϑ to denote a pair ϑ1ϑ2 P Θ2. We now fix a variable v of type T , and optimize over
the distribution of types and colors on its incident edges δv. In the second moment calculation
let ΩT ” optΩT rpis be the optimal distribution of tuples pσδv, ςδv,Lδvq — recall that for an edge
e “ pavq, Le denotes the type of the incident clause a. For each e “ pavq, let ζe be the marginal
distribution of pLe, ςeq under ΩT , and let ζe,L be the conditional distribution of ςe given Le. We
can then express
ζepς,Lq “ ζepLqζepς|Lq “ pipL|teqζe,Lpςq.
The measure ΩT maximizes entropy subject to the marginal constraints
ΩT pσe “ σq “ piepσq for all σ PX 2
ΩT pLe “ Lq “ pipL|teq for all L
ΩT pσie “ σi |Le “ Lq “ ‹pipσiq for all L and all σi PX
ΩT pςe “ ς |Le “ Lq “ ζe,Lpςq for all L and all ς P S 2
,//.//- for all e P δv.
By the method of Lagrange multipliers, ΩT must take the form
ΩT pσδv, ςδv,Lδvq – ψvpσδvq
ź
ePδv
!
pipLe|teqξLepσeςeq
)
where ψv is as in (151), and each ξe,L is a probability measure on σς of the form
ξe,Lpσςq “ β1e,Lpσ1qβ2e,Lpσ2qχe,Lpςq.
We now explain how to iteratively construct ψ and ξ. Denote
ρ ” k3{2k, ιˆe,L ” ζpς P tr, y, cu2q ` k4{4k. (227)
Construction of ΩT — initial clause-to-variable messages. For the moment we fix an edge e “ pavq
and a type L. These will be suppressed from the notation, so for example we shall denote ‹pi ” ‹pie,
‹ 9q ” ‹ 9qva, and ζ ” ζe,L. We will construct a sequence of probability measures µt over σς PX 2 ˆS 2
(equivalently, over ϑ P Θ2) of form
µtpϑq ” µtpσςq “ ‹ 9qpσ1q‹ 9qpσ2qbt,1pσ1qbt,2pσ2qxtpςq,
such that the limit measure µ “ limtÑ8 µt has marginal ‹pi on each σi, and marginal ζ on ς. Let
pit,i be the marginal of µt on σi, and let ζt be the marginal of µt on ς.
1. Single-copy solution. In the single-copy model the analogous problem has a simple explicit
solution, as follows. Let ν “ p 9ν, νˆq “ optνp‹ωq where ‹ω is the edge marginal vector with entries
ωL,j “ ‹piLpjq; and let ‹ζ denote the marginal distribution of ς under νˆ. It is easy to see that ‹ζ
puts almost all mass on w, with
‹ζprq “ ‹piprq “ Op2´kq, ‹ζpyq ` ‹ζpcq “ Opk{2kq. (228)
It is also easy to see that
‹pipyq
‹pipcq “
‹ 9qpyq
‹ 9qpcq “
‹ζpyq
‹ζpcq . (229)
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Let ‹b : X Ñ p0,8q and ‹x : S Ñ p0,8q be defined by
‹b “
»–r ‹piprq{‹ 9qprqy r‹pipyq ´ ‹ζpyqs{‹ 9qpyq
c r‹pipcq ´ ‹ζpcqs{‹ 9qpcq
fifl, ‹x “
»——–
r 1
y ‹ζpyq{r‹pipyq ´ ‹ζpyqs
c ‹ζpcq{r‹pipcq ´ ‹ζpcqs
w 1
fiffiffifl.
Note then that ‹bpyq “ ‹bpcq and ‹xpyq “ ‹xpcq. It is straightforward to check that
‹µpϑiq ” ‹µpσiς iq ” ‹ 9qpσiq‹bpσiq‹xpς iq
is a probability measure on X ˆS with marginal ‹pi on σi, and marginal ‹ζ on ς i.
2. Product weights at t “ 0. In the pair model, at t “ 0 we set
b0,1 ” ‹b ” b0,2, x0 ” ‹xb ‹x.
Suppose inductively that µt has marginal ‹pi on each σi; this is clearly true when t “ 0. Let
t ” }ζ1 ´ ζ}1. For both i “ 1, 2, we will maintain for all t ě 0 that
bt,iprq “ ‹piprq{‹ 9qprq, bt,ipyq — 1 — bt,ipcq. (230)
Note it follows from (228) that ζ0pςq “ ‹ζpς1q‹ζpς2q is upper bounded by ρ for ς ‰ ww, and by ιˆ
for ς P tr, y, cu2. It is clear then that for ς P tr, y, cu2,
|ζ0pςq ´ ζpςq| ď |ζ0pςq| ` |ζpςq| À ιˆ.
It follows that for ς “ ς1w with ς1 ‰ w,
|ζ0pςq ´ ζpςq| ď |ζ0pς1wq ´ ‹ζpς1q| ` |ζpς1wq ´ ‹ζpς1q|
ď ζ0ptr, y, cu2q ` ζptr, y, cu2q À ιˆ.
Since both ζ and ζ0 are probability measures, it follows that |ζ0pwwq ´ ζpwwq| À ιˆ.
3. Update on ς P tyw, cwu. Write s ” t` 1{5, and update xt, bt to xs, bs such that
(i) ζspywq “ ζpywq and ζspcwq “ ζpcwq;
(ii) µspwϑ2q “ µtpwϑ2q for all ϑ2 P ty, c, ru;
(iii) pµs ´ µtqptwy, yu ˆ ϑ2q “ 0 “ pµs ´ µtqptwc, cu ˆ ϑ2q “ 0 for each ϑ2 P twy, wcu; and
(iv) µsprϑ2q “ µtprϑ2q for all ϑ2 P Θ;
We will achieve this by updating only b1pyq, b1pcq, xpywq, xpcwq, xpwwq; otherwise we keep the same
weights as previously. Condition (i) then implies
ζpywq
ζtpywq “
bs,1pyqxspywq
bt,1pyqxtpywq ,
ζpcwq
ζtpcwq “
bs,1pcqxspcwq
bt,1pcqxtpcwq ,
and condition (ii) implies
pqbqs,1ty, cu “ pqbqt,1ty, cu where pqbqs,1pσ1q ” qpyqbs,1pσ1q.
Condition (iii) implies
pqbqs,1pyqrxspwwq ` xspywqs
pqbqt,1pyqrxtpwwq ` xtpywqs “ 1,
pqbqs,1pcqrxspwwq ` xspcwqs
pqbqt,1pcqrxtpwwq ` xtpcwqs “ 1.
Eliminating xspwwq from these two equations gives
pqbqt,1pyqrxtpwwq ` xtpywqs ´ pqbqs,1pyqxspywq
pqbqt,1pcqrxtpwwq ` xtpcwqs ´ pqbqs,1pcqxspcwq “
pqbqs,1pyq
pqbqs,1pcq
and combining with (i) gives
bs,1pyq
bs,1pcq “
bt,1pyq
bt,1pcq
denote by λt
xtpwwq ` xtpywqr1´ ζpywq{ζtpywqs
xtpwwq ` xtpcwqr1´ ζpcwq{ζtpcwqs .
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Combining with (ii) gives the update rule for b1pyq and b1pcq:
bs,1pyq
bt,1pyq “
pqbqt,1ty, cu
pλtq´1qpyqbt,1pyq ` qpcqbt,1pcq ,
bs,1pcq
bt,1pcq “
pqbqt,1ty, cu
λtqpyqbt,1pyq ` qpcqbt,1pcq
Combining with (i) then gives the update rule for xpywq and xpcwq, and combining with (iii) gives
the update rule for xpwwq.
The resulting measure µs “ µt`1{5 may no longer have marginals exactly ‹pi, although it satis-
fies µspσ1 “ rq “ ‹piprq by condition (iv). Since the weights b1pyq and b1pcq undergo multiplicative
change Optq, we see that µpϑq undergoes multiplicative change Optq for each ϑ P Θˆ ty, c, ru:
µspϑq “ r1`Optqsµtpϑq.
Combining (iii) and (iv) gives
pµs ´ µtqpσ1 “ yq “ pµs ´ µtqpϑ P twy, yu ˆ tr, y, cuq “ Opρtq,
pµs ´ µtqpσ1 “ cq “ pµs ´ µtqpϑ P twc, cu ˆ tr, y, cuq “ Opρtq.
By combining (ii), (iii), and (iv) we find
pµs ´ µtqpσ2 “ yq “ pµs ´ µtqpϑ P ty, cu ˆ tyuq “ Opιˆtq,
pµs ´ µtqpσ2 “ cq “ pµs ´ µtqpϑ P ty, cu ˆ tcuq “ Opιˆtq.
4. Update on ς P twy, wcu.
Repeat Step 3 exchanging the roles of the first and second coordinates. The resulting measure,
which we denote µt`2{5, has the desired marginal ζ on ς P Σ ” tyw, cw, wy, wcu.
5. Update on remaining ς. Now update µt`2{5 Ñ µt`3{5 by keeping the b-weights fixed, and adjust-
ing the xpςq to achieve marginal ζ on each ς P tr, y, c, wu2: set
xt`3{5pςq
xt`2{5pςq “
ζpςq
ζt`2{5pςq for all ς P tr, y, c, wu
2
(where the ratio is one for ς P Σ). The measure µt`3{5 now has marginal ζ on ς. Since
‹ζprq “ ‹piprq, it follows that µt`3{5pσj “ rq “ ‹piprq for both j “ 1, 2.
6. Update on σi. Now update µt`3{5 Ñ µt`1 by keeping the x-weights fixed, and adjusting the
b-weights such that µt`1 will have marginal ‹pi on each σi. (Recall that bu,iprq is fixed for all
times u ě 0.) Denote r ” t` 3{5, s ” t` 4{5, and begin by setting
bs,1pσ1q
br,1pσ1q “
‹pipσ1q
pir,1pσ1q for σ
1 P ty, cu. (231)
Let µ˜r be the measure using weights bs,1, br,2, and xr, and let p˜ir,2 be its marginal on σ2. We
then set
bs,2pσ1q
br,2pσ1q “
‹pipσ2q
p˜ir,2pσ2q for σ
2 P ty, cu. (232)
Set xs ” xr, and let µs be the measure defined with weights bs,1, bs,2, xs. Changing b1 can
influence the marginal on σ2, and vice versa, but the effect is small because ζ puts almost all
mass on ww and is therefore nearly a product measure. We therefore repeatedly alternate (231)
and (232) until the b-weights converge. We denote the limiting weights bt`1, and let µt`1 be the
corresponding measure.
7. Repeat from Step 3. The measure µt`1 now has the correct marginal ‹pi on each σi, but due to
the last step it may no longer have marginal ζ on ς. We therefore return to Step 3, iterating until
convergence. To see that this procedure converges, let t denote the total additive error between
ζt and ζ (so 0 À ιˆ). After Step 5, the multiplicative error between µt`3{5pσiq and ‹pipσiq is zero
for σi “ r, and at most Opρtq for σi P ty, cu. Thus the b-weights on y, c undergo multiplicative
change Opρtq for σi P ty, cu. It follows that the total additive error between ζt`1 and ζt`5{7 is
À ρt. Since ζt`5{7 “ ζ we conclude t`1 “ Opρtq, so indeed the procedure converges.
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Now set β0,ie,L ” b8,i and χ0,ie,L ” x8{ze,L where ze,L is a scaling factor such that
ξ0e,Lpσςq ” β0,1e,Lpσ1qβ0,2e,Lpσ2qχ0e,Lpςq
is a probability measure. Let qˆ0e,L be the marginal of ξ
0
e,L on σ: it follows from the above analysis
that yERRpqˆ0e,L,bqˆq À pιˆe,L, 2k ιˆe,L, 4k ιˆe,Lq. (233)
Construction of ΩT — iterative reweighting. Given the clause-to-variable messages qˆte,L, we reweight
the variable v as in §7.6, producing new variable-to-clause messages 9qt`1e,L . We then update ξte,L to
ξt`1e,L similarly as above; the resulting change between qˆte,L and qˆ
t`1
e,L is then bounded similarly as in
(233). Combining with the bounds of §7.6 provesyERRpqˆ8e,L,bqˆq À pιˆe,L, 2k ιˆe,L, 4k ιˆe,Lq
;ERRp 9q8e,L,b 9qq À pz, z, z, z, zq where z “ 2´k
ÿ
e,L
pipL|teqιˆe,L.
The claimed bound (225) then follows from the hypothesis. 
Proof of Propn. 12b. If D is conforming (which by Propn. 12a occurs with high probability), it
follows from Lem. 9.12 that every nice variable satisfies the hypotheses of Lem. 9.11. 
10. Monotonicity of 1RSB free energy
We now prove Propn. 3. We first study how a small increase in α affects the distributions µ`.
Recall the coupling Pα between pµα` q`ě0 and the PGWα tree. Now let αlbd ď 9α ď :α ď αubd, and
couple P 9α with P:α such that the PGW 9α tree 9T is obtained from the PGW:α tree :T by deleting each
clause independently with probability 1´ 9α{:α, then taking the connected component containing
the root variable — we refer to this as the monotone coupling. We shall write
p 9η`, :η`q „ µ`
to indicate that p 9η`, :η`q are sampled from the monotone coupling with marginal distributions 9η` „ µ 9α`
and :η` „ µ:α` .
Lemma 10.1. Let 0 ď :α´ 9α ď expt´2ku, and p 9η`, :η`q „ µ`. Then
E
”
Erp 9η` ´ :η`q2 | 9T s2
ı
ď p:α´ 9αq
2
24k{kOp1q (234)
Proof. Suppose inductively that the bound holds for `´ 1, and define the array of i.i.d. entries
a ” rpajqjě1, pa+ij , a-ijqs where each entry a ” p 9η, :ηq is an independent sample of p 9η`´1, :η`´1q from
the monotone coupling. Each a±ij ” p 9η±ij , :η±ijq corresponds to a pair of trees
9T ±ij „ PGW 9α, :T ±ij „ PGW:α
where 9T ±ij is formed by deleting clauses randomly from :T ±ij as above. Let :d± “ 9d± ` δ± where 9d±, δ±
are mutually independent with 9d± „ Poisp 9αk{2q and δ± „ Poispp:α´ 9αqk{2q. The monotone coupling
for 9T , :T can be realized by letting the root variable of 9T have degrees 9d±, and setting 9Tij to be its
pijq-subtree (the subtree descended from the j-th child variable of the i-th child clause of the root);
and letting the root variable of :T have degrees :d±, and setting its pijq-subtree to be :Tij . Let
Π˜± ” expt´Σ˜±u ”
9d±ź
i“1
:s±i , Π˜ ” Π˜
+
Π˜-
” exptΣ˜
-u
exptΣ˜+u ” exptΣ˜u.
Then, with F px, yq as in Lem. 4.3, we can express
:η` ´ 9η` d“ A` a where A ” F p:Π-, :Σq ´ F pΠ˜-, Σ˜q,
a ” F pΠ˜-, Σ˜q ´ F p 9Π-, 9Σq. (235)
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We begin by bounding A:
ErA2 | 9T s ď 2ErpΠ˜-q2 | 9T sE
„ˆ
1´
9d-`δ-ź
i“ 9d-`1
:s-i
˙2 ˇˇˇˇ
9T

` 2E
„ˆ 9d-`δ-ÿ
i“ 9d-`1
:X-i ´
9d+`δ+ÿ
i“ 9d+`1
:X+i
˙2 ˇˇˇˇ
9T

.
ď ErpΠ˜-q2 | 9T sPpPoispkp:α´ 9αq{2q ą 0q ` ErPoispkp:α´ 9αqqsEr :X2s.
Combining with the estimates of Lem. 4.2 gives
E
”
ErA2 | 9T s2
ı
ď p:α´ 9αq
2
24k{kOp1q .
We now turn to bounding a. Applying (73) gives |a| ď | 9Π- ´ Π˜-| ` | 9Σ´ Σ˜|, so
Era2 | 9T s ď 2Erp 9Π- ´ Π˜-q2 | 9T s ` 2Erp 9Σ´ Σ˜q2 | 9T s. (236)
For the first term on the right-hand side of (236) we have
p 9Π- ´ Π˜-q2 ď 9d-
9d-ÿ
i“1
pΠ-risq2p 9s-i ´ :s-i q2 where Π-ris ”
i´1ź
i1“1
9s-i1
9d-ź
i1“i`1
:s-i1 ,
and so, using that 9d+ and 9d- are 9T -measurable,
E
”
E
”
p 9Π- ´ Π˜-q2 | 9T
ı2ı ď E„p 9d-q3 9d-ÿ
i“1
pΠ-risq4

E
„
E
”
p 9s-1 ´ :s-1q2
ˇˇˇ
9T
ı2
.
The first factor is ď kOp1q. For the second factor,
p 9s-i ´ :s-i q2 ď k
k´1ÿ
j“1
u-i rjs2p 9η-ij ´ :η-ijq2 where u-i rjs ”
j´1ź
j1“1
9η-ij1
k´1ź
j1“j`1
:η-ij1 ,
and combining with the inductive hypothesis gives
E
”
E
”
p 9s-i ´ :s-i q2
ˇˇˇ
9T
ı2ı ď p:α´ 9αq2
24k{kOp1q max1ďjďk´1Eru
-
i rjs4s ď p:α´ 9αq
2
28k{kOp1q .
We now bound the second term on the right-hand side of (236): with d „ Poispαkq as above,
E
”
E
”
p 9Σ- ´ Σ˜-q2
ˇˇˇ
9T
ı2ı À Erd2sE”´Erp 9X-1 ´ :X-1 q2 | 9T s¯2ı.
By a similar derivation as for (77),
E
”
E
”
p 9X-1 ´ :X-1 q2
ˇˇˇ
9T
ı2ı ď k3 k´1ÿ
j“1
E
”´ urjs
1´ urjs
¯4ı
E
”´
Erpηj ´ η˜jq2 | 9T s
¯2ı ď p:α´ 9αq2
28k{kOp1q ,
so altogether we obtain
E
”
Era2 | 9T s2
ı
ď kOp1qp:α´ 9αq2{24k.
Combining with the bound on A verifies the inductive hypothesis, concluding the proof. 
Lemma 10.2. Let 0 ď :α´ 9α ď expt´2ku, and p 9η`, :η`q „ µ`. Then
E
”
Er:η` ´ 9η` | 9T s2
ı
ď p:α´ 9αq
2
23k
for all ` ě 0.
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Proof. Suppose inductively that the bound holds for `´ 1, and write :η` ´ 9η` “ A` a as in (235).
Applying (74) gives a “ a1 ` a2 ` a11 ` a22 where
ax “ pΠ˜- ´ 9Π-qFxp 9Π-, 9Σq, axx “ Op1qpΠ˜- ´ 9Π-q2,
ay “ ´pΣ˜´ 9ΣqFyp 9Π-, 9Σq, ayy “ Op1qpΣ˜´ 9Σq2.
We bound each term separately as follows:
Bound on ax. Similarly to before, we decompose
Π˜- ´ 9Π- “
9d-ÿ
i“1
Π-risp:s-i ´ 9s-i q “
9d-ÿ
i“1
Π-ris
k´1ÿ
j“1
u-i rjsp 9η-ij ´ :η-ijq,
with Π-ris ”
i´1ź
i1“1
:s-i1
9d-ź
i1“i`1
9s-i1 and u
-
i rjs ”
j´1ź
j1“1
9η-ij1
k´1ź
j1“j`1
:η-ij1 .
By Jensen’s inequality (for the sum over i, j) and the bound |Fxp 9Π-, 9Σq| ď 1,
Erax | 9T s2 ď 9d-k
9d-ÿ
i“1
k´1ÿ
j“1
E
”
Π-risu-i rjsp 9η-ij ´ :η-ijq
ˇˇˇ
9T
ı2
,
so by conditional independence we obtain
E
”
Erax | 9T s2
ı
ď E
„
9d-k
9d-ÿ
i“1
k´1ÿ
j“1
E
”
Π-risu-i rjs
ˇˇˇ
9T z 9Tij
ı2
E
!
E
”
p 9η-ij ´ :η-ijq
ˇˇˇ
9Tij
ı2 ˇˇˇˇ 9T z 9Tij)
(having applied iterated expectations with respect to 9T z 9Tij). By the inductive hypothesis,
E
"
E
”
p 9η-ij ´ :η-ijq
ˇˇˇ
9Tij
ı2 ˇˇˇ 9T z 9Tij* “ E"E”p 9η-ij ´ :η-ijq ˇˇˇ 9Tijı2* ď p:α´ 9αq223k ,
so altogether we conclude ErErax | 9T s2s ď kOp1qp:α´ 9αq2{25k.
Bound on ay. With the same notation as above, we decompose
Σ˜´ 9Σ “
dÿ
i“1
Sip :Xi ´ 9Xiq “ ´
dÿ
i“1
Si
k´1ÿ
j“1
ln
1´ uirjs:ηij
1´ uirjs 9ηij .
Applying the approximation fpx2q ´ fpx1q “ px2 ´ x1qf 1px1q `Op1qpx2 ´ x1q2}f2}8 to the func-
tions fpηq “ ´ lnp1´ uirjsηq gives ay “ ay,1 ` ay,2 where
ay,1 “ ´Fyp 9Π-, 9Σq
dÿ
i“1
Si
k´1ÿ
j“1
uirjsp:ηij ´ 9ηijq
1´ uirjs 9ηij , ay,2 “ Op1q
dÿ
i“1
k´1ÿ
j“1
´uirjsp:ηij ´ 9ηijq
1´ uirjs
¯2
.
We bound these terms separately, beginning with the quadratic term ay,2: similarly as above, by
Jensen’s inequality and conditional independence we have
Eray,2 | 9T s2 ď kOp1qd
dÿ
i“1
k´1ÿ
j“1
E
”´ uirjs
1´ uirjs
¯2 ˇˇˇ 9T z 9Tijı2 E”p:ηij ´ 9ηijq2 ˇˇˇ 9Tijı2.
Taking iterated expectations with respect to 9T z 9Tij and applying Lem. 10.1 gives
E
”
Eray,2 | 9T s2
ı
ď kOp1qE
”
d
dÿ
i“1
k´1ÿ
j“1
E
”´ uirjs
1´ uirjs
¯2 ˇˇˇ 9T z 9Tijı2E!E”p:ηij ´ 9ηijq2 ˇˇˇ 9Tijı2)ı
ď p:α´ 9αq
2
24k{kOp1qE
”
dk
dÿ
i“1
k´1ÿ
j“1
E
”´ uirjs
1´ uirjs
¯2 ˇˇˇ 9T z 9Tijı2ı ď p:α´ 9αq2
26k{kOp1q .
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We next bound the contribution from the linear term ay,1, which requires some more care. Ex-
panding ErEray,1 | 9T s2s as a double sum over indices 1 ď i1, i2 ď d, we first bound the contribution
from the cross terms i1 ‰ i2. Here the issue is that although ErSi1Si2s “ 0, the cross term may not
have zero mean because of the factor Fyp 9Π-, 9Σq2 which is correlated with Si1 and Si2 . However the
correlation is very slight, and we can approximate 9Π-, 9Σ by
9Π-ri1i2s ”
ź
iPr 9d-szti1,i2u
9si, 9Σri1i2s ”
ÿ
iPr 9d-szti1,i2u
SiXi.
By bounding the partial derivatives of Hpx, yq ” Fypx, yq2, we conclude
|Hp 9Π-, 9Σq ´Hri1i2s| ď 2| 9Π- ´ 9Π-ri1i2s| ` 2| 9Σ´ 9Σri1i2s|
with Hri1i2s ” Hp 9Π-ri1i2s, 9Σri1i2sq.
Recalling the definition of ay,1, let us denote
T piq ”
k´1ÿ
j“1
E
”uirjsp:ηij ´ 9ηijq
1´ uirjs 9ηij
ˇˇˇ
9T
ı
“
k´1ÿ
j“1
E
” uirjs
1´ uirjs 9ηij
ˇˇˇ
9T
ı
E
”
p:ηij ´ 9ηijq
ˇˇˇ
9Tij
ı
.
Applying Jensen’s inequality to the sum over j and using 1´ uirjs ď 1´ uirjs 9ηij gives
T piq2 ď k
k´1ÿ
j“1
T pijq2 with T pijq2 ” E
” uirjs
1´ uirjs
ˇˇˇ
9T z 9Tij
ı2
E
”
p:ηij ´ 9ηijq
ˇˇˇ
9Tij
ı2
.
The i1, i2 cross term in ErEray,1 | 9T s2s then equals
zero
E
„
Hri1i2s
2ź
l“1
!
SilT pilq
)
`E
„´
Hp 9Π-, 9Σq ´Hri1i2s
¯ 2ź
l“1
!
SilT pilq
)
“ Op1qE
„
p| 9Π- ´ 9Π-ri1i2s| ` | 9Σ´ 9Σri1i2s|q
2ÿ
l“1
E
”
T pilq2
ˇˇˇ
9T z 9Tij
ı
,
(having applied iterated expectations with respect to 9T z 9Tij). Combining with the inductive hy-
pothesis, the above is bounded by
p:α´ 9αq2
23k{kOp1qE
„
p| 9Π- ´ 9Π-ri1i2s| ` | 9Σ´ 9Σri1i2s|q
2ÿ
l“1
E
” uilrjs
1´ uilrjs
ˇˇˇ
9T z 9Tij
ı2 ď p:α´ 9αq2
26k{kOp1q .
The total contribution to ErEray,1 | 9T s2s from cross terms is thus ď kOp1qp:α´ 9αq2{24k, so
E
”
Eray,1 | 9T s2
ı
ď p:α´ 9αq
2
24k{kOp1q ` E
„
Fyp 9Π-, 9Σq2
dÿ
i“1
E
” k´1ÿ
j“1
uirjsp:ηij ´ 9ηijq
1´ uirjs 9ηij
ˇˇˇ
9T
ı2
ď p:α´ 9αq
2
24k{kOp1q ` kE
„ dÿ
i“1
k´1ÿ
j“1
E
” uirjs
1´ uirjs
ˇˇˇ
9T z 9Tij
ı2
E
”
p:ηij ´ 9ηijq
ˇˇˇ
9Tij
ı2 ď p:α´ 9αq2
24k{kOp1q .
Bound on axx,ayy. By repeated applications of Jensen’s inequality for the sum over i, j,
E
”
Eraxx | 9T s2
ı
ď kOp1qE
„
p 9d-q3
9d-ÿ
i“1
k´1ÿ
j“1
E
”
Π-ris2uirjs2
ˇˇˇ
9T z 9Tij
ı2
E
”
p:η-ij ´ 9η-ijq2
ˇˇˇ
9Tij
ı2
,
E
”
Erayy | 9T s2
ı
ď kOp1qE
„
d3
ÿ
i
ÿ
j
E
”´ uirjs
1´ uirjs
¯2 ˇˇˇ 9T z 9Tijı2 E”p:η-ij ´ 9η-ijq2 ˇˇˇ 9Tijı2.
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By iterated expectations with respect to 9T z 9Tij and Lem. 10.1, we conclude
E
”
Eraxx | 9T s2
ı
ď p:α´ 9αq
2
28k{kOp1q and E
”
Erayy | 9T s2
ı
ď p:α´ 9αq
2
24k{kOp1q .
Bound on A. Recall that the tree 9T has root degree 9d while :T has root degree :d ” 9d` δ. Let T˜ be
the subtree of :T formed by deleting all subtrees descended from root neighbors with indices larger
than 9d, so that 9T Ď T˜ Ď :T . By Jensen’s inequality,
E
”
ErA | 9T s2
ı
ď E
”
ErA | T˜ s2
ı
.
If :d “ 9d then clearly A “ 0. Since |A| ď 1 a.s., ErA1tδ ě 2u | T˜ s ď Ppδ ě 2q ď kOp1qp:α´ 9αq2. On
the event δ “ 1, (74) gives ErA1tδ “ 1u | T˜ s “ ErpA¯x ` A¯y ` A¯xx ` A¯yyq1tδ “ 1u |T˜ s where
A¯x “ FxpΠ˜-, Σ˜q p:Π- ´ Π˜-q, A¯xx “ Op1qp:Π- ´ Π˜-q2,
A¯y “ ´FypΠ˜-, Σ˜q p:Σ´ Σ˜q, A¯yy “ Op1qp:Σ- ´ Σ˜-q2.
Since δ “ 1 with probability — kp:α´ 9αq, we find
E
”
ErA¯x1tδ “ 1u | T˜ s2
ı
ď p:α´ 9αq
2ErpΠ˜-q2s
22k{kOp1q ď
p:α´ 9αq2
24k{kOp1q , and similarly
E
”
ErA¯xx1tδ “ 1u | T˜ s2
ı
ď p:α´ 9αq
2
28k{kOp1q , E
”
ErA¯yy1tδ “ 1u | T˜ s2
ı
ď p:α´ 9αq
2
24k{kOp1q .
Finally, since S :d is a symmetric random sign, ErA¯y | T˜ s “ 0. Altogether this yields
E
”
ErA | 9T s2
ı
ď p:α´ 9αq
2
24k{kOp1q ` 2Ppδ ě 2q
2 ď p:α´ 9αq
2
24k{kOp1q r1` p:α´ 9αq
224ks.
Conclusion. Combining the above estimates verifies the inductive hypothesis. 
Recall that µα` tends in the limit `Ñ8 to µα. We now write p 9η, :ηq „ µ to indicate that p 9η, :ηq
are sampled from the monotone coupling with marginals 9η „ µ 9α and :η „ µ:α.
Corollary 10.3. Let 0 ď :α´ 9α ď expt´2ku, and let pajqjě1 be an i.i.d. sequence with entries
aj ” p 9ηj , :ηjq „ µ. Let
9X ” ´ ln
´
1´
k´1ź
j“1
9ηj
¯
and 9X 1 ” ´ ln
´
1´
kź
j“1
9ηj
¯
with :X and :X 1 analogously defined. Let F ” σpp 9ηj : 1 ď j ď kq. Then
E
”
Erp :X ´ 9Xq | 9T s2
ı
,ď p:α´ 9αq
2
25k{kOp1q , E
”
Erp :X ´ 9Xq2 | 9T s2
ı
ď p:α´ 9αq
2
28k{kOp1q ,
The same bounds hold with 9X 1, :X 1 in the place of 9X, :X.
Proof. As before, we can expand :X ´ 9X “ x1 ` x2 where
x1 “
k´1ÿ
j“1
urjsp:ηj ´ 9ηjq
1´ urjs 9ηj and x2 “ Op1q
k´1ÿ
j“1
´urjsp:ηj ´ 9ηjq
1´ urjs
¯2
, with urjs ”
j´1ź
j1“1
:ηj1
k´1ź
j1“j`1
9ηj1 .
Applying Lem. 10.1 gives ErErx2 |F s2s ď p:α´ 9αq2kOp1q{28k. Applying Lem. 10.1 gives
E
”
Erx1 |F s2
ı
ď kE
„ k´1ÿ
j“1
E
” urjs
1´ urjs
ˇˇˇ
F
ı2
E
”
:ηj ´ 9ηj
ˇˇˇ
F
ı2 ď p:α´ 9αq2
25k{kOp1q .
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Similar calculations give
E
”
Erp :X ´ 9Xq2 | 9T s2
ı
ď kOp1qE
„ k´1ÿ
j“1
E
”´ urjs
1´ urjs
¯2 ˇˇˇ
F
ı2
E
”
p:ηj ´ 9ηjq2
ˇˇˇ
F
ı2 ď p:α´ 9αq2
28k{kOp1q ,
concluding the proof. 
Proof of Propn. 3. Let αlbd ď 9α ď :α ď αubd with :α´ 9α ď expt´2ku; we now upper bound the dif-
ference Φp:αq ´ Φp 9αq where Φ is defined in (8), and can be written as Φ “ Φ1 ` pk ´ 1qΦ2 where
Φ1pαq “ EGpΣ+,Σ-q with Gpx, yq ” lnpe´x ` e´y ´ e´x´yq,
Φ2pαq “ αE lnX 1 with X 1 as in Cor. 10.3.
It is easily checked that |Gx|, |Gxx| ď 1, so GpΣ˜+, 9Σ-q ´Gp 9Σ+, 9Σ-q “ gx ` gxx where
gx “
9d+ÿ
i“1
GxpΣ+ris ` 9Xi, 9Σ-qp :Xi ´ 9Xiq and gxx “ Op1q
9d+ÿ
i“1
p :Xi ´ 9Xiq2.
Applying Cor. 10.3 gives
E
”
Ergxx | 9T s2
ı
ď p:α´ 9αq
2
26k{kOp1q and E
”
Ergx | 9T s2
ı
ď p:α´ 9αq
2
23k{kOp1q , thereforeˇˇˇ
ErGpΣ˜+, 9Σ-q ´Gp 9Σ+, 9Σ-qs
ˇˇˇ
ď E
”
2Ergx | 9T s2 ` 2Ergxx | 9T s2
ı1{2 ď :α´ 9α
23k{2{kOp1q .
Similar bounds hold in the y-coordinate, so we concludeˇˇˇ
E
”
GpΣ˜+, Σ˜-q ´Gp 9Σ+, 9Σ-q
ıˇˇˇ
ď :α´ 9α
23k{2{kOp1q .
To complete the bound on Φ1 it remains to estimate ErGp:Σ+, :Σ-q ´GpΣ˜+, Σ˜-qs. This is very similar
to the analysis of A in the proof of Lem. 10.2: as before the contribution from the event 9d “ :d is
zero, and the contribution from the event 9d ě :d` 2 is negligible, so it suffices to consider the event
9d “ :d` 1. By the estimates of Lem. 4.2, the partial derivatives Gx and Gy, when evaluated at
pΣ˜+, Σ˜-q, are very well concentrated around Gx « Gy « ´1{2. Similar calculations as above then
yield
E
”´
Gp:Σ+, :Σ-q ´GpΣ˜+, Σ˜-q
¯
1t :d “ 9d` 1u
ı
“ ´p:α´ 9αqk{2kr1`Op2´k{4qs,
so altogether Φ1p:αq ´ Φ1p 9αq “ ´p:α´ 9αqk{2kr1`Op2´k{4qs.
Meanwhile, Φ2p:αq ´ Φ2p 9αq “ h21 ` h22 where
h21 “ p:α´ 9αqE 9X 1 and h22 “ :αEp :X 1 ´ 9X 1q.
Applying Cor. 10.3 gives |Eh22| ď p:α´ 9αqkOp1q{23k{2, while similar estimates as above give
Eh21 “ p:α´ 9αq{2kr1`Op2´k{4qs,
so that
Φ2p:αq ´ Φ2p 9αq “ p:α´ 9αq{2kr1`Op2´k{4qs.
Combining with the estimate on Φ1 gives Φp:αq ´ Φp 9αq “ ´p:α´ 9αq{2kr1`Op2´k{4qs. 
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